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Foreword

Diversification of the financial sector has been one of the central features of China's
recent and rapid economic growth. Many new financial institutions have sprung up, outside the
traditional banking system, including finance companies, leasing companies, urban and rural
credit cooperatives, and trust and investment companies. Apart from rural credit cooperatives,
trust and investment companies are the most numerous of these non-bank financial institutions,
with the largest share of assets. Their assets have grown more than twenty-fold over the last
decade. Trust and investment companies are also of particular interest due to many activities
they undertake: deposit-taking and such other financial services as the provision of guarantees
or letters of credit; investments in industrial companies; brokerage activities; and, more recently,
securities dealing and underwriting. Many have been affiliated to banks, or closely linked to
local governments.

While their willingness to engage in new or unfamiliar forms of financial intermediation
and diversification into sources of both funding and lending unavailable to the banking system
has provided China's economy with valuable flexibility in financing new areas of growth, their
complex range of activities has sometimes led to dilemmas for policymakers and regulators.
Today, questions regarding the future role of China's trust and investment companies grow more
pressing, as the Commercial Bank Law of 1994 has called for a clearer separation of bank and
non-bank activities. Many trust companies have found themselves in difficulties because of
recent restrictions on their sources of funding, and on their forms of lending or investment. At
the request of the People's Bank of China, the principal regulator of both banks and non-bank
financial institutions in China, the China and Mongolia Department of the World Bank organized
a seminar on China's trust and investment companies, to identify the issues confronting the
sector, examine the present regulatory and supervisory regime, and discuss regulatory options
from other countries. This working paper draws on background information collected for the
seminar and discussions held at the seminar in Beijing, in April 1996. It describes China's trust
and investment companies and their role in the financial sector, both relative to banks, and, in
terms of regulation, relative to other related fiduciary financial institutions, such as securities
firms and mutual funds. A second volume from the seminar, based on the presentations and
discussions of the regulatory framework for financial fiduciaries in other parts of the world, is
being published in parallel.

Nicholas C. Hope
Director

China and Mongolia Department
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Abstract

China's Trust and Investment Companies developed as providers of credit and services
which could not be offered by the banking system. They enjoyed more flexibility in lending
terms, and had access to financing from a variety of sources. Their range of activities has been
wide, encompassing deposit taking, merchant banking, investments in industrial companies and
real estate, and more recently, securities brokerage services and underwriting. Many were
offshoots of banks, and many were closely affiliated to local governments, where their key role
was the financing of local development projects. Some of the largest, the International Trust and
Investment Companies, were authorized to borrow from overseas, on behalf of local
governments, or later, on their own account.

Following the Commercial Bank law of 1994 and its principles of separation of banks
and non-banks, regulatory concerns grew about the Trust and Investment Companies' wide range
of activities, and their links to the banking system. While the government has made significant
moves towards removing the affiliation of such companies to banks, the question which remains
is, how is their future role to be defined? The present paper traces the development of Trust and
Investment Companies, and their links to the banking system and interbank market. It describes
the legal and regulatory framework in which these companies operate, and also describes the
regulatory framework for securities companies and mutual funds; fiduciary financial activities
which Trust and Investment Companies also undertake. It evaluates proposed new legislation in
this area, and assesses present supervision practices.
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1. China's Trust and Investment Companies:
A Financial Sector Dilemma

Introduction

China's Trust and Investment Companies (TICs) epitomize the conflicts which arise due
to the growth of new, innovative financial institutions, within the framework of a large
traditional financial sector undergoing relatively slow reform. These institutions have been able
to circumvent the constraints under which the traditional financial system operates: they have
chosen borrowers and projects outside the state's Credit Plan, they have enjoyed greater
discretion on the rates and terms they offer for lending and have provided a range of services not
offered by banks. They have also had access to sources of funding other than conventional
deposits and have provided stimulating competition to traditional financial institutions. Yet,
these institutions have also been problematic for policy makers, as they have taken high risks,
and have implied reduced macroeconomic control, both over the volume of credit created as well
as its direction.

Consequently their role in China's financial system has been characterized by a series of
cyclical swings, with expansion and diversification being encouraged during cyclical upturns,
only to have their numbers, growth and scope of activity tightened during more straitened
economic periods. Today, as a consequence, it is difficult to form a long term view of the future
role of Trust and Investment Companies in China's economy or financial sector. With their
growth and diversification, their regulation has been growing increasingly difficult, and concern
regarding their safe supervision has also been growing. Meanwhile the areas of business and
sources of funding defined for them in the 1980s have grown increasingly constrained, and the
imperative for defining and deciding upon a new direction is growing pressing.

This report analyzes the changing role of TICs in China's financial sector, both relative
to banks, and from a regulatory standpoint, relative to other non-bank financial fiduciaries, such
as securities firms and funds. It points out the difficulties TICs face today, identifies concerns
regarding their regulatory and supervisory framework, and their accounting and reporting
system, and discusses actions which could help their future development.

Nature and Development

TICs reemerged in China's financial system from 1979, with the onset of economic
reform. Their growth was fueled from at least three sources of demand for a new form of
financial intermediation. First, with the rapid economic growth of the 1980s, state bank lending
could no longer meet market demand. Banks and bank branches were encouraged to set up Trust
Departments, which could conduct forms of business prohibited to the formal banks. Gradually,
these Trust Departments were spun off to form separate Trust and Investment subsidiaries or
affiliates of the banks, with the parent bank being a significant direct or indirect source of
funding. Second, with increasing economic decentralization, the channeling off of funds from
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the formal budget to extrabudgetary funds proliferated under many state and local governments,
as well as government agencies. These governments or their agencies sought means to direct
these funds to finance local priority projects, and also to seek higher returns on their
accumulations than available through bank deposits. Local governments or their agencies
established their own Trust and Investment Companies, funded largely by such extrabudgetary
resources. Thir4 the central government, as parts of its experiments with opening up,
encouraged the establishment of new experimental agencies which could tap hitherto unorthodox
sources of overseas funding, for example through overseas bond issues. The China International
Trust and Investment Corporation, CITIC, was created as a 'window' for overseas borrowing,
and important provincial or municipal governments were permitted to set up their own
International TICs for overseas fund raising. Many TICs today are called 'companies' but not all
are formally incorporated under China's Companies Law. Not all incorporated TICs apply the
provisions of the Law in terms of corporate governance. There are others where, despite a lack
of formal incorporation, the TICs nevertheless have instated corporate governance procedures
(e.g., the appointment of a Board or shareholders representatives). In general though, it has been
remarked that corporate governance at many TICs appears weak.

Both government and bank owned TICs thus originated as extensions of their owners'
operations. Government and government agency owned TICs operated as development banking
agents for their owners. Bank-owned TICs originally operated as bank departments in business
areas prohibited to banks in China's banking environment, although normal in many other
countries. Today, there is some blurring of functions of these principal groups and many TICs
are acquiring universal banking features.'

'There is also a 'privately owned' TIC in China; Shanghai AJ Finance Corporation. It had RMB 2.4 billion in total
assets at the end of 1995. It was established in 1986, and approved by the Head Office of the Peoples Bank of China
and the State Administration of Exchange Control to engage in trust deposits and loans as well as foreign exchange
business and other financial services. Organized in the form of a holding company, it was established by a group of
Shanghai businessmen, several of whom had their property confiscated in an earlier period. It now has a staff of
about 200. AJFC has three sources of capital: (a) ownership interest (50 percent of capital is in reserve); (b) deposits
(including RMB 80 million in foreign currency); and (c) long-term borrowings from overseas. As a bank, AJF's
correspondent relationships include over three hundred domestic and overseas banks. Yet AJFC was also one of the
founding members of the Shanghai Stock Exchange. It currently has about RMB 50 million in capital committed to
the securities business. AJFC has six seats on the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
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The Changing Fortunes of China's Trust and Investment Companies

'Trust business' first emerged in China after the first World the first time, prepared by the People's Bank of China
War, when the economy was in stagnation, and there were (PBC), under 'A Number of Rules on Opening Up Trust
large amounts of liquid funds in the market. Shanghai Business'. The scope of trust business was defined as 'trust,
Commercial Savings Bank established a custodial service agency, lease, and consultation'. The PBC emphasized their
for individual customers; the Shanghai Trust Company. By contributions to enhancing economic coalitions, and the
1921 another twelve were established, and the most trusts resumed activity. But the new bout of overheating in
influential was the Central Trust Company, organized by 1984 led to the second consolidation, and in 1985, trust
the Shaoxing money lenders. The principal forms of loans and investments were temporarily suspended.
business were real estate and bill trading; both highly
speculative. All but two of the early trust companies TICs reemerged with the publication of new and detailed
collapsed. But new ones sprang up and with the passage of administrative guidelines, the 1986 'Interim rules on the
Shanghai's 'banking law' of 1937, trust companies were Administration of Financial Trust and Investment
able to stabilize, and their numbers rose again, to 54, by the Companies', which led to a new peak of development of
end of the thirties. With the establishment of the People's TICs, and by 1988, there were 745 PBC-approved TICs
Republic, these early enterprises were closed, or absorbed (rumored to number around 1,000 de facto) with recorded
by state banks. assets of RMB 65 billion. The 1986 regulations required

state banks to divest themselves of trust and investment
With the launching of reform in 1979, the State Council activities by establishing separate Trust and Investment
took the decision of setting up CITIC, and with the growing Companies so that such activities could be subject to more
demand for new forms of loans, Bank of China set up a stringent regulations. But with overheating reemerging in
Trust and Advisory Department. The decision was 1989-90, TICs were once again put under pressure, and the
supported by the State Council in its 'Interim rules on third consolidation, of 1990, reduced their number to 339.
Promoting Economic Coalition' of 1980, which encouraged
banks to run their own trust business. By the end of 1982, The Spring Tour of Deng Xiaoping heralded a new era of
there were already more than 620 trust institutions, of which growth from 1992, and once again, TICs bustled with
568 (92 percent) were operated by banks and the rest activity in the reviving economy. By end-1994 there were
belonged to local governments. 390 registered TICs in China. TIC lending grew rapidly, and

renewed concerns about leakages from the Credit Plan,
The First Rectification. Emerging competition between fueling uncontrolled investment and inflation, led to the
TICs and banks, and first signs of the erosion of the Credit start of the fourth constriction. TIC access to credit was
plan, led to the first of the clampdowns on TICs of the tightened. Tightening has continued this time; with the
reform period, and in the consolidation of 1982, non- requirement of 1995 that TICs and banks be separated, a
financial institutions were forbidden to set up TICs, and new round of reregisration has been launched, to weed out
only banks were permitted to enter this business. For the TICs operating in unauthorized areas of business and
first time, TIC business was brought under the scope of the consolidate TICs and banks. By end-1995 the number of
Credit Plan. TICs had fallen to 332 and consolidation was still in

progress in the first half of 1996.
Administrative regulations for TICs appeared in 1983, for
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Business activities of TICs are diverse. The original activity of TICs was concentrated in
'the agency business', where the TIC acted as a financial fiduciary, taking entrusted deposits
from institutional sources, for non-discretionary loans and investments at the direction of the
client. Thus the TIC received a commission but bore no credit risk. A large part of the deposits
made at TICs have also been trust deposits, from which the TICs could make discretionary loans
and investments, and in this respect its activities, on the lending side, were essentially the same
as a bank.2 TICs can also engage in financial leasing, store property, issue securities on behalf of
customers, guarantee debts, offer advice and issue their own securities.3 Many today trade in
securities as brokers on behalf of clients and many are also dealers on their own account.4 The
majority of the seats on the exchanges of Shanghai and Shenzhen are owned by Trust and
Investment Companies.5 In recent years TICs have ventured into higher risk areas such as the
underwriting of securities. ITICs, in addition to raising funds from overseas, can additionally
undertake the same functions as TICs, in foreign exchange in China and off-shore. In practice,
TICs and ITICs engage in a variety of activities both authorized and unauthorized, sometimes as
a department of the institution and sometimes through a subsidiary.

2 Entrusted and trust deposits, referred to as xintuo cunkuan and weituo cunkuan, respectively, in Chinese, are the
major categories for TIC deposits; a third category, daili cunkuan, or 'agency deposits' is also sometimes referred to.
As discussed later, distinctions are blurred in practice and it appears that arrangements in between these defined
categories (eg, trust deposits for discretionary use subject to minimum conditions) have been widespread.

3 Financial leasing differed from ordinary leasing in that it financed specialised machinery equipment for specific
industrial use. To re-lease such machines and equipment to other clients would be difficult. Leasing was used by
financial institutions to circumvent the constraints of the state fixed-asset investment plan. Such financial leasing
accounted for 8.3 percent of TIC total assets in 1993, according to one estimate.

4 Of 217 regional TICs in 1994, 190 were reported to have securities departments or affiliated companies in the
securities business (Appendix Table Al.3).

5 At the end of 1995 there were around 550 registered members of the two exchanges, but only 91 registered securities
firms. TICs largely make up the difference.
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Government Owned International Trust and Investment Companies

Large, central and provincial government-owned departments include investment leasing, trust, securities,
International TICs account for the majority of total assets in and overseas investments. BITIC has equity and loan
this NBFI sub-sector. They are characterized by investments in infrastructure projects, sometimes at the
considerable emphasis on overseas borrowingfor financing direction of the municipality, such as the Yanshen Project.
supplemented in many cases by extrabudgetary government It has invested, for example, in chemical and building
funds, and a predominance of directed lending for materials plants. BITIC has also acted as a guarantor for
developmentalpurposes. SOE working capital. BITIC's principal source of funds is

enterpise entrusted deposits. It owns three hotels, including
*CITIC is the largest TIC in China, reporting directly to the one in Hong Kong. It has overseas subsidiaries in Hong
State Council. Total assets were RMB 170 billion at the Kong and the US (California).
end of 1995. CITIC has 31 subsidiaries, including 7
overseas, and 40% of its investments are overseas. Its scope * SITIC is owned by the Shandong municipality. SITIC's
of business is extremely wide, mcluding the provision of primary funding source is entrusted extrabudgetary funds
foreign capital for local construction, technology transfer from the Shandong Provincial Planning commission. It
and foreign investment promotion. CITIC's ownership ranks as the seventh largest TIC in China and the third
interest include an industrial bank with 13 branches, a largest provincial TIC, and its total assets at the end of 1995
securities firm, a US steel plant, and telecommunications, were RMB 13.4 billion. SITIC is engaged in funds
transport and manufacturing ventures. It established three management, international trade, securities and leasing, real
social welfare funds in 1994. CITIC's principal source of estate, investment and economic development. Its principal
funds is overseas bond issues. business activity is financing development projects in

Shandong Province. Growth and profitability have been
*CITICED is owned by the Ministry of Finance (MOF), strong since its founding. SITIC is organized as as holding
and managed largely by MOF retirees. It was established in company to separate financial from non-financial business.
1978 to support agricultural development and had RMB It hopes to explore further development in capital markets,
18.7 billion in total assets, end 1995. CITICED's activities financial, industrial and 'comprehensive' business,
consist primarily of trust business, and directed lending, including funds management
based on policy guidelines from MOF. It currently supports
industrial and agricultural projects, and occasionally acts as * TITIC is owned by the Tianjin municipal government. Its
an intermediary for foreign financial institutions lending to assets totalled RMB 6.1 billion, end-1994. It was
China. CITICED is also actively engaged in the securities established in 1980 as a window for attracting FDI into
market and is the largest stockbroker in the country, with China, as part of the policy to open up 14 coastal cities. Its
the highest trading volume in the secondary market. principal sources of funds have been overseas borrowings

and bond issues, hitherto supported by Tianjin government
*SITICO is majority-owned (85%) by the Shanghai guarantees. It lending has been directed mostly by the
Municipality. It was established in 1981, and had RMB 23.4 municipality, and has been largely to industry to support
billion in total assets at the end of 1995. It plays an technological innovation, although some real-estate lending
important role in the economic development of Shanghai, as was also undertaken in the latter 1980s. TITIC is now
a development bank. It has equity investments in more than encouraged to invest in hotels and restaurants. Its
120 unlisted enterprises and is a major shareholder (25%) in management considered it a local development bank. TITIC
the Shanghai Automotive Industry Corporation It has is a member of the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock
invested in real estate, hotels, and land development. It has exchanges. Within Tianjin, it trades unlisted stocks and
facilitated numerous contracts between the municipality and funds.
overseas manufacturers, and is actively involved in foreign
technology transfer. SITICO has injected significant funds * ZITIC is administered and financed by the provincial
into the Pudong development area, and is a major government of Zhejiang. ZITIC's scope of business
shareholder in 3 Pudong area companies (finance, export includes real estate, foreign trade, securities, leasing, and
and free trade zone development). SITICO was a major trust and entrusted loan activity. ZITIC real estate activities
shareholder in Shanghai International Securities Company, are regulated by the Provincial Bureau for City Planning
China's largest securities firm until 1995 when it suffered a and Construction. In 1995, ZITIC had total assets of RMB
spectacular failure. It has floated about US$4 billion in the 3.5 billion It has a wide range of investments including
international bond markets, and operates two mutual funds. energy, construction, real estate, including investments in
SITICO also carries out a significant amount of entrusted the Shangri-la Hotel group. ZITIC profits come primarily
business for the provincial government's extra-budgetary from trust loans, investments, and real estate development.
funds on a fee basis. SITICO may be reorganized as a ZITIC has been involved in international transactions for
holding company, with a bank, a securities firm and an some time. For example, it provides short and long-term
investment company under a holding company parent. international commercial loans, and acts as agent for

overseas banks. ZITIC acts as an underwriter and agent for
*BITIC is owned by the Municipality of Beijing, with RMB Government bonds and, in some cases for stock offerings. It
3.2 billion in total assets, at end-1994. BITIC has 15 is hoping to set up its own infrastructure mutual fund.
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Trust and Investment Companies Owned by Banks

Until end-1995, many TICs were owned by banks. According to the Construction Bank of China, (formerly
However, from early 1996, many have been spun off, or the People's Construction Bank of China; PCBC) it
reabsorbed in their parent banks. In April 1996, ICBC, owned one national level TIC and 45 provincial level
the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, said it TICs at the end of 1995
owned 69 TICs, including I national, 40 branch-level and
18 partially owned branch-level TICs. *PCBC TIC, the principal national level TIC under this

bank, had RMB 6.5 billion in assets, end 1994. Its principal
*ICBC TIC, the principal national level TIC belonging to sources of funds are trust and entrusted deposites. It
the ICBC, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the ICBC, with provides capital for infrastructure projects, particularly
assets worth RMB 6.7 billion, end-1995. It was established roads and power stations. It also operates a securities
in 1985 and has provided loans to support development, business, and is a member of 7 stock exchanges and trading
including investment in light industry, printing, textiles, and centers.
to support heavy industry in Inner Mongolia. Its trust and
securities departments have grown steadily. Its assets * Zhejiang PCBC TIC was established in 1986 by the local
totalled RMB 6.7 billion by end 1995, of which RMB 5.7 PCBC branch with a total paid in capital of RMB 15
billion is in domestic currency and the rest in accumulated million. In 1992 it was turned into a local joint venture
foreign assets. From 1991-1995, it was rated as one of the between PCBC (60%) and large SOEs (40%) and the capital
top 10 TICs, on a national scale. It principal activities are was raised to RMB 122 million. In this context PCBC
designated entrusted loans and deposits, followed by merged into it 9 independent small local TICs, which started
financial leasing. operating as branches. Its business scope has changed

considerably from a relatively small operation into a rapidly
*Tianjin TIC is majority-owned by the ICBC. It was fully growing one Its total assets at the end of 1995 were RMB 3
owned by PBC, and with the breakup of the monobank billion. The bulk of its funding is in form of entrusted
system in 1984, it became a subsidiary of ICBC. In 1988, it deposits, followed by trust deposits and complemented by
was transformed to a shareholding company, with 5 "temporary funds that can be engaged in leasing and
shareholders: ICBC: 60%, Tianjin MOF: 160/o, Tianjin securities business". Its futures business is run through a
Economic Commission: 16%; Tianjin Foreign Trade limited liability subsidiary which acts as a broker. ZITIC
commission- 4%, and Everbright TIC: 4%. Total assets, in PCBC is also an active commodities trader and is a member
March 1996, amounted to RMB 5.2 billion. One of the of the Shanghai Grain Exchange, the Shenzen Commodities
largest sources of fimds is corporate deposits. TTIC makes Exchange and the Shenzen Soybean Exchange. Services
no loans to the private sector as a matter of policy as these include brokering, primary market issues including
are felt to be less secure than loans to govemment entities. underwriting, and some investment advisory service, as well
Today around 10% of loans go to collectives, townships and as some trading for its own account. ZITIC is active in
village enterprises; 30% to joint ventures and foreign equities, and govemment and corporate bonds markets. Its
companies, and the rest to SOEs. Thus, 40% of loans are to primary market mvolvement includes underwriting local
the non-state sector. TTIC engages in the following government enterprise bonds, and acting as an issuing agent
categories of securities business: entrusted business for small and medium sized company cluster bonds.
(broking), dealing on its own account, Treasury , and
underwriting. It has also begun to take individual trust
deposits, and would like to establish a Trust bank.

The Role of TICs in China's Financial Sector

The growth of TICs occurred in an environment where other non-traditional new
financial institutions were emerging in parallel to TICs. The proliferation of new financial
institutions included, notably, urban credit cooperatives (rural credit cooperatives were already
established) finance companies, leasing companies, as well as new banks that are not classified
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Table 1.1 Asset Growth in China's Financial System (1986-94)
(RMB billion)

1986 1991 1993 1994

Total Assets 1,729.8 5,193.4 8,124.8 11,258.8

Banks 1,233.7 3,714.1 5,646.0 8,291.3
Non Banks 161.6 578.2 1,140.1 1,208.7
TICs 29.3 167.4 257.0 390.7
% Banks 71.3 71.5 69.5 73.6
%NonBanks: 9.3 11.1 14.0 10.7
%TICs 1.7 3.2 3.2 3.5

Figure 1.1 Growth of Bank and Non-Bank Assets

Owr the last decade, bank and nonbank assets haw groim in parallel...

Asset Growth: Banks and NBFIs

RMB billion
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Source: Appendix Table Al.1.

as state-owned.6 By end- 995 these new institutions were the source of about 11 percent of all
loans by financial institutions. Lending by rural credit cooperatives, which have a history dating
back to the 1950s, also expanded rapidly during this period. The share of state banks in total
lending was 78 percent at the end of 1995. At the end of 1995 the largest lenders, after state
banks, were rural credit cooperatives, with RMB 523 billion or 10.4 percent of all loans
outstanding by financial institutions, Trust and Investment Companies (RMB 241 billion, 4.8
percent), urban credit cooperatives (RMB 193 billion, 4.8 percent), new non-state banks (RMB
115 billion, 2.3 percent), and finance companies (RMB 28 billion, 0.6 percent).'

The share of the banking system in terms of total financial assets has not altered
noticeably over time. While there was some decline in the share of banks, and a corresponding
increase in the share of non-banks, between 1986 to 1993 (non-banks' share rose from 9.3 to

6 'Other banks' by this definintion include China Everbright Bank, Huaxia Bank, Guangdong Development Bank,
Shenzhen Development Bank, Fujian Industrial Bank, China Investment Bank, Yantai Housing Savings Bank, and
the Bengbu Housing Savings Bank. Of these only the China Investment Bank existed prior to 1986. New banks
created since 1985 that are classified as 'state banks' include the Bank of Communications, CITIC Industrial Bank,
and the Development banks (the State Development Bank of China, the Agricultural Development Bank of China,
and the Export-Import Bank of China). This is the classification scheme used by the People's Bank in its quarterly
and annual publication of financial statistics (Jinrong Shibao). In other publications of the People's Bank of China,
such as the annual Almanac of Banking and Finance and the annual Financial Outlook, the classification scheme is
different.
Jinrong Shibao, February 1, 1996, p. 1.
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14.0 percent), the non-bank share returned to 10.7 percent by end-1994. Within this picture of
financial sector domination by the traditional banking system, the share of Trust and Investment
Companies has slowly grown, from 1.7 percent of total assets in 1986, to 3.5 percent by end-
1994.

The growth of TIC assets has not been as rapid as that of urban credit cooperatives,
insurance companies, or finance companies, but TIC assets, at RMB 390 billion at end-1994
remained higher than these rivals (whose assets amounted to RMB 214 billion, 5.8 billion and
2.3 billion respectively, at end-1994). At the end of 1994, there were 393 authorized TICs, of
which 185 were affiliated with specialized banks, 16 others operated on the national level, and
190 were local enterprises. Of the 190 local level TICs 47 operated on the provincial level, 32 on
a municipal level or within special economic zones, and the remaining 111 on the prefectural
level. By end-1995, the total number of TICs had fallen somewhat, to 332. But total assets
continued to grow, and at the end of 1995 amounted to RMB 458 billion.

Table 1.2 Growth of NBFI Assets (1986-94)
(RMB billion and percent)

1986 1991 1993 1994 1986 1991 1993 1994
NBFI Total Assets Percentage Shares

Total 161.6 578.2 1,139.1 1,208.7 100 100 100 100
RCCs 122.49 368.96 614.20 505.30 75.8 63.8 53.9 41.8
UCCs 3.21 5.64 187.80 214.80 2.0 1.0 16.5 17.8
TICs 29.29 167.44 257.00 390.70 18.1 29.0 22.6 32.3
Insurance 6.64 36.15 60.00 70.30 4.1 6.3 5.3 5.8
Finance Cos. 20.10 27.60 0.0 0.0 1.8 2.3

Figure 1.2 Growth of NBFI Assets

...andthe share of TICs in nonbank assets has grown.

RMB billion RMB billion (logarithmic scale)
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Source: Appendix Table A 1.1.

An issue which has been of concern to policy makers in China is the possible
competition between banks and TICs for deposits. To what extent are funds 'diverted' from the
banking sector towards the new non-bank financial institutions? The answer is, first of all, that
given the very small relative size of TICs in terms of assets, significant diversion cannot occur,
at present. However, there have been periods when deposits and loans at TICs have grown faster
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than in the banking system, which has been the probable cause of such concerns. As Figure 1.3
below shows, TIC loans grew noticeably faster than those of banks in 1993, and again from mid
1994 to mid 1995. Deposit growth has also been somewhat faster over these periods, but less
noticeably so. The impact of the latest round of rectification and consolidation of TICs from the
latter part of 1995 is clearly apparent in the first quarter of 1996, where both loan and deposit
growth have declined, in absolute terms as well as relative to banks.

Figure 1.3 Deposit and Loan Growth: TICs and Banks

In the pastTIC deposits grewmuch faster than hank _.andsintilarly, TIC loans in the pastgrewfaster than bank
deposits._ loans.
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TIC Size Distribution and Asset Concentration

The distribution of assets of Trust and Investment Companies is highly skewed. As
shown in Table 3, the average TIC's assets were RMB 1 billion at end-1994 and RMB 1.1 billion
at end- 1995. CITIC remains far and away the largest of all Trust and Investment Companies and
its share of total TIC assets has increased from about one-quarter (end-1986), to over a third at
end-1995. CITIC assets since 1986 have been around 200 times those of the average of other
Trust and Investment Companies.

The largest provincial ITICs also have extremely large assets, compared to the average.
At end-1994 the largest were the Shanghai International Trust and Investment Company, with
assets of RMB 19.0 billion; Guangdong International Trust and Investment Company, with
assets of RMB 18.8 billion; and the Shandong International Trust and Investment Company with
assets of RMB 11.7 billion. In short, the combined assets of the China International Trust and
Investment Company and the three largest provincial international Trust and Investment
Companies accounted for roughly half of all assets of Trust and Investment Companies at end-
1994. Thus, excluding the four largest institutions, the average Trust and Investment Company
at end-]994 had assets of only about RMB 500 million.

At the other end of the spectrum, among a group of 140 regional Trust and Investment
Companies,' the smallest TIC had assets of only RMB 68.3 million and the smallest ITIC had
assets of only RMB 21.4.9 This skewed size distribution has significant policy implications, as it
could simplify the implementation of changes in the policy framework. Dealing with a handful

s 1995 Almanac of China's Finance and Banking, pp. 571-577.
9 Assets of 217 regional TICs identified in the 1994 Almanac of China's Finance and Banking had assets of RMB 2.1

billion, or on average, around RMB 100 million each. (Appendix Table Al.3).
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Table 1.3 Asset Concentration in Trust and Investment Companies
(RMB billion)

Year No. of TICs CITIC Total Assets Avg./TIC % CITIC

1986 n.a. 8 21.5 27.3
1987 561 14.2 57.1 9.8 24.9
1988 745 21.8 65.0 8.7 26.1
1989 375 na 88.1 4.3
1990 339 33.8 118.1 2.9 28.6
1991 375 45.3 167.4 2.2 27.1
1992 386 50.7 230.9 1.7 22.0
1993 388 82.8 257.0 1.5 32.2
1994 393 135.51 390.7 1.0 34.7
1995 332 167 458.6 1.4 36.4

Figure 1.4 Asset Concentration in Chinese Trust and Investment Companies
Assetdistribution among TlCs is highlyske,ed.. ..and the share of CMIIC has grown ower time.
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Source: Almanac of Chna 's Banking and Finance, various issues.

of large TICs on a case-by-case basis will take care of the bulk of the assets held by this group of
financial institutions.

Links to the Banking Sector and Interbank Activity

Originally, a number of TICs were set up as trust departments of banks. Even after their
legal separation from banks was encouraged, from 1986, and TICs were established as separate
legal entities, they remained affiliated to their parent banks, typically as wholly owned
subsidiaries.'" By the end of 1986, 83 Trust and Investment Companies were legally separated
from the Agricultural Bank of China. In early 1996, according to interviews, the Industrial and
Commercial Bank of China held shares in 69 TICs and the Construction Bank of China held

0 Almanac of China's Finance and Banking, 1988, p. 178. A list of 217 regional TICs in 1994 suggested 79 were
linked to the four specialized banks; 20 with ABC, 20 with ICBC, 17 with the Bank of China and 22 with the forner
People's Construction Bank of China (Appendix Table Al.4). These are probably small locally registered TICs.
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shares in 46 TICs." Yet, the direct control of banks over TIC assets, consisting of the total
assets of these subsidiaries, appears small, and the assets of Trust and Investment Companies
affiliated with state banks grew relatively slowly.'2 Looking at the large national-level bank-held
TICs, the share of Trust and Investment Company assets directly controlled by the four major
state banks at year-end- 1994 in these four TICs is estimated at only 6.4 percent. These TICs are
likely to be by far the largest of the TICs held by the banks.'3 It thus appears that in terms of
asset size, TICs owned by government or government agencies are far more significant than
TICs owned by banks.

Table 1.4 Consolidated Assets of TICs Affiliated to Specialized Banks (1993 and 1994)
1994 1993

RMB %TIC RMB % TIC
billion assets billion assets

TIC owned by the:
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) 6.02 1.54%
Agricultural Bank of China (ABC) 2.96 0.76% 2.38 0.9%
Bank of China (BOC) 9.69 2.48%
People's Construction Bank of China (PCBC) 6.45 1.65% 4.59 1.79%
Total 6.43%
Source: Balance sheets of specialized banks, taken from the Almanac of China's Finance and Banking, various

issues, and balance sheets of TICs.

Indirect links of TICs to the banking system may have been far more significant than
direct links. Trust and Investment Companies have been major players on the interbank market,
borrowing funds from state banks and on-lending the funds directly to various projects,
particularly in the real estate sector, or to affiliated securities and finance companies. Indeed, the
interbank market has been a major source of finance for TICs in recent years. Interestingly, Trust
and Investment Companies have been not only large borrowers but also large lenders in the
interbank market. A part of the activity on the interbank market probably reflected transfers from
specialized banks to their affiliated TICs, via the interbank market, due to restrictions on direct
transfers. The interactions between banks and Trust and Investment Companies is reflected in the
data in Table 5. It shows their gross borrowing and lending as well as net borrowing position at
year-end for 1990-95. For some years it is possible to separately identify transfers from
specialized banks to Trust and Investment Companies."4 These funds increased enormously
between 1990 and 1992. They appear to be the counterpart of huge increases in 'other items net'
in the balance sheets of the specialized banks. Banks were able to evade credit controls by
transferring funds to their affiliated Trust and Investment Companies, which in turn on-lent

But according to the 1996 Financial Outlook (p. 35), these banks by end-95 had already been divested of all their
TICs. It would appear that the separation of the Outlook uses different criteria, from those applied by the banks
themselves. The same issue of the Outlook also says that TICs belonging to ABC and BOC will be divested in due
course.

12 For example, the assets of the Industrial and Commercial Bank Trust and Investment Company stood at RMB 5.957
at year-end-1991 but only RMB 6.02 billion at year end-1994.
Assuming that these are not consolidated numbers. If the numbers are consolidated, reflecting all assets of bank-

affiliated TICs, rather than only those of the national level TIC, the case is reinforced Data are taken from the
Almanac of China's Finance and Banking 1993, p. 433; 1995, p. 555, and from TIC annual reports. One difficulty
with the interpretation of consolidation is that many TICs themselves have branches and it is not clear whether
'consolidation' is across the branches of the principal TIC affiliates, or across all affiliated TICs.

14 These funds are separate from and in addition to two other sources of funds: "entrusted deposits" and "trust
deposits" part of which may also have come from the specialized banks.
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them. Such 'leakages' to TICs have been identified as a major source of the inflationary
pressures that emerged in early 1993.

Table 1.5 Trust and Investment Activity in the Interbank Market (1990-95) (RMB million)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Borrowing -19,330 -36,290 -66,940 -55,470 -54,120 -64,690
of which: from banks 350 2,140 27,640

Lending 19,970 32,300 41,870 35,870 39,580 39,350
Net Borrowing 640 -3,990 -25,070 -19,600 -14,540 -25,340
Sources: Almanac ofChina's Finance and Banking, 1994, p. 555; Almanac of China's Finance and Banking, 1993,

p. 437; Jinrong Shibao, January 27, 1995, p. I and February 1, 1996, p.1.

Figure 1.5 TIC Interbank Activities
TIC actiwity on the interbank market has narrow-ed after 1993, as a percentage of total TIC activity...

TIC Interbank Activity as a Percentag of Total Deposits/Loans TIC Interbank Activity as a Percentage of Total Assets
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...although in absolute terms interbank acti-ity is still high.
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The central government sought to place limits on bank transfers to TICs, first in 1993,
when it restricted Trust and Investment Companies' access to the interbank market. By end-
1993, TIC borrowing from the market fell by almost a fifth. Reportedly the main reason the
reduction was not greater was that the banks were unable to recover more funds from Trust and
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Investment Companies because the latter had invested a large share of the funds in illiquid real
estate ventures. In 1994 Trust and Investment Company borrowing in the interbank market was
essentially unchanged but in 1995 there was a 20 percent increase. Accordingly the campaign to
reregister Trust and Investment Companies, launched in late 1995, sought to weed out illicit
business, and a new contraction in TIC business began. In August 1995, the State Council
endorsed an opinion of the People's Bank of China that proposed that specialized banks be
forbidden from setting up Trust and Investment Companies as a mechanism of avoiding central
bank credit controls. The State Council required that all specialized banks disaffiliate themselves
from their Trust and Investment Companies."5

The Financial Framework for Trust and Investment Companies

Funding

At the time when TICs were established as separate legal entities, their funding was
intended to consist largely of deposits from the following five sources: government financial
departnents, enterprises; labor or insurance funds; funds from scientific research institutions,
and other funds from institutes or foundations. TICs are primarily capitalized by one year or
longer deposits from these sources, as well as other types of assets including real estate. TICs are
theoretically permitted to issue bonds or stock, with permission of the PBC, but in practice, have
not made use of domestic capital markets for their funding.16 The capital accounts include a
variety of reserves for items such as 'welfare.' Entrusted and trust deposits account for most of
the deposits. As discussed above, TICs had drawn increasingly upon interbank borrowing to
supplement their funding. But as Figure 1.6 shows, the role of interbank funds in total funding,
and relative to the deposit base, is now shrinkijig, causing pronounced funding problems.

Funding from deposits has dropped slightly from 57 percent in 1990 to 54 percent in
1995. Interbank deposits had become an increasingly important source of funding, reaching a
high of 29 percent in 1993, but have dropped to 14 percent by the end of 1995, and are likely to
continue to decline. In 1993, interbank loans could officially extend up to 4 month, but after this
time, interbank borrowing has been limited to a maximum term of a week or less, for a
maximum period of three consecutive months. The PBC borrowing window was also closed in
1994. The funding shortfall has been covered by 'other liabilities' which includes securities sold
with repurchase agreements, short and long-term debt, securities payable and accounts payable.

15 People's Bank of China, 'Opinion on the Divesture of the Trust and Investment Companies that Are Subordinate to
the Industrial and Commercial Bank and China's Other Three Specialized Banks,' March 27, 1995. State Council,
'Circular Ordering Specialized Banks to Disaffiliate Themselves from Trust and Investment Operations,' August
1995.

16 A major reason is likey to be the quota restrictions applicable to both stock and corporate bond issues, which could
have prevented their access to such funds.
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Figure 1.6 TIC Funding: Entrusted and Trust Deposits

TICs funding from deposits has helda steady share in total ...although the share of Entrusteddeposits has been more
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The figure suggests that entrusted or designated deposits have been far more significant
than trust deposits in total funding. According to financial sector sources in China, the
distinctions are blurred in practice. TICs prefer to label deposits as entrusted deposits, as these
are exempted from the reserve requirements to which trust deposits are subjected.'7 The
implication is that the proportion of TIC business which closely resembles conventional banking
(through non-discretionary or trust deposits) is probably much higher than is apparent from their
consolidated balance sheets. Finally, TICs have also been permitted to take short term loans from
the PBC to meet liquidity needs. Between 1992 and 1994, all NBFIs (including TICs)
collectively annually borrowed between RMB 20 and 30 billion from the PBC.'5 This has not
been a significant source of TIC funding.

Overseas Borrowing

The largest of the TICs, China's ITICs, were its designated 'windows' for raising foreign
capital, and have been China's largest overseas bond issuers. Direct borrowing or credit lines
have also been used. These sources are strictly controlled by the authorities, and no long-term
overseas borrowing has been authorized since 1995. Short-term and roll-over borrowing is
allowed within existing authorized quotas. Borrowing has for the most part been either in US$ or
in Yen, often swapped into US$. On-lending typically takes place in matching currency and
ITICs do not usually bear any primary nor secondary foreign exchange risks themselves. Today
the larger ITICs have their own credit ratings, undertaken by overseas rating agencies, and they
do not require government guarantees for their debt issues."9

17 All TICs must open accounts with local branches of PBC and maintain a fractional reserve. ITICs must additionally
maintain an account with the Bank of China and maintain fractional foreign exchange reserves. TICs must also
maintain reserves for bad debts (provisions) not to exceed an amount determined by the MOF.
Less than 3 percent of PBC loans to financial institutions, or much smaller than the share of NBFIs in financial
system assets. Appendix Table A2.6.
This is not true of all ITICs, however. Some of the smaller ones such as TITIC, the Tianjin govemment ITIC, had
mentioned Tianjin govemment guarantees on its early bond issue prospectuses of the 1980s. Today, Tianjin
government would like to withdraw it guarantees, and TITIC feels that this would affect the terms at which it could
borrow. Besides, TITIC adds, most of the funds borrowed are placed in projects which the Tianjin govemment
deems enjoy priority.
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Lending

From the early 1980s until 1994, lending by TICs was subject to the Credit Plan. In
1994, TICs were allowed exemption from the formal Credit Plan, but lending may still be subject
to controls by PBC, and asset-liability ratio management guidelines, on both a legal unit and
consolidated basis. Fixed asset loans, other investments and leases must be within the national
investment plan for fixed assets. Promissory notes are not used. Collateral is of questionable
legal status. Trust agreements appear to be generic and non-specific. Loan disbursements can be
made by wire transfer to the borrower's designated bank. In 1990, loans comprised 75 percent of
total assets followed by interbank loans at 17 percent. By 1995, loans shrank to 53 percent of
total assets, interbank loans dropped to 9 percent, and 'other assets' grew from 1 percent in 1990
to 35 percent of total assets in 1995. Inventories, projects under construction, operating assets,
deferred assets, fixed assets, leases, and long term investments are the major 'other assets'
accounts reflected on individual TIC financial statements. Long term investments include
investments in subsidiaries.

Trust and Investment Companies also served as a mechanism for avoiding interest rate
restrictions on lending. First, although TICs are subject to interest rate controls established by
the PBC for both assets and liabilities, they have from time to time officially been permitted to
operate within a band of interest rates prescribed for banks. In 1994 for example, their lending
rates could vary around a 30 percent band relative to bank lending rates.20 Second, TICs have
been able to routinely 'adjust' official interest rates with fees, compensating balances and other
transactions. While non-bank financial institutions were supposed to follow bank interest rates
on their lending activity, they have been better able to partially escape supervision.

TICs can make investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and hold equity positions in
other companies. The treatment of investments on TIC financial statements is varied, and
consequently confusing. Some TICs consolidate financial subsidiaries in their financial
statements, some carry them at cost and others periodically adjust the carrying value of the
investment. Most TICs have an internal audit department. The PBC performs examination or
audits primarily to check compliance with guidelines and often utilizes the work of the internal
auditors. Not all TICs use external auditors.

Thus the TIC industry on the lending side appears to have shifted focus from relatively
risk free entrusted and trust activities into higher risk areas such as construction projects,
merchandising, trading, and investment in various types of subsidiaries. On the funding side,
there has been a shift from deposits, first towards rolled over loans on the interbank market, and
then to various types of short term borrowing.2 ' The TIC industry appears to have significantly
increased its risk profile since 1990. Asset growth remains strong, but earnings are falling.
Inflation may have contributed to this result; another contributant is likely to be the change in the

20AII non-bank financial institutions are able to lend at rates well above those the central bank stipulates as applying to
loans from state banks. Sometimes these higher rates are sanctioned by the People's Bank of China. For example, in
1989 Rural Credit Cooperatives were allowed to charge loan rates that were up to twice those prevailing in loans
extended by the specialized banks. By 1992 the differential was reduced to 60 percent, although higher rates could
be charged on loans with approval from the local branch of the People's Bank. Almanac of China's Finance and
Banking 1990, p. 175; and Almanac of China 's Finance and Banking 1993, p. 395.
Including, in 1995-96, the repo market. In early 1996 the government put out a requirement for full collaterization
of repo transactions, which also served to limit the participation of TICs and according to some, added to their
funding constraints.
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financial structure of funding (with increasing emphasis on funding from unstable sources such
as 'accounts payable') and increasing costs of funds. Moreover, although asset growth is strong,
asset quality, meanwhile, has deteriorated, due to a concentration of investment in real estate,
which has fallen in value over the last two years.

The riskiness of TIC operations, especially in 1993, is emphasized by their high loan to
deposit ratios, as shown in Figure 1.7. An additional reason for high loan deposit ratios in the
earlier period is that since the availability of interbank funds was easier, at that time, TICs were
able to use these funds to increase rates of lending. The implications for asset liability
mismatches are clear; interbank funds constituted very short borrowing, and other deposits too
had only a one year minimum duration. In contrast, lending was often focussed on long gestation
construction or real estate projects, or long term debt or equity investments in industrial
enterprises.

The financial statements of eleven TICs were used to analyze individual institutions.
Since no two TICs have used the same chart of accounts or method of presentation, peer
comparison can only be made in a crude fashion. A comparative presentation of accounts is
made in the Appendix Tables A2.2a and A2.2b, for 1994 and 1995. Much of the data necessary
to generate financial company diagnostic ratios is generally not reported in TIC financial
statements. As a result, only a few basic ratios can be determined, such as return on assets
(ROA), return on equity (ROE), and equity to total assets. The results of a comparison,
apparently, compare favorably with international standards. Most of these TICs are capitalized
at better than 8 percent, generate returns on assets of 1 percent or better, and reflect a return on
equity of 12 percent or greater.22

22 Individual financial statements and their analysis for these eleven Trust and Investment Companies, comparing
values, percentage distribution and growth rates for 1994, are available with the authors.
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Figure 1.7 TIC Loan-Deposit Ratios
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TIC FinancialAnalysis: Caveats

These apparently sound fundamental ratios could be significantly misleading, due to the
state of accounts and of financial reporting.23 The diverse scope of activity of TICs and the
accounting conventions allow only crude ratio analysis and peer comparisons. Supervisory
reporting has been geared to source and use of funds, and more suitable to monitor compliance
with state planning than for analysis, rating or early warning purposes. Key specific areas of
problems are detailed below.

(a) Asset quality has not been accurately reflected in financial statements and is generally
not even evaluated. Past due, non-performing, non-accrual and re-negotiated assets are
not identified, nor are valuation accounts established for them. Provisions for bad debts
and reserves for bad debts are generally not reflected. This means that earnings tend to
be overstated, while asset values may be misstated. In parallel, the capital account
would also be overstated, while prudential reserves would not be accurate and analytical
ratios would not be correct. Entrusted funds tend to be carried on balance sheet, although
these are not assets or liabilities of the TIC. Asset and liability maturity profiles are

23 It is possible that there was selection bias. The TICs analyzed here are based on those visited during a World Bank
study tour in April 1996. They were selected by the People's Bank of China's Non-Bank Financial Institutions
Department, and could be among the more successful.
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typically not available, identification of types of depositors and obligors is generally not
made. If asset deterioration is not identified properly in the statements, earning and
capital ratios will be overstated and the true performance and condition of the company
cannot be revealed.

(b) Annual statements are usually irregular. Each TIC prepares its' annual statement
according to its own design. Moreover, accounts are not uniform and as a result of the
variations in format, they are largely incomparable. Most annual statements are
unaudited.

(c) Off-balance sheet accounts are not usually reported. Most TICs do not report off-
balance sheet and contingent accounts. Off-balance activity such as letters of credit,
guarantees, contingents, foreign exchange trading contracts, securities trading contracts
and commitments are generally not reported. Fee income is not usually detailed.

(d) Consolidation is generally inconsistent. Some TICs consolidate financial subsidiaries,
some carry them at cost and some carry them at an adjusted value.

(e) Reported bad debt reserves are not adequate. The amount of bad debt reserves is
determnined by MOF specified ratio and is artificially low.

(f) Past due, non-accrual and re-negotiated asset figures are often inaccurate.
Reporting of these items is not consistent and not identified on annual statements.

(g) Average Balances are not reported. Interest rate yields and costs cannot be accurately
computed on end-of-period data. Average balances for the reporting period must be
used. Other ratios such as return on average assets, and return on average equity
likewise are not accurate if computed only on end of period information. Interest costs
and yields cannot be accurately computed if average balances are not used.

(h) Accounting principles have changed, and differ from province to province. New
accounting principles were introduced in 1993 and are expected to be changed again in
1996. Financial statements are not re-stated for prior periods. Individual provinces
additionally implement specific accounting guidelines which are not consistent from
province to province.

As a result, the true financial condition of the TICs and ITICs cannot be determined by
analysis of their published financial statements. Many are rumored to be actually insolvent
although their financial ratios appear strong. As essentially all TICs are owned by some form of
government, most of their assets are obligations of some form of government. While this may
suggest that these assets should be rated as risk-free, today it is not clear that the central or local
governments owning these enterprises will eventually guarantee the loans. At least one TIC
interviewed requires the guarantee of a state bank for entrusted loans. The total assets of TICs
are not a large percent of the financial system, which is a mitigating factor in terms of the
potential for systemic risks.
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The Current Dilemma: Contributions and Risks

As the preceding sections show, China's Trust and Investment Companies have sprung
up to fill a vacuum, in terms of financial sector services, taking advantage of opportunities for
regulatory arbitrage in the current framework of financial sector regulation. From a
macroeconomic point of view Trust and Investment Companies have been used by state banks to
circumvent efforts by the State Planning Commission and the People's Bank of China to impose
strict limits on credit expansion. In periods of credit tightening state banks have channeled funds
to their affiliated Trust and Investment Companies, often classifying the funds so transferred not
as loans, which would be subject to the constraints of the credit plan, but in the category "other
items net" in their balance sheets. Yet the Trust Companies have also suffered repeatedly from
the application of administrative and quantitative controls, which have led to regular cyclical
contractions in their numbers, whenever government concerns escalate, regarding aggregate
credit or the cumulation of risk in financial sector services. Their numeric contractions reflect an
extreme outcome of the application of quantitative controls on credit, in the absence of indirect
instruments of monetary policy.

Difficulties faced by TICs since the post-1993 contraction have been acute. A first
difficulty has been the lack of a core business. This has stemmed from their wide and ever
expanding business scope. Their range of services has grown to include commercial banking,
trust services, guarantees, direct investment, funds management, consulting, and project
management. Besides economic development projects, some TICs have become a significant
force in the securities markets, engaging in underwriting and securities dealing in addition to
broking and trading. TICs have been active in real estate development and in the foreign
exchange markets.

(1) As a result, TICs in China do not resemble financial Trust institutions
elsewhere in the world. Apart from its heterogeneity, the 'trust business'
in China has connections with different levels of government,
government agencies or state-owned enterprises (SOEs). In most other
countries trust activities serve the private sector, and primarily
individuals in the private sector. This makes it difficult for policy
makers to find prototypes for defining a framework for legislation or
supervision. It also makes the task of supervision extremely complex, as
the lines of business have different risk implications and without any
lines of demarcation within the TICs, it is impossible to establish risk-
adjusted criteria for sound management. For TICs themselves, the range
of services provided is too unwieldy to provide sound management.

A second problem is that the range of services provided today typically includes
traditional deposit banking, and thus enconpasses a blend of banking and non-bank services.
On the asset side, the blurring of the distinction between entrusted and trust accounts, and the
fact that in general banks treat entrusted accounts as trust accounts and use virtually all deposits
for discretionary lending, implies that they are providing traditional banking services. Looking at
liabilities, these include, for all trust companies, both trust and entrusted deposits on their
balance sheets. If indeed entrusted deposits were for designated lending on a fee-management
basis, these should be off-balance sheet items. One distinction relative to banks, on the deposit
side, has been that TICs only accept wholesale deposits. However this too has been circumvented
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in practice.24 Thus TICs are deposit-taking institutions, providing banking services, without being
subjected to banking supervision or prudential regulations (and without fulfilling reserve
requirements on deposits labeled 'entrusted' deposits). Nevertheless it must be remembered that
some of the banking services provided by TICs, such as payments services, guarantees, etc.,
which are normally provided by commercial banks elsewhere, had not been provided by most
'specialized' banks in China.

With the passage of the Commercial Bank law, banks owning TICs must now divest or
dissolve any TICs they own. Although the process of divestiture has begun, some mechanisms
for doing so have yet to be resolved. With respect to loans, problems will presumably be
resolved as loans mature, but to the extent that TICs hold assets such as long term equity in
industrial enterprises, solutions are likely to be more difficult. Real estate holdings, many of
which have lost value, and some of which are incomplete or abandoned projects, are also
problematic.

Recent Attempts to Separate Banks and Trust Companies

The Commercial Banking Law of 1995 contains a bank-owned TICs. It is not known precisely how many TICs
prohibition (Article 43) against commercial banks' will thus be tumed into sub-branches of the banks, although
engaging in trust, investment, stock or real estate business, the estimate based on ICBC and Construction Bank
and a prohibition against investing in NBFIs. The law numbers ranges around 70 to 75 percent.
authorizes the State Council to formulate procedures for the
separation of NBFIs from commercial banks. The implementation plans leave the issue of direct

investment of the TICs to be absorbed by the banks
Of the state-owned banks ICBC and the Construction Bank unresolved. Furthermore, it is unclear at what phase the sub-
had already submitted their plan for the separation process branches' accounts will be consolidated with the parent
by end-1995, and in early 1996 were in the process of its bank's accounts, and whether the implementation plans
implementation. ABC and BOC decided to submit and place any restrictions on intra-group flow of funds,
begin the implementation of their separation plan during particularly from the parent bank to the sub-branches.
1996. According to the two submitted separation plans all
branch level TICs will either have their license revoked and The requirement for separation from banks will lead to
be consolidated with the parent bank as sub-branches with some degree of consolidation of the TIC industry as it is
separate accounts, or be sold on the market. Consolidation likely that the TICs being absorbed by the banks are
back to the parent bank would apply to wholly owned predominantly small in asset size. After the implementation
subsidiaries while partially owned TICs would be sold. The of the separation plans approximately 45 to 55 independent
liabilities of the absorbed institutions are expected to be provincial level TICs owned by either large enterprises or
phased out gradually through a policy of no new lending. govermnent agencies together with 4 large national level
The phase-out of the existing industrial and real estate bank-owned TICs will replace the 185 existing bank-owned
investments by these institutions remains unresolved. TICs. Consequently, after the separation process from
According to the plans submitted, the national level bank- banks, the industry would consist of approximately 260 to
owned TICs, of which each state-owned bank has one, stay 270 TICs, with 20 of them operating on a national level (of
as wholly owned subsidiaries of each bank, but have to drop which 4 would be owned by banks), 90 to 100 TICs on a
the nane of the bank from their name. It is probable that provincial level, and the remaining 150 on the municipal or
other separation plans will follow the same principles. If prefectural level. By end-1995, consolidation had reduced
this is the case the process would apply to all provincial the total number of TICs to 332.
level bank-owned TICs, that is, to 97 percent of the 185

Third, looking at assets, many TICs loans and investments, in early 1996, were iliquid
or of questionable quality. The problem has been severe and many of the TICs are thought to be
insolvent. One reason is that much of TIC lending is to SOEs, many of whom are illiquid and/or
insolvent. Loans to insolvent SOEs become frozen on the TICs books. A second reason is the

24 For example, workers in some enterprises have chosen to deposit their funds in higher return TICs, as opposed to
banks, and have collected 'funds', labeled enterprise funds or labor funds, for this purpose.
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large amount of real estate lending undertaken by the TICs, especially around the boom of 1993.
A third reason is the high degrees of risk concentration, not only in real estate or construction but
also in other sectors, such as agriculture, which are subject to seasonal fluctuations and natural
disasters. TICs do not compute risk concentration ratios.

Fourth, these problems have been compounded by short-term and unstable funding and
serious mismatches in asset liability terms. As shown above, a major source of funding for
TICs, second only to deposits, has been the interbank market. It has been used as a source of
long term funding. The strain on TIC funding imposed in 1993 following PBC restrictions on
TIC participation in the interbank market has been severe.

Much of the borrowing on the interbank market took the form of loans from related
banks, through the interbank market. Banks have not been permitted to directly transfer funds to
their TIC subsidiaries since 1986. State bank lending to related TICs has further been curtailed
by the passage of the Commercial Bank Law which requires state banks to separate banking and
securities business. The capital markets have rarely been invoked by TICs for raising funds.25

Recent borrowing activities on the repurchase agreement (repo) market have also caught the
attention of the supervisory authorities and their participation in this market has been curbed,
through new collateral requirements.

Fifth, the condition of TICs could be much more serious than their financial statements
reflect today. This is because the financial statements of TICs have not disclosed their
condition adequately or accurately reflected the operations of their business. This is
misleading and additionally makes it difficult to initiate supervisory remedies.

Sixth, TICs have increasingly ventured into new high risk areas in the securities
business. Initially, TICs restricted themselves to operating as brokers for clients, but are now
taking greater risks, dealing on their own account and adopting market positions. Further, many
TICs have ventured into underwriting, which, with increasing competition due to the use of 'firm
commitment' methods, and a decline in IPO underpricing, also implies increased risks for the
underwriter.

Seventh, competition from the banking sector has increased. With the government's
decision to 'commercialize' the operations of the large specialized banks, these banks are
enjoying increased flexibility with regard to client and project selection, and have begun to
exercise their new found powers to reject poor projects. Some specialized banks have also
requested greater interest rate flexibility, on a pilot basis. These changes are eroding the captive
privileges of non-bank financial institutions, notably including the Trust and Investment
Companies.

Re-Registration and Its Implications

Clearly under the circumstances the present configuration of the TIC segment of the
financial sector is unsustainable in the long run. An awareness of these issues underlies the
government's most recent TIC rectification efforts and campaign to exert greater control over the

25 

Their rare domestic bond issues have typically been undertaken as cluster bonds in the name of the ultimate
borrowers, with the TIC acting only as an issuing agent. Moreover, the issue of new corporate bonds has been
restricted since 1995.
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their activities. It is too early to judge the eventual outcome, but some implications can be
identified. A.first result, clearly, is the reduction in the numbers of these institutions, and their
likely further reduction, as discussed above. Second, there is an attempt to introduce a clearer
delineation of TIC and banking activities, as required by the Commercial Bank Law of 1995.

A third emerging result seems to be a clearer delineation of Trust and Investment
Companies and securities companies. In the past some securities firms were run essentially as
subsidiaries of Trust and Investment Companies or banks. But, at least in some cases, these
securities business now are being set up as independent entities. For example, the Everbright
International Trust and Investment Corporation and the Everbright Bank in the first half of 1996
each spun off their securities businesses into a newly established independent Everbright
Securities Company Ltd.26

Fourth, it appears that tighter controls are leading to a contraction in lending. In the first
quarter of 1996 their loans outstanding fell by 13.3 percent, from RMB 241 billion at year-end
1995 to RMB 209 billion at the end of March. Every other category of financial institution was
able to increase its lending. State bank lending rose 2.5 percent, other bank lending was up 9.3
percent, rural credit cooperative lending was up 7.8 percent, urban credit cooperative lending
was up 5.7 percent, and the loan portfolio of finance companies soared by 60.7 percent.27 This
reduction in lending activity is presumably related to the campaign to eliminate what the
People's Bank of China regards as irregular lending.

Fifth, there is an attempt to 'clean up' the operations of the TICs. Together with the
reregistration process, the People's Bank of China launched a major campaign to determine the
amount of real estate lending outstanding by Trust and Investment Companies and other non-
bank financial intermediaries and to cap such lending in the future.2" Nominally this was
connected to a campaign requiring the reregistration of all non-bank financial intermediaries,
including Trust and Investment Companies, securities companies, enterprise group finance
companies, and leasing companies. But one of the chief requirements for reregistration was that
each of these institutions report the volume of all types of real estate loans outstanding as of
September 1, 1995. Furthermore, in the same notice, the People's Bank forbade its branches
from approving the establishment of new bank real estate credit departments.

The Agenda Ahead

While these efforts are in the right direction, they do not appear to be adequate to
address the problems faced by TICs today, identified above. First of all, there is still a need to
clearly define a core business for TICs. One option would be to restrict TICs to the conventional
activities of trusteeship as usually understood in market economies. This would imply a radical
shift for TICs today, as such business is typically geared to individual accounts or charitable
trusts and TICs today are not permitted to take individual retail deposits.29 Also, trust offices are
frequently departments within banks, and as such, the need to separate TICs from banks would
then require reexamination. There is also a possibility that there would be very little demand for

26 China Daily, May 27,1996, p. 5.
27 Jinrong Shibao, April 22, 1996, p. 1 .
28 People's Bank of China, 'Notice on the Reregistration of Non-bank Financial Intermediaries,' September 1995.
29 Some TICs (e.g., Tianjin TIC) are participating in an experiment authorized by the government to receive individual

retail trust deposits over and above denomination of RMB 5,000.
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such trust business in China today, with relatively few large deposit holding investors, and few
charitable trusts.

Another possibility is to extend the role of the Trust and Investment Corporation to a
more broad-based financial fiduciary, which could also take on the management of investment
funds. TICs have expressed some enthusiasm about this possibility though at present with little
awareness that such fund management would be fee-based asset management rather than an
additional funding source, for an extension of the TICs' own activities. Many TICs manage one.
or two investment funds, and even more have ambitions with regard to both domestic and
overseas investment fund management. There are several pending applications for both types of
investment funds submitted to the relevant authorities by the TICs. No clear policy exists today
for the approval of these applications, and there are no rules for investment companies or fund
managers.

Yet another possibility, under consideration in China, is to allow TICs to assume broader
functions which include a range of investment banking activities. Under this scenario, TICs
would be permitted to retain their securities activities, which could include such functions as the
underwriting of new securities issues. If this were to be permitted, it should be recognized that
capitalization requirements should then be modified to be able to reflect the riskiness of the
activities undertaken by any given TIC. This would also raise the question of whether any
deposit-taking is still to be permitted, which would effectively allow universal banking to
continue.

A second area which remains nebulous concerns the funding of TICs. Clearly the present
asset liability mismatch is unsustainable. The identification of new sources of funding will
clearly depend on the scope of activities TICs will be permitted to undertake.

Third, it would be desirable to clarify and strengthen accounting rules for TICs. The
limitations of the present accounting system, in terms of the information it can provide, have
been discussed. The quality of accounting is even more of concern if the multi-business nature of
these institutions is to continue. The environment of universal banking requires an ability to
separate the accounts for different business sectors, and customer accounts, within the
institution. The institution itself and'the supervisory authorities should be able to assess each
business sector by itself, its income and costs, its earnings and losses, the assets and other
resources employed, and the risks involved.

Fourth, there may be a requirement for case-by-case examination of the situation of
individual TICs, particularly with regard to asset sale, transfer, or write-off. As discussed above,
given the high concentration ratios in the industry, tackling a handful of the largest institutions
within this group would cover the majority of TIC assets.

Finally, there is a urgent need to reexamine and supplement the legal and regulatory
framework within which Trust and Investment Companies operate. New laws are required not
only for defining trust business and trust companies, but also for investment funds or investment
companies, and fund managers, if these functions are to be permitted. Details of the current
regulatory framework and a discussion of its limitations are discussed in the following section.
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2. Regulation of Trust and Investment Companies

The regulation of China's financial services industry has lagged behind its growth.
Legislation has tended to codify existing situations without anticipating future needs or
pressures. As a consequence, existing legislation on China's Trust and Investment Companies is
sometimes outdated, relative to the business undertaken by TICs today, and suffers from gaps in
scope and coverage. Another drawback of the current legal framework is that legislation has
been enacted in a piecemeal fashion, and institutional responsibility for promulgation as well as
enforcement remains fragmented. This has led to difficulties with interpretation, by regulators as
well as the financial institutions themselves, and accounts to a large extent for the high level of
non-compliance. It is not always apparent how different regulations complement, or supersede,
one another. This leads to a low level of transparency. TICs are also subject to other regulations
specifically designatedfor certain sectors of the financial services industry. For example, many
TICs have securities operations and therefore are subject to securities regulations.

Development of the Legal Framework for TICs

When China's Trust and Investnent Companies began operating from the early 1980s,
largely as trust departments of banks, there were few systematic attempts at their regulation.'
The first attempt at comprehensively defining the nature and scope of their activity was in April
1986 under the Provisional Stipulations on Financial Trust and Investment Institutions (the
Provisional Regulations of April 1986) issued by the PBC. The objective was to strengthen the
administration of financial trust institutions, and to promote the development of China's
financial trust industry. These regulations were the first to require that trust departments of banks
be set up as independent Trust and Investment Companies. Shortly after, at end-1986, the PBC
issued supplementary clarifications, in the Provisional Regulations on (RMB) Funds
Management in Financial Trust and Investment Companies, December 24, 1986 (the Funds
Management Regulations of December 1986), which sought to clarify definitions, establish
minimum financial requirements for the first time, and set out detailed procedures for reporting
requirements to the PBC. Although the 1986 Regulations established the basic legal framework
for TICs, they did not provide exhaustive guidance on the scope of business, which continued to
expand and diversify.

When TICs became major participants in the securities markets, they were also,
theoretically, subject to regulations for securities firms, such as the Provisional Measures on
Administration of Securities Firms, 1990 (the Regulations of 1990). The Regulations of 1990
provided details on how securities companies could be established and set out basic financial

'In 1980 the State Council encouraged the setting up of trust departments, as part of a policy to promote 'economic
coalitions'. Trust departments were restricted to banks from 1982, and hence their regulation by the PBC was first
manifest in 1983, with its 'Rules on the Opening Up of Trust Business' (see previous section).
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Legal and Regulatory Developments for Trust and Investment Companies: A Chronology

*1980 State Council issued the 'Interim Rules on Promoting Economic Coalition'. Trust operations emerged. There were
241 trust operations with total assets of RMB 940 million at year end.

.1982 TICs were brought under the scope of the Credit Plan. Non-financial institutions were forbidden to establish Trust
departnents.

*1983 PBC prepared the administrative regulations: 'A Number of Rules on Opening Up Trust Business'.
.1985 Government allowed all securities to be freely transferable; banks and financial institutions began to set up

securities companies and TICs.
*1986 Provisional Regulations on the Administration of Financial Trust and Investment Institutes/Companies, were issued

by PBC on 26 April 1986. Provisional Regulations on (RMB) Funds Management in Financial Trust and Investment
Companies were issued by PBC, 24 December 1986.

.1988 The number of TICs increased to 745; PBC ordered cessation of activities of unauthorized TICs.
*1990 The Shanghai Stock Exchange was established on December 1990 and the Provisional Measures on Administration

of Securities Firms were issued. Provisional Regulations on the Jnterbank Market were also issued by PBC.
.1991 The Shenzhen Stock Exchange was established in Apnl 1991; TICs became major participants on Shanghai and

Shenzhen Exchanges. Shenzhen Interim Provisionsfor the Administration of Securities Institutions were issued.
91992 TICs investment activities fueled the real estate boom in 1992 and first half of 1993. The State Council promulgated

Document No. 68 which created the State Council Securities Committee 'SCSC' and China Securities Regulatory
Commission 'CSRC' Shenzhen Interim Provisions for the Administration of Investment Trust Funds, and
Provisional Administration Measures of Shanghai Municipality: Renminbi Securities Investment Trust Fund were
issued. Regulation of NBFIs in Foreign Exchange Transactions were issued

*1993 Business Rules on Designated Trust Loans for Financial Trust and Investment Companies were issued on March 8,
1993. Provisional Regulations on NBFIs' Administration of Foreign Exchange Business were issued by the State
Administration of Exchange Controls (SAEC). Company Law enacted, December 29, 1993.

*1994 Notice by the People's Bank of China Regarding the Publication of Provisional Measures of the Financial Trust and
Investment Companies for Assets-Liabilities Ratio Management were issued on August 6, 1994. Provisions for the
Administration of Financial Institutions were issued, 9 August 1994, by the PBC. The Securities Law was drafted.

*1995 The People 's Bank of China Law was enacted, Commercial Bank Law was enacted, the Negotiable Instruments Law
was enacted; the Trust Law was drafted. The State Council 'Circular Ordering Specialized Banks to Disaffiliate
themselves from Trust and Investment Operations' was issued in August 1995

requirements. They also gave the PBC a regulatory role with respect to securities firms.2 The
PBC remains responsible today for the licensing of securities firms, but the supervision of their
operations on the securities markets was transferred to the China Securities Regulatory
Commission (CSRC), established in 1992.3 Today, TICs have sometimes substantial securities
operations, although they may not officially be listed as securities firms. In practice this appears
to have implied that they have not been subject to the financial requirements for securities firms,
although they have been subject to rules governing securities trading.

New regulations specific to Trust and Investment Companies appeared in 1993, as the
government attempted to curb their speculative investments. The PBC issued its Business Rules
on Designated Trust Loans for Financial Trust and Investment Companies (Designated Trust
Loans Provisions of 1993). These regulations defined and set out additional requirements for the
usage of entrusted funds.4

2 These national regulations, however, seem to have been superseded within a year by more detailed, but locally
issued, Shenzhen and Shanghai Interim Provisions.
The State Council issued Document No. 68, which created the State Council Securities Committee (SCSC) and
empowered its executive arm, the China Securities Regulatory Committee (CSRC), to be the main regulators for the
securities industry However, this administrative ruling did not explicitly overrule the 1990 Regulations and
therefore the PBC and CSRC share responsibilities for supervision and regulation of the securities industry.

4Also in 1993, the State Council Document issued a document, which, though not directly focused on the TICs, was to
have an important bearing on their future. Document No. 6 (1993) sets out the principle of separation of enterprises
from government.
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Shortly after, in 1994, the PBC decided to consolidate regulations for all financial
institutions. Accordingly, the Provisions for the Administration of Financial Institutions (the
Administration Regulations of 1994) were issued on 9 August 1994. They were supplemented by
additional specific regulations applicable to different sectors of the financial services industry.
The regulations specifically for TICs appeared in the form of a Notice by the People's Bank of
China Regarding the Publication of Provisional Measures of the Financial Trust and Investment
Companies for Assets-Liabilities Ratio Management (Asset-Liabilities Ratio Management
Regulations of 1994). These regulations, which were issued on 6 August 1996, set out in greater
detail the financial requirements for TICs. Meanwhile, the State Council issued another broad

Laws and Regulations for Financial Institutions

The legal system in China is defined at several administrative regulations, rather than in laws. It is
different levels. At the highest level are the national laws, sometimes not clear to what extent these supersede or
enacted by the National People's Congress (NPC). Next are complement each other, as this is rarely explicitly stated.
the Decrees, Circulars, Decisions and Opinions of the State When regulations are passed by different administrative
Council, and below this tier are the administrative agencies at the same level, they are not always consistent
Regulations which can be passed by ministries and and again the order of precedence is unclear. For example,
regulatory agencies. Government agencies sometimes issue minimum paid-in capital requirements for engaging in spot
circulars to provide administrative guidance with respect to foreign exchange transactions are not the same in the 1986
a regulatory issue, in effect a form of moral suasion. Provisional Regulations and the 1993 Provisional
Departmental rules, notice and circulars are issued Regulations on NBFIs engaged in Foreign Exchange
frequently, which can often cause confusion. The distmction Business.
between departmental rules and guidance issued in the form
of circulars may not always be clear. All NPC, State The drafting or preparation of laws could involve
Council and provincial legislation supersede any several agencies In the case of laws for the financial sector,
departmental rules or circulars. a lead role typically would be taken by the NPC Finance

and Economics Committee (NPC FEC), in cooperation with
Besides this, are laws and regulations passed by the NPC Legislative Commitee (NPC LC). However the

provinces, municipalities and other lower levels of Bureau of Legislative Affairs (BLA) of the State Council
government. In many cases laws or regulations are issued could also have a substantial role, and so could the
by these sub-central levels of government in the absence of administrative agency concerned. All these agencies would
national regulation, in which case they have binding be represented on the group or panel which deliberates on
authority. It is not unknown for lower levels of government the law. In some cases, the administrative agency could
agencies to similarly issue their own administrative have the lead role, de facto. This has been the case with the
regulations. For example, a PBC branch office could issue CSRC, for example, in the case of most drafts of the
its own regulations. Today this procedure is not recognized Securities law.
as legitimate, but locally issued administrative regulations
still exist. According to the Administrative Procedure Law Before a law is enacted, it is not uncommon for a
all these will be followed by the courts in their order of range of administrative regulations to already be in place,
supersession, while the rules and regulations issued by sometimes on a provisional basis. This provides
departments, such as PBC and the ministries may be taken administrators the opportunity to revise and refine with
only as reference by the courts. relative flexibility, until the regulations are tried and tested,

at which point a law may finally be prepared. For example,
Today the basic legal framework for China's the 1986 Provisional Banking Regulations preceded the

Trust and Investment Companies lies largely in 1995 Commercial Banking Act.

based policy document, the Decision on Financial Sector Reform (1994), stating the principle of
separation of different functions in different legal entities

In 1995, three important pieces of financial legislation were passed to revitalize China's
financial services industry. These clarified some areas of the overall regulatory framework for
the financial services industry but only tangentially affected TICs. They were the People's Bank
of China Law, the Commercial Bank Law and the Negotiable Instruments Law. The People's
Bank of China Law officially established the PBC as the central bank for the PRC and
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empowered the PBC to supervise and regulate the financial services industry, which would
include TICs. The law also restricted lending from the PBC to financial institutions, which only
had a limited implication for TICs, as this was not a significant source of funding for them,
unlike the banking sector. The Commercial Bank Law required state banks to transform
themselves into commercial banks. The most critical implication for TICs with regard to this
law was the requirement for the separation of banks and non-bank financial activities.5

A draft Securities Law (1994) and a draft Trust Law (1995) are currently under
consideration. The draft Securities Law proposes to shift the power to supervise and regulate
securities industry from the PBC to the CSRC. Chapter Six of the draft Securities Law provides
the CSRC with the power to grant licenses for securities companies and provides that no
securities business may be conducted without the approval of the CSRC. The draft Trust Law
would seem to aim to transform the core business of TICs to providing private and charitable
trust services along the lines of those provided by 'true trust' providers in more developed
countries. Under the draft Trust Law TICs would still be allowed to operate other businesses but
these must not be in conflict with their core business.

TIC Regulation: Key Issues

Licensing, Approval and Supervision

According to the Provisional Regulations of April 1986, both the level of authorization
and the capital requirements required to set up a TIC depends on the status of the applicant
(whether the TIC is local, regional or national). Thus provincial or national TICs submit
applications to the PBC headquarters, while district or city TICs apply only to the provincial
office of the PBC. Minimum paid-up capital is stipulated on the basis of ownership as well;
RMB 50 million for a national TIC, 10 million for a provincial TIC, and 5 million for a district
or city TIC. Thus at least until 1994, there was no link between paid-in capital, and the nature of
the TIC's business or its scope of activities. If a TIC wished to engage in foreign exchange
business it was required to additionally seek permission from the State Administration of
Exchange Control (SAEC). Foreign exchange minimum capital requirements under the
Provisional Regulations of April 1986 were US$5 million, US$2 million and US$1 million,
respectively.

The third key item of legislation was the Negotiable Instruments Law, which set out the legal rights and obligations
of issuers, receivers, and financial institutions involved in transactions concerning bills of exchange.
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Table 2.1 TIC Application and Approval Requirements
Status of Applicant/ Local Branch Provincial PBC PBC Headquarters State Council
Level of PBC
Authorization
National TIC Submit Not Applicable Apply for Apply for

Application Inspection Approval
Provincial TIC Submit Apply for Apply for Not

Application Inspection Inspection Applicable
District or City TIC Submit Report for Not

Application and Apply for Recording Applicable
Apply for Approval purposes
Inspection

Source- Interviews with PBC headquarters and branch offices.

These requirements have supposedly been superseded by the subsequent Provisional
Regulations for the Administration of Financial Institutions of 1994 although this is not
explicitly stated. The 1994 regulations set out in greater detail the procedural requirements for
establishment of financial institutions, and the administrative measures to supervise them. TICs
are for the first time officially included amnong financial institutions. They confirm PBC to be the
sole regulatory authority for financial institutions, including TICs. The Central Bank Law of
1995 confirms that PBC has a wide range of powers to approve the establishment, changes,
termination and business scope of financial institutions. The 1994 regulations also pay greater
attention to the financial requirements, which are no longer specified by level of ownership.
However, the law states only that capital requirements may be prescribed by the PBC, without
describing the basis on which they would be determined. Minimum capital requirements for
foreign exchange transactions have also been redefined; in the Regulations on NBFIs in Foreign
Exchange Transactions (1992) and the Administration of Foreign Exchange Business Provisions
(1993), in order to deal in foreign exchange, a national TIC must have at least US$15 million of
paid up capital in spot exchange or the equivalent of this amount of spot exchange funds in other
currencies. Provincial TICs must have US$7.5 million or equivalent.

Shareholder structure and minimum qualifications of senior staff may also be specified
by the PBC. The law does prohibit the use of borrowed funds or creditor's rights as capital funds.
The 1994 regulations also require the separation of banking, trust, insurance and securities
business. Thus while the new law does introduce conditions for establishment which approach
the principles of capital adequacy and shareholder protection, details are not spelled out. The
issue of the multiple forms of business that TICs may undertake and their differences in terms of
risk-taking, and hence capital requirement adjustments, are also not addressed. Finally, the 1994
regulations leave ambiguous the issue of the supervision responsibilities of the CSRC, with
regard to the securities business undertaken by the TICs. There is no mention of such an
obligation. The same ambiguity applies to all non-trust businesses of TICs.

Scope of Business: Uses of Funds

The Provisional Regulations of April 1986 define the scope of business of TICs as 'trust
investment business' or 'financial business where a trustee accepts, manages or uses the trust
capital or trust properties in accordance with the special objectives or requests designated by a
trustor.' TICs are also permitted to make non-designated loans and investments, where general
considerations only have been specified by the depositor (entrusted deposits). The scope of RMB
business, in addition to trust and entrusted loans and deposits, is defined to include a large
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TICs: Scope of Business as defined in the April 1986 Provisional Regulations

RMB Business may comprise: Foreign Currency Business may comprise:
*Tust investments and trust loan business of which the .Foreign currency trust deposits inside and outside China
targets have been designated by the trustor *Foreign currency loans outside China

*Tust investments and trust loan business of which the *Issuing foreign currency securities (including acting as an
trustor stated some general requirements agent) outside China

*Lase financing business *Foreign currency trust investment business
*Custodial services, collection and payment, and securities *Foreign currency loans to enterprises in which it invests
issuing as an agent *International finance leasing business

*To conduct RMB debts' guarantee and witness business *Guaranteeing and witnessing of foreign loans, tendering
(guarantee limits set by PBC) and contract fulfillment (guarantee amount limited by

*Undertaking business consultancy services PBC)
*Secunties issuance as approved by the PBC *Credit investigation and consultancy relating to the
*Any other businesses, as approved by the PBC. promotion and foreign trading and foreign exchange

activities
*Any other business approved by the SAEC
oExchange of RMB bonds approved by the PBC to raise
capital in addition to deposit funds

variety of financial services, including both banking (custodial services, payments and
guarantees) and traditionally non-banking services (securities issuance, financial leasing). Loans
must be restricted to 'circulating funds', i.e., working capital, with a maximum term of three
months; a condition to which violations have been the rule rather than the exception. Individuals
are prohibited from engaging in such business, unlike trust activities in most market economies.
TICs may only be established in small or medium-sized cities. The rationale of this restriction is
unclear. The Provisional Regulations of April 1986 prohibit TICs from operating beyond their
business scope unless authorized to do so by the PBC or State Council. This was not strictly
enforced. The regulations also emphasize independence from the government (Article 23),
(despite continued strong links to government at all levels) but permits trust activities to continue
as departments of specialized banks ('in accordance with the division of business for specialized
banks') (Article 30).

In addition, the Provisional Regulations of December 1986 state that the use of capital
must comply with state policy and that funds should be 'appropriately used', although this is not
clearly defined. These regulations also require that a TIC may use no more than 60 percent of its
total available capital for fixed asset investment, fixed asset loans and leases, but the PBC may
adjust this at any time. Yet, the PBC urges TICs to seek the highest rate of return in their
operations, operating more like private enterprises. It suggests that the Credit Plan may have
been binding in aggregate for TICs, but may have permnitted flexibility with regard to choice of
project, subject, again, to PBC approval.

The Business Rules on Designated Trust Loans for Financial Trust and Investment
Companies of 1993 set additional requirements on beneficiaries of entrusted loans in the areas of
duration, depositors and maximum commissions. The Business Rules of 1993 also cover
breaches and supervision responsibilities. TICs are required to collect capital from the
organization to which they made a loan before funds are returned to the depositor, and may not
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make advance payments to depositors. The Negotiable Instruments Law of 1995 also has some
implications for TICs, although they are not specifically referred to.6

Sources of Funds

The Provisional Regulations of December 1986 established a list of five eligible sources
of trust deposits for a term of one year or more. These comprised Government treasuries,
Government departments that administer enterprises, labor protection and welfare institutions,
research institutions, and academic associations and other foundations. TICs were not to receive
funds from financial institutions. TICs engaging in foreign exchange transactions were permitted
to issues RMB bonds, as approved by the PBC bond issues. The Provisional Regulations of
December 1986 also permit TICs to issue stock, retain profits, and obtain funds from the local
PBC.

The trust deposit sources mentioned in the Provisional Regulations of December 1986
are barely significant today. The Business Rules on Designated Trust Loans for Financial Trust
and Investment Companies of 1993 elaborate on the definition of trust and entrusted loans. They
reiterate the provision that TICs may not accept specific funds unless the source and use of
capital is in accordance with state policy, but do not provide more guidance. These rules also
stipulate a minimum maturity for a designated loan as three months. Under these rules, a TIC
may not receive 'designated' funds from banks and other financial institutions, except insurance
companies and foundations. The renewed prohibition of designated funds from financial
institutions implies that the 1986 regulations were being disregarded. They state that TICs must
include undisbursed 'designated' funds in their calculation of reserve requirements, thus
clarifying the 1986 provisions. The Rules of 1993 also limit loans from the PBC to the sum of a
TIC's paid-up capital and reserves. Later, under the Central Bank Law of 1995 PBC was
prohibited from making loans to financial institutions, including TICs, other than banks.

Prudential Ratios

Asset-Liability Ratios for financial institutions were introduced by the PBC in 1994, and
ratios for TICs were specified in the Notice Regarding the Publication of Provisional Measures
of the Financial Trust and Investment Institutions for Asset-Liabilities Ratio Management.
According to these, TICs are required to submit a monthly return to PBC, which measures key
financial ratios. The Notice of 1994 is the cornerstone of TICs' risk management today. Limits
are defined and set for: (a) capital adequacy, (b) & (c) loans to deposits, (d) investments, (e)
reserves, (f) shareholder loans, (g) interbank borrowing, (h) overdue loans, (i) asset risk
dispersion, and (j) external guarantee restrictions.

6 The Negotiable Instruments Law describes the legal rights and obligations of issuers, receivers, and financial
institutions involved in transactions concerning negotiable instruments, and should resolve some current problems
such as payment denial. It also regulates the responsibilities of staff of financial institutions, including penalties. This
law is vaguely defined; some provisions are unclear whilst others are contradictory. For example, it is not clear
whether any financial institutions other than banks can provide checking accounts.
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Asset Liability Management for Trust and Investment Companies

The asset liability ratios imposed on TICs may be more That TICs have the ratio for trust loans (#3) and self-
than those which would be imposed on non-bank managed loans (#4) again suggests an attempt by the
institutions in mature market economies, where a larger authorities to require clearer separation of these categories.
role would be left to the market. However in the Chinese These ratios are specific to TICs It may also be noted that
context, where these institutions appear to be accepting the option of presentation of loan deposit ratios on an
deposits today, and where market regulation is still weak, incremental basis. The following 'investment' ratios, (#5
the ratios could prove to be a valuable transitional &6) appear to be designed to limit long term investments
mechanism for disciplining the TICs. Indeed from the as a percentage of lotal capital. There is no equivalent in
point of view of information sought by a regulator, the bank ratios, as banks cannot invest. The reserve ratio
ratios alone may be insufficient. TIC ratios resemble, but (#7) provides an assurance of liquidity to weather difficult
are not identical to, ratios required from commercial banks. periods. The liquidity ratio (#8) suggested for TICs,
Regulators have made an effort to adapt ratios to the leaves something to be desired. The ratio for banks (a
specifics of different types of financial institutions. comparions of current assets and liabilities) failed to
Looking at specific ratios, the interpretation of the capital provide the asset liability maturity comparison that would
adequacy ratio depends both on the risk weighting to be indicate the presence of a 'long' or 'short' funding gap a
assigned, as well as the definition of 'core capital' to be financial institution may have, which could expose it to
used. In the Chinese system it is known that state taking an effective position on interest rates. The ratio for
enterprises, for example, have been assigned lower risk TICs is even more rudimentary as it only compares long
weights than may be normally used for such loans. Core term exposure to toal exposure (reflecting regulators'
capital does however strip out both entrusted loans and present concerns about long term loans and investments
entrusted investments. Capital is defined to include (i) core undertaken by TICs); but does not reflect the funding
capital (paid in capital, accumulated capital and position of the TICs. The asset placement or interbank
accumulated profits excluding distributed profits) and (ii) ratio (#9) which limits interbank borrowing to core capital
supplementary capital (reserves for bad debt, reserves for could be more restrictive than the ratios for banks
investment ristk and reserves for bad loans). Total capital (borrowing < 4 percent and lending < 8 percent). On the
is also defined to exclude share capital invested in past due loans ratio, (#10 &11) it appears that the limits
nonconsolidated enterprises and financial organizations. for TICs are more generous than those for banks (15
Total adjusted assets are defined to exclude reserves in the percent and 5 percent compared to 8 percent and 4 percent)
PBC, PBC deposits, deposits in banking organizations, which may be an acknowledgement of the riskier business
cash, entrusted loans, entrusted investments, state bonds, they are expected to undertake. The diversification ratio
and bonds of policy oriented financial institutions and (#12) is welcome but may be set at too generous a limit,
loans made as an agent for the PBC. The entrusted loan and may also on its own fail to capture essential
deposit ratio (#2) for TICs should be equal to one by information on asset concentration. This ratio, at 30
definition; asking this to be a required ratio suggests percent of capital, is however likely to be more strict than
deposit diversion across categories the correpsonding ratio, of 15 percent of assets, for banks.

Notwithstanding, gaps remain. There are no provisions for consolidated reporting across
the businesses, or encompassing all subsidiaries, of a given TIC. As a result, assets or liabilities
can be transferred from one business activity to another to manipulate ratios. These ratios lose
their relevance as risk management tools for a multibusiness institution with fee-based entrusted
business on its own books, particularly as some of them are not very conservative, and some of
them are exceedingly so. In their present form they fail to capture the risk structure of the TICs,
partly due to the varied nature and business scope of these institutions, partly due to the fact that
they do not assess the asset quality nor the liability maturity structure of the TICs.
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Asset Liability Ratios for China's Trust and Investment Companies: 1994

1. Capital Adequacy
I Capital (=core + supplementary)/Adjusted Assets 2 8%

2. Entrusted deposit and loan ratios
2 (Entrusted loans + entrusted investments) / Entrusted deposits S 1

3 (Entrusted loans + entrusted investments) / Capital S 20

3. Self-managed loan and deposit ratio
4 (Trust loans + mortgage loans + bills discounted + other loans + financial leases) / •75 %

(trust deposits + guaranteed deposits + other deposits + bonds issued)

4. Investment ratios
5 [Long term investments - (govt. bonds + policy bank bonds)] / Capital •20 %

6 [Short term investments - (govt. bonds + policy bank bonds)] / Capital S30 %

5. Reserve ratio
7 (Deposits at PBC + Interbank placements + cash) I 2 5%

(trust deposits + guaranteed deposits + other deposits)

6. Liquidity ratio for self-managed loans
8 (Trust loans + mortgage loans + other loans) > I year I S30%

Total of (trust loans + mortgage loans + other loans)

7. Asset placement ratio (Interbank funds ratio)
9 Placements at Banks and financial institutions / core capital 2 1

8. Past dueb and distressed loan' ratios
10 Past due loans /Total loans (ie., trust loans, mortgage loans, other loans, bills discounted, S 15 %

financial leases)

11 Stale loans fTotal loans (i.e., trust loans, mortgage loans, other loans, bills discounted, 5 %
financial leases)

9. Asset risk diversification ratio (loan concentration ratio)
12 Total exposured to a single legal person and/or its Holding Company/Capital' •30 %

10. Restriction on (external) guarantees
13 Guarantees issued / capital S10 %

'Supplementary capital is described essentially as various risk reserves; "adjusted assets" ought to be a narrowing down of
balance sheet items, to exclude PBC reserves and deposits, interbank deposits, cash, entrusted loans, entrusted investments,
govemment bonds, and agency activity for PBC. "Core" capital cannot be less than 50 percent of "capital" (similar to the BIS
rule).

bPast due loans ("yuq,") are defined as "over 180 days." This is a standard MOF definition.
'Distressed' loans, "cuishou" often translated as "non-performing" are generally understood to be more than three years

overdue.
d Total exposure is the sum of trust loans, mortgage loans, bills discounted, other loans, financial leases, and investments
'The tenn for capital used here (zishen ziben) differs from that used above in other ratios However, this may be to emphasize that
it is the capital of the TIC that is being referred to.

Regulation of TIC Participation in the Interbank Market

According to the December 1986 Provisional Regulations, TICs were permitted to
negotiate loans with another TIC, or with a bank, to regulate funds supply (Article 18). The
suggestion is that participation in the interbank market was permitted. The interbank market
itself was first regulated under the Provisional Regulations of Interbank Transactions of 1990,
enacted March 8, 1990. These defined interbank transactions as short-term transactions among
banks and NBFIs. Lengths of term and rates of interest were to be determined by negotiations
between the parties. The PBC and its branches were responsible for administering, organizing,
supervising and auditing transactions. The average daily balance of current month interbank
transactions was limited to no more than S percent of the total deposits balance in the previous
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month. Financial institutions were also limited in terms of the average daily balance of current
month interbank transactions, and could only use their own capital for such purposes. Interbank
market participants were not permitted to use borrowed funds from the PBC to participate on the
interbank market. The uses of interbank funds were limited to supplementing shortfalls of
temporary circulating funds and payments in financial bills. Interbank market participants were
prohibited from using interbank funds to lend to others for investment in fixed assets.

Compliance with these regulations was poor. NBFIs actively participated in the system
and borrowed heavily from it. Many of the funds borrowed have been used to invest in risky
ventures such as real estate and to trade on securities markets. Interbank market funds have also
been used to fund bank credits to local enterprises which were specifically prohibited by the
regulations. A major concern with the interbank market has been the repeated extension of
overdue loans, with the result that these short-term borrowings become long-term loans. Interest
rates in interbank market were often beyond market rates and were sometimes as high as 10-15
percent. Another concern with the integrity of the interbank market was the practice of some
market service providers, who charged illegal fees in the form of kick-backs, 'thank-you' notes
and cash charges.

Recent Reforms in the Interbank Market

The PBC is in the process of reforming the structure of the The unified interbank market was launched on a trial basis
interbank market. On January 1, 1996, it announced its plan on 3 January 1996 in Shanghai with 15 of the 35 interbank
to unify the interbank market. The new system will be lending centers and 12 of the 17 banks connected to the
operated from Shanghai by the Foreign Exchange Trading national electronic system. The rest of the lending centers
Center, using the same computer network as the foreign and banks joined the new system on I April 1996 when the
exchange market, which links thirty five cities in China. PBC officially launched the unified interbank market. The
This will enable all local banks and financial institutions PBC is finalizing a provisional regulation to govern the
such as TICs to lend or accept short-term deposits from one operations of this unified interbank market and is reported
day up to less than four months. This new system will to be expecting to release them in the near future. Before
provide more structure and formality to the market by the unification of the interbank market, interest rates were
unifying the regional markets under the same regulatory and often beyond the market rates and were sometimes as high
operational umbrella. It will also provide more market- as 10 to 14 per cent. However since the establishment of the
based interest rates. However it has yet to be specified unified interbank market, interest rates have been dropping.
whether the Shanghai local branch of the PBC will regulate As of June 1996, the average interest rate for seven-day
this market. If the new system is supervised by the Shanghai money was 0.958 per cent, for 20-day 0.971 per cent, for
PBC branch, it must be questionable whether a local PBC 30-day 0.988 per cent, for 60-day 1.007 per cent and for
branch can effectively regulate the national interbank 120-day 1.017 per cent. Overall, it seems the unified
market. The PBC has announced that the new system will interbank market has succeeded in unifying interest rates for
commence operation on I April, 1996 after which it will be short-term debt requirements on a national level as the PBC
able to offer interest rates and to control money supply. intended.

The PBC took measures in an attempt to curb these abuses by issuing additional
regulations, including (i) a Notice on Strengthening Administration of Interbank Transactions
(February 1993) which reiterated previous regulations on banning interbank loans, secured by
fixed assets to be used for 'relending', or to invest in negotiable securities, real estate, enterprises
or stocks. Shortly after, reflecting growing concern, it issued (ii) a Notice on Rationalizing
Interbank Transactions (June 1993), (iii) More and Good Work on Correcting Illegal Interbank
Transactions (August 1993), and (iv) Several Regulations on Correcting Illegal Interbank
Transactions (December 1993). These have redefined interbank transactions as short-term
transactions between two financial entities for the purpose of supplementing their shortfalls on
circulating funds. The regulations prohibit funds or money transactions among different vertical
levels within either specialized banks or commercial banks. They also prohibit transactions
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between various banks and their international business departments or real estate credit
departments.

The Company Law and TICs

All TICs in China are companies, and are now subject to the Company Law which went
into effect in July 1994. However, most TICs are owned by state agencies, various levels of
Government and state banks, and are therefore governed by a classification which defines a TIC
as a 'wholly state-owned company' which is 'a limited company established solely by the state-
authorized Investment Institution or department authorized by the state'. Such companies do not
have shareholders' meetings. Decisions are made by a Board of Directors who may be appointed
and removed by the company owners, which must also include employees. The Company Law
of 1993 does not require that wholly state-owned companies have to hold shareholders meetings,
and therefore they are not providing this key mechanism for ensuring accountability to
shareholders. Financial and accounting systems must be established in accordance with the law,
administrative regulations and rules adopted by the departments in charge of financial affairs of
the State Council. TICs are required to submit financial accounting reports, including profit and
loss statements and profit distribution to PBC, as well as a business plan, a quarterly and a
monthly report of their financial position.

This ownership structure is a fundamental problem with risk management in TICs.
Under the current system, state owned enterprises (such as TICs) receive their funding from
other SOEs, state banks or local governments, and therefore any losses would generally be borne
by the state rather than by the management. Due to lack of proper management control from
parent state banks or government agencies, many TICs operate with complete autonomy. Often
there is no challenge to a management's decision, especially those concerning investment. The
relative absence of risk management is a matter for concern. For example, when business
becomes unprofitable TICs generally borrow to cover the losses. Moreover, there is a marked
absence of checks and balances on their corporate governance and a lack of a culture of
compliance with banking and securities regulations within TICs. Internal audits are rarely used.

Other Laws and TICs

TICs major clients are state-owned enterprises. Since these are owned by the
government, any mistakes, abuses or malpractices are absorbed by the state rather than by the
market in deciding the fate of the company. A lack of proper management of SOEs by the
government exacerbates the difficulties in developing appropriate management systems and
accountability to owners. In addition, due to their ownership by the state, it can be more difficult
for SOEs to refuse funding requests from other state enterprises. A common occurrence in China
is to grant loans on an ad hoc basis using differing lending practices, often under the influence of
local political pressures, resulting in high risks and losses, insufficient security and other
malpractices. The Negotiable Instruments Law has attempted to deal with this issue by providing
rules defining and protecting legal rights and responsibilities of both lenders and borrowers. To
the extent that it is enforced, it would imply better business practices in TICs and a more sound
portfolio. However, due to the fact that the parties concerned operate within the apparatus of the
government enforcement of these rules will probably be difficult.
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A draft Bankruptcy Law was completed in 1995. If the People's Congress enacts it,
many insolvent TICs and SOEs would be effectively forced out of business. Such massive
closing of companies would undoubtedly affect TICs and hence, TIC themselves.

The Draft Trust Law: An Evaluation of General Principles and Provisions

Aware of the lacunae in the legal framework for its Trust and Investment Companies,
China began the drafting of a Trust Law in 1995. The draft has been revised several times and
the comments below refer to its fourth version, which was under discussion in early 1996. The
draft Trust Law identifies many of the problems which TICs have posed to the regulatory
authorities, including: (a) the wide scope of business, (b) the lack of standardization in TIC
business and operations, (c) the confusion over the roles of TICs versus banks, (d) the lack of
rationality in asset structure, (e) the lack of risk control in corporate governance, and (f) the
weakness in administration of many of the companies. Yet the law is not adequate to cover the
full range of issues confronting these institutions in its present form.

Establishment

The draft Trust Law allows a natural person to be a trustee although this was prohibited
in the Provisional Regulations of April 1986. This principle is adapted from the common law on
trusts. The drafters acknowledge it takes time to develop such trust business. The draft Trust
Law also provides for the creation of charitable trust for public interests and charities. This is a
completely new business in the PRC. It provides that one of the ways of establishing a charitable
trust is setting up a foundation where the trustee shall be a trust company. The draft Law states
that the new TICs shall be supervised and administered by a specialized department authorized
by the State Council, the 'Trust Supervisory and Administration Department'. It is not clear
whether this will be separate from PBC. The People's Court will also have some jurisdiction.
Certain provisions specifically state where parties can seek redress but most provisions are left
open on this issue. This could lead to many problems in determining who has jurisdiction to
decide on a specific issue, and more importantly, which party has ultimate authority in any
particular case.

Section 3 defines the duties and obligations of the trustee. They do not explicitly impose
a fiduciary duty on the trustee. However most of the duties and obligations listed in the
provisions imply that fiduciary duty is expected as they are similar to those which apply under
common law. The Trust Supervisory and Administration Department has jurisdiction over these
issues.

Chapter Four lists pre-requisites of establishing a trust company, including: articles of
association which comply with the requirements set out under the Trust Law and the Company
Law of 1995; registered capital of not less than RMB 200 million; senior personnel whose
qualifications meet the requirements specified by the Supervisory and Administration
Department; a sound and comprehensive management system and organizational structure;
operating premises, security systems, and other facilities relevant to the business which comply
with the requirements as provided by the Supervisory and Administration Department.

A trust company may establish a branch within or outside China as approved by the
Trust Supervisory and Administration Department but the branch does not have the capacity of a
legal person and its civil liability will be born by the parent trust company. The draft Trust Law
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provides for trust companies to establish their own self-regulatory organization to promote and
protect their lawful rights and interests. Such an organization will be guided and supervised by
the Trust Supervisory and Administration Department who may intervene and direct such
organization to undertake certain responsibilities if it is deemed necessary.

Scope of Business

Article 70 specifies different types of trusts based on different property interests
deposited by the trustor as follows: Fund trust; this includes trusts which have definite purposes
set by the trustor, and trusts where the trustor authorizes the trustee to define their purposes (this
is further explained under Article 74): (a) securities trust; (b) current assets trust; (c) fixed assets
trust; (d) other property or property rights trust. Article 71 provides that a trust company may
concurrently engage in part of all of the following businesses: (a) providing loans which have a
maturity period of more than I year; (b) investing in securities and production business; (c)
providing capital leases; (d) debts warranty; (e) property custody and disposition; (f) agency
business; (g) economic consultation and intermediation; (h) handling of securities businesses
upon permission; and (i) other businesses as approved by the Supervisory and Administration
Department. The scope of activities as defined here is very wide. To allow trust companies to
participate in these other sorts of businesses concurrently with their trust operations could lead to
the same problems developing with the new trust companies as is currently being experienced
with TICs.

In addition, Article 21 requires the trustee to manage the trust property separately but
does not prohibit the trustee from using trust property for speculative investments as long as it is
managed separately. In order to protect the trust property, the trustor must explicit spell out
exactly what the trustee may or may not do with the trust properties, as provided for in Article
19. It must be open to question whether it is really proper to permit trust companies to act as
securities companies. The Law does not specify what trust companies may or may not do in
relation to their concurrent securities business. Since the Law does not define trust companies as
financial institutions, it is unclear who would be the main regulator of their financial activities.
Article 74 provides that when a trustor authorizes the trust company to define the purpose for a
fund, it may be established as 'a common trust fund.' But common law does not have such
principles, because the trust would be invalidated if the trustor does not define the purpose for
the trust. This power is therefore not vested in a trustee. Under common law a trustee may be
empowered to designate who are the beneficiaries, for example of a charitable trust, but they are
rarely be allowed to define the purpose of a trust.

Article 75 states that the trust company may provide a guarantee against loss or may
guarantee a minimum income from the trust capital, where the trustor has designated the purpose
of the trust. This is very unusual. Under common law jurisdiction, the trustee owes a fiduciary
duty to the beneficiaries to act in their best interest. Only when the trustee violates such duty can
a court impose liabilities on the trustee. Usually the trustee does not have such obligation to
guarantee minimum income or loss of the trust property.

Article 78 provides that trust company is prohibited from the following acts: (a)
investing a trust property in a security which is issued by the trust company or a person related to
the trust company; (b) loaning the trust property to the trust company or a person related to the
trust company; (c) conducting transactions between trust properties of various trust accounts; (d)
converting trust properties into the property of the trust company, or (e) purchasing property for
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the trust company using trust properties; any other acts which are stipulated by the Trust
Supervisory and Administration Department. Except for (e) these requirements to avoid conflict
of interest are common and accepted practices in common law jurisdiction.

Article 79 specifies that a trust company is required to draw 10 percent from its
registered capital and 5 percent from its yearly income to set up a reserve fund for compensation
in case it violates the trust obligations. However, this amount may not exceed 50 percent of the
company's registered capital. This fund is to be deposited in a bank designated by the Trust
Supervisory and Administration Department, or be used for purchasing government bonds.

Important Omissions

The draft Trust Law contains some surprising omissions. For example, under common
law, a trustee owes a fiduciary duty to the trust and to the beneficiaries. The trustee must conduct
transactions in the best interests of the trust and not favor either the trustee individually, or
others. Also, the trustee is generally responsible for personally carrying out duties for the trust
property, the beneficiary, the terms of the trust and to avoid any possible conflict of interest
between the trustee as a trustee and the trustee in his individual capacity. The draft Trust Law
does not explicitly require these duties of loyalty.

Another very important common law trust principle is the 'the Prudent Investor Rule',
also governing trustee's duties. Generally a trustee is under a duty to exercise all powers over
the trust property subject to the 'Prudent Investor Rule,' unless the trust agreement expressly
states otherwise. The Prudent Investor Rule requires that: (a) the fiduciary (i.e. trustee or
individual who makes investment on behalf of the trust) consider the purposes, terms,
distribution requirements and other circumstances of the trust; (b) the fiduciary consider the
entire portfolio and not just the one investment; (c) where the trustee has claimed greater skill,
the trustee is often held to such higher standards; (d) where receiving a portfolio, the fiduciary
has a reasonable time to review existing investments for retention or disposition: it may consider
the trustor's or the beneficiary's relationship with certain assets; (e) the fiduciary consider
income and safety of capital consistent with impartiality toward the beneficiaries and the
purposes of the trust; and (f) that the fiduciary consider all circumstances affecting the trust, as
well as other assets of the beneficiaries.

It is particularly questionable whether trust companies should be allowed to act as
securities companies. The draft Trust Law does not specify what trust companies may or may not
do in relation to their concurrent securities business. Since it also does not define trust
companies as financial institutions, it is unclear which regulatory authority would be the main
regulator of their financial activities
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An International Parallel? Hong Kong's Deposit Taking Companies:
Regulations Gradually Catch up with Growth

Deposit-Taking Companies (DTCs) in Hong Kong ordinances, such as Securities and Futures Commission
bear some resemblance to TICs, in terms of business scope, Ordinance, the Securities Ordinance, the Commodities
and operating practices. Originally known as non-bank Trading Ordinance, the Protection of Investors Ordinance
finance companies, they emerged in the wake of the 1965 and the Companies Ordinance.
banking crisis, and the ensuing restrictions on new bank
licenses, and establishment of local branches of Under the three-tier system, DTCs were mostly owned
international banks Many finance companies were created by, or associated with, local licensed banks or foreign
by international banks and they expanded rapidly. They banks, and obtained funds from their affiliated banks. In
were not subject to regulations applicable to licensed banks, 1992, 128 out of 147 DTCs were bank- related, or were
such as interest rates set by the Exchange Banks subsidiaries of Hong Kong licensed banks or overseas
Association. They could therefore provide higher returns banks. DTCs received most of their funding frcm their
and new financial services for their customers, and many parent banks. In comparison to licensed banks, DTCs
banks lost clients to finance companies. Soon, licensed tended to provide relatively more 'nsky' lending business
banks began to set up their own finance companies. Finance such as factonng, leasing and advances to small to medium-
companies expanded rapidly during the 1970s, reaching sized businesses.
around 2,000 in 1973. They provided services in domestic
and overseas corporate finance, underwriting and loan The establishment of the three-tier system did not alter
syndication There were no restrictions on the scope of their the ownership structure of the DTCs or change their scope
operations and practically no supervision by any financial of business. However, it reduced the number of DTCs in
regulatory authority. operation because it imposed financial requirements and

placed a limit on the type of deposits that DTCs could
Before 1970, finance companies were regulated under accept. Many DTCs again could not meet these

the catch-all Companies Ordinance. Their proliferation requirements and were forced out of business The system
prompted the government to pass the Deposit-taking favored the licensed banks because they were allowed to
Companies Ordinance in April 1976 to strengthen finance accept all types of deposit although they were subject to
companies' financial positions in order to protect the interest rates set by Hong Kong Association of Banks. They
investing public. Stipulations included: (a) registration eventually gained most of the savings deposits from the
requirements--a specified minimum issued capital and a general public and expanded their retail banking business.
specified minimum paid-up capital; (b) specified limits on The DTCs are not members of the Association and therefore
deposits and loans. The 1976 Ordinance forced many DTCs had more flexibility to offer higher interest rates to attract
out of business because they were unable to meet these large denomination deposits. However they could still not
requirements. However, the number of DTCs began to grow compete with the licensed banks which had a large deposit
steadily in the late 1970s. base.

In response, the government established a three-tier From 1982 to 1992, the total assets of the banking
system in May 1991: licensed banks, licensed deposit- sector grew, on average, by 20.8 per cent per year. However
taking companies and restricted licensed deposit-taking the DTCs have declined in number by an average of 2.9 per
companies. After January 1990, the latter two were renamed cent per year during this period; the total number fell from
restricted licensed banks and deposit-taking companies 343 in 1982 to 343 in 1992. Also, dunng this period,
respectively. Under the 1981 revised system, the DTCs: (a) licensed banks came to dominate the banking industry in
may only take deposits in a minimum amount of HK$ terms of both share of customer deposits and loans. In 1982,
100,000 (or its equivalent) and for a minimum of three licensed banks accounted for 81 7 per cent of total deposits
months; (b) may not take money on savings account cr while for DTCs accounted for 14.3 per cent. By the end of
other similar account repayable on demand or carry on a 1992, licensed banks share rose to 96.4 per cent, while the
business in Hong Kong of paying or collecting checks for DTCs fell to 1.3 per cent. The three-tier system and the
customers (i.e. operating current accounts); (c) establishes 1982-86 Hong Kong banking crisis have reinforced the
authorized sources deposits; (d) may not in any comparative advantage of licensed banks in tapping
circumstances describe itself as a 'bank'; and (e) may be customer deposits. This reflected the stringent regulations
subjected to higher capital adequacy ratio requirements than under the three-tier system. In addition, another banking
licensed banks. In addition to these requirements, DTCs crisis in 1982-1986 eliminated many risky and inefficient
were subject to different treatment under various other DTCs. Remaining DTCs are focusing on loan syndication

and capital market fund-raising.
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Suggestions for Change

TICs are the most dynamic and complex form of NBFIs operating in China. Yet it is clear
that their scope and conditions of operation today are ill-defined. Defining the scope of business
for TICs will a difficult task. Based on current policy trends, TICs could be transformed from
quasi-banks into financial institutions providing trust and investment services in a fiduciary
capacity, and earning fee income. This transformation requires the establishment of a regulatory
framework that will allow for an expansion in both the quantity and range of marketable financial
instruments that are available for investment. The clients of such institutional money managers
would include Government entities, business enterprises, and individuals investors. Moreover, if
TICs are to be able to provide 'trust' services as fiduciaries, they may require not only laws and
regulations but also, products to manage and clients to serve. In the US and other developed
markets, this would include managing individual trust accounts, pension funds, and providing
financial services to corporate clients. It might also include other financial services such as serving
as an investment advisor or sponsoring a mutual fund.

It may also be appropriate for TICs to offer a full range of non-bank financial services,
including acting as a dealer, or underwriter in securities. In view of the differences in risk
associated with the provision of such financial services, it may be necessary to establish a holding
company framework, or similar legal entity so that fiduciary type services such as trust
management services might be offered through a separate affiliate of the TIC. It seems clear that
the successful transformation of TICs will require a coherent business strategy, an appropriate
policy framework for the orderly development of capital market instruments, and rules of conduct.
In this regard, it may be useful for the TIC to form an association that might in the future evolve
into a self-regulatory organization with appropriate support and oversight by the Government
regulatory authorities. Measures which could be adopted in the interim include:

* Consolidating laws and regulations. In the process of consolidating these regulations, PBC
could address inconsistencies within the regulations and remove requirements which have
been superseded by later regulations. The obvious benefit of this would be to facilitate
compliance and enforcement for both the PBC and TICs. Inconsistencies and limitations
pointed out in the regulations above could be addressed in the process of consolidation. A
consolidation exercise would encourage policy makers to re-evaluate the role played by TICs
within China's financial services industry, and within the country's future economic
development. For example if the Government intends to reduce the scope for conflicts of
interest with other financial service providers such as commercial banks and securities
companies, it may wish to limit TICs' scope of operations by refusing to grant them any more
licenses to operate in other financial sectors. Furthermore, the draft Trust Law in its present
form does not address the main problems of the current regulatory framework for TICs. In
particular there is little demand at present for private trust or charitable trust services. It
would, therefore, be more appropriate to enact a trust law at a later stage when reform of the
NBFI sector is substantially complete or at least underway.

* Limiting or clarifying TICs' scope of operation. Currently there is very little restriction on
TICs' scope of operation. With the enactment of the Commercial Banking Law, the central
government is encouraging the conversion of state banks into commercial banks, which will
permit them to provide some of the services that TICs currently offer. One way of focusing
TICs' activities would be to require a clear separation of banking and fiduciary functions,
allowing the banks to focus on the provision of banking services while the TICs would
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concentrate on financial fiduciary services. Separation of institutions by function would also
facilitate transparency of financial arrangements and regulation. Under this structure, banks
and TICs can each be supervised and regulated by their appropriate authority. This system
would avoid the jurisdictional conflicts between the PBC and the CSRC.

The separation of institutions by function could also be facilitated by the creation of
holding companies that have direct investments in affiliated companies, with affiliated
companies taking on specialized functions shed by the original enterprise. The newly created
affiliated companies would have a specified percentage owned by a parent or holding TIC and an
independent management system. Under this structure affiliated companies would have different
regulatory requirements to fulfill and different regulatory authorities to report to. Capital
requirements for each affiliated company could be structured to avoid double-counting of capital
employed in related institutions.

Despite all the regulatory benefits of having institutions separately by function, many
developed financial markets are moving in the opposite direction towards 'universal banking.'
For example, the United States has been gradually whittling away the US Glass-Steagal Act,
which requires the separation of commercial banking from investment banking. Japan, which
has a financial regulatory framework based on the US model, has recently amended its laws to
allow banks to set up securities brokerages as separate, wholly-owned subsidiaries. The crucial
question is whether China is ready for universal banking. Typically, until there is a considerable
increase in operational transparency and self-regulation and monitoring of risk-taking universal
banking can be highly risky. The new Commercial Bank Law recognizes that China's conditions
do not appear appropriate for universal banking today. Meanwhile, China can also consider:

* Removing restrictions on deposit taking for TICs. The TICs should be allowed to take
deposits to set up private trusts and charitable trusts from individual depositors and foreign
concerns. As discussed above, state banks often leak funds to keep inefficient TICs solvent.
If TICs are allowed to widen their deposit base and compete with other financial
institutions, they would be able to finance their own operations without diverting funds
from state banks. With independent financing and management, TICs would be left to
detennine their own fate. Responsibility comes with independence and this should
encourage the development of greater professionalism in the management of TICs.

* Revising the Company Law. Section III of the Company Law imposes very few
requirements on wholly state-owned enterprises. It is recommended that it should be revised
to include corporate governance and regulations to make the management more accountable
to the shareholders who are various levels of the government, state banks and other
government agencies.
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3. Regulation of Securities Market Activities and
Mutual Fund Management

As the preceding sections have discussed, China's Trust and Investment Companies
today typically engage in a wide variety of activities, and many are prominent participants in
securities markets, using their trust or entrusted deposits for investment in these markets. Their
fiduciary responsibilities often closely resemble fund management, as understood in market
economies, and a number of them are also undertaking the management of conventional closed-
end mutual funds. In the future, if Trust and Investment Companies are to become investment
companies, providing a range of broad based financial fiduciary services, mutual fund
management could become a significant part of their activities. If they are to provide investment
banking services, their role in the securities market could expand. As such, regulations in these
areas are relevant not only for their current operations, but potentially for determining their
future direction as well.

Regulations which exist today in these areas are largely specific to single-activity firms;
i.e., there are regulations for securities firms, and some, admittedly scanty, guidelines for mutual
funds. The extent to which these would apply to the securities or funds-management activities of
financial conglomerates such as TICs is not clear. Nevertheless, relevant regulations are
discussed briefly below, and gaps in the legislation which need to be addressed, whether for
single activity firms or for financial conglomerates, are pointed out.

Regulation of Securities Firms and Relevance for TICs

There is no securities market law currently in China, but several regulations are applied
both directly and indirectly to the activities of securities firms. The principal national regulations
for securities firms are specified in (a) the Provisional Regulations on Securities Firms of 1990
issued by the PBC; and (b) the PBC's Provisional Regulations for the Administration of
Financial Institutions of 1994. In 1992, the State Council issued Document No. 68 which set up
the State Council Securities Commission (SCSC) and China Securities Regulatory Commission
(CSRC), which provided that the CSRC would supervise the trading activities of securities firms.
A draft Securities Law has been under preparation since 1993, but as of late 1996, was not close
to finalization.

Licensing and Supervision

The implication of Document 68 has been that supervisory authority is fragmented.
Securities companies are required to be licensed by the PBC, as they are classified as financial
institutions under the Provisions of 1994. The Provisions also pave the way for the PBC to
establish conditions for establishment, including minimum capital and qualifications of senior
directors and managers. However the trading activities of securities companies which are stock
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exchange members are regulated by the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC).1 Both
the PBC and the CSRC maintain that their responsibilities have been clearly stipulated and
distinguished in the laws and regulations. However, at least according to the wordings of the
relevant regulations, many areas of responsibility are duplicated. Furthermore, it is unclear how
either of these authorities is able to perform their supervisory responsibilities without overlap.
Supervision of a securities firm and its business areas should cover its market operations. This
uneasy division between the two regulatory agencies implies that in practice there are gaps in
supervision and enforcement even for securities companies. A fortiori, the channel of regulation
is unclear for securities activities in enterprises such as TICs which are not registered securities
companies. Today it appears that the CSRC undertakes no supervision of their securities
activities.

According to regional PBC branches the minimum capital requirement for securities
firms is RMB 50 million instead of the RMB 10 million stipulated in Article 6 of the Provisional
Regulations of 1990. Under the Administrative Regulations for Financial Institutions of 1994,
PBC is empowered to set capital requirements. For securities companies, the RMB 50 million
limit would imply a relatively high entry capital requirement. While the entry capital
requirement is relatively high, liquidity capital standards based upon the risks of conducting
different types of securities business have not been developed. Again, for Trust and Investment
Companies, it is not clear how incremental capital requirements, for engaging in securities
activities, are to be determined.

Scope of Business

The business scope is defined in two parts: core business area, and complementary
business areas. According to the Provisional Regulations of 1990 all securities firms may: (a)
operate as agents for securities issuance, (b) engage in brokering and dealing, and (c) act as
agents for payment of principal, interest and dividends of securities. They may, upon approval by
PBC, also: (d) act as depository and in verification of securities, (e) act as trustees for collecting
principal, interest and dividends of securities, (f) act as trustees for registration and transfer of
securities, (g) engage in securities discounting and provide funding against securities collateral,
(h) act as investment advisors, and (i) engage in other businesses approved by the PBC.

It may be noted that the business scope includes services closely related to banking:
acting as agents for payment and collection of principal, interest and dividends (payment
services), and lending against securities collateral. Restrictions which may apply to lending
services are not defined, and apparently there are no solvency or reserve requirements applied to
providing this service. There is no mention in the Provisional Regulations of 1990 of
underwriting, trading or investment for own account (with the exception of dealing), nor of
investment fund or portfolio management. CSRC regulations however require that to engage in
underwriting, securities firms need a separate license from CSRC, and securities companies
which are underwriters are required to have higher capital. Again it is not clear whether TICs
engaging in underwriting are required to, or have, applied to the CSRC for special licenses. The
large securities firms all engage in underwriting as well as securities trading. Many are wishing
to expand into project structuring, fund management and mergers and acquisitions work, similar

'Interim Regulations on Share Issuing and Trading' issued by the State Council Securities Committee (SCSC) on 22
April 1993- the Interim Regulations.
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to large houses overseas. TICs today have similar ambitions. However there are no rules which
define if and how a securities company or a TIC can become involved in such activities.

The CSRC's license for underwriting requires the securities firm not to engage in
funding client transactions nor to engage in stock borrowing nor lending. Market experience
indicates that issuing firms often require underwriters provide a loan to be repaid from the
proceeds of the issue. It is also interesting that underwriting, which may be one of the riskiest
businesses in which a securities firms can engage in, is licensed by CSRC, and that the additional
capital requirement to engage in this business area is also regulated by the CSRC, and not by the
PBC which is supposed to be supervisor of the institutional soundness of the securities firm. It
should also be noted that the higher capital requirement for underwriting is not an additional
capital requirement, that is it does not take into account other business risks covered by the same
capital. This is particularly relevant for TICs, in view of their multiple activities.

Securities Firms: Relevant Legislation

* 1990 Provisional Regulations on Securities Firms
* 1992 State Council Document No. 68 stipulating the creation of the State Council Securities Commission (SCSC) and

China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) and their duties
* 1993 Provisions on the Qualifications ofAccounting Firms and Certified Accounts in Securities Business
* 1993 Interim Regulations on Share Issuing and Trading
* 1993 Interim Measures Governing Securities Exchanges
* 1994 Provisional Regulations for the Administration of Financial Institutions
* 1994 Securities Law drafted

In addition, securities firms holding seats on the Stock Exchanges are subject to the following exchange regulations:

* 1990 Shanghai Measures for the Administration of Trading in Securities
* 1990 Shanghai Securities Exchange Trial Implementation Rules for Trading Market Operations
* 1990 Shanghai Measures for the Administration of Special Renminbi Shares
* 1991 Implementing Rules to the Shanghai Measures for the Administration of Special Renminbi Shares
* 1992 Shanghai Securities Exchange Supplementary Rules on Trading Market Operations for Special Renminbi Shares and

Shanghai Renminbi B Share Provisional Operational Principles, including Application Procedures for Special B
Share Seats

* 1991 Shenzhen Interim Measures for the Administration of the Issue and Trading of Shares
* 1991 Shenzhen Interim Provisions for the Administration of Securities Institutions
* 1992 Shenzhen Interim Measures for the Administration of Internal Share Instruments
* 1991 Operating Rules of the Shenzhen Stock Exchange
* 1991 Shenzhen Implementing Rules for Centralized Custodianship
* 1991 Shenzhen Interim Measures for the Administration of Special Renminbi Shares
* 1992 Shenzhen Stock Exchange Operating Rules for the Trading and Clearing of B Shares
* 1992 Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Accounting Standards (trial basis)
* 1993 Interim Regulations on B Share Crossed Transactions on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange

The CSRC also has the responsibility for setting standards for securities intermediaries,
but today there is no national accreditation scheme for securities professionals.2 Furthermore,
there appear to be no provisions for protection of customer funds and securities, no audit trail
requirement, and no connection between the institutional supervision and code of conduct
provisions. Accounting rules applied to securities firms today do not appear to accommodate the

2In late 1995 it was reported that the State Administration for Industry and Commerce had put forward rules covering
stockbroking. The rules aimed at 'standardizing activities of brokers and helping the sector develop in a sound way.
Lawful brokerage activities are under the protection of the state and income from these activities is legal'. Brokers
have to apply for certification before engaging in brokerage business, including securities and futures trading. The
new rules were expected to curb such problems as 'infringements of the rights of brokers, insider trading, etc.' The
status of these rules is not known and no draft has been seen.
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separation and protection of customer funds and securities, and accounts are not sufficiently
detailed to provide for risk-related analysis and ultimately for risk-related capital adequacy
requirement by function.

As for Trust and Investment Companies engaged in securities activities, it is unclear
which if any of these regulations are applied to their securities activities. It is also unclear
whether securities market regulations apply in situations where the TIC moves its securities
operations into a subsidiary. It is also not known whether minimum capital requirements for
securities companies would apply to the securities subsidiary of the TIC.

China International Trust and Investment Company-Securities Subsidiary

CITIC Securities, founded in October 1995, is open in its ambitions to become a top investnent bank, focusing on
corporate reorganization and restructuring as well as mergers and acquisitions. Their stated activities include: underwritinF,,
agency and proprietary securities trading, management of listed securities, securities mortgage financing, investnent and
financial consulting, futures broking, financial futures, and foreign currency business. CITIC's motivations for establishing
CITIC Securities are: to comply with the Commercial Banking Law of 1995 on separation of banking and securities, and
secondly, to optimize the use of CITIC's resources.

The latest version of the draft Securities Law specifies the following as the business
functions of a securities company: (a) securities brokerage, (b) sale of securities by consignment,
(c) trading operations arising from underwriting, (d) distribution and sale of government bonds,
and (e) provision of securities custody and registration services 'on request'. Under the draft
Securities Law a securities company is prohibited from conducting any other securities or outside
business. If it trades for its own account, it has to set up a separate subsidiary for that purpose.
While there is no definition of securities, the context seems to exclude futures of any type. The
draft law says nothing about investment advisory services. The business scope as defined here
would preclude TICs for registering as securities companies.

Today, for membership of a stock exchange it is necessary only to be e licensed financial
institution, and TICs may be members. However, under the draft Securities Law, a member of an
exchange must be a legally established securities company. If approved, this requirement would
force TICs to either divest their securities operations, or to set them up in independent
subsidiaries.

Sources and Uses of Funds

Currently the large securities houses are able to participate in underwriting both A and B
share issues. This is considered lucrative business and highly competitive. However, funding is a
problem. Securities trading firms have to rely on commission income from retail investors and
own account dealing. The amount of institutional investment is relatively limited-less than 10
percent of the total. It is understood that despite the prohibition on financing securities dealing
for clients, some firms give 'short loans' to clients as part of their overall services.

Banks can no longer lend to securities companies and this prohibition is now being
enforced. It is understood that it is common for securities companies to use customer cash
deposits to finance their own dealings. The exchanges recognize that there are potential
problems here and that clients' money should be segregated. Various regulations and the draft
Securities Law prohibit the use of clients' money.
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TICs have been in a better position to access funds than securities companies, using their
trust and entrusted deposits. This has implied that many have taken high levels of risk,
sometimes exposing depositors to such risks.

International Principles for Securities Firm Regulation

Unlike TICs, securities companies are a standard form the International Organization of Securities
of financial institution internationally. Most securities Commissions ('IOSCO'). These ethical standards
markets have a securities law and a securities regulatory ensure that securities companies' activities are carried
body which is responsible for its application. The out in the best interests of investors and the stability of
securities regulatory body is often but not necessarily a the market. Regulatory bodies and exchanges elaborate
part of government. In some developing markets it is these principles into detailed rules which cover such
the Central Bank. The securities regulatory body sets subjects as 'best execution', 'prompt and timely
initial and ongoing standards to minimize the risk of the execution', 'suitability', 'disclosure of a firm's material
investing public. The standards are financial, behavioral interest in transactions, 'insider dealing', 'market
and operational, and are frequently revised to cope with rigging/false markets', 'inducements', 'overcharging
increasing complexity of financial instruments. They and churning', 'front running'. 'codes of conduct for
are enshrined in: (a) a securities law, and (b) securities staff and 'the need for insurance'.
regulatory body regulations. In addition, securities
companies which are members of a stock exchange are Financial rules are key to the proper running of a
also subject to the bylaws and rules of that exchange. securities company and cover the following scope:
Where the exchange acts as a self regulatory body, the capital adequacy rules; proper custody and segregation
rules may be stringent and be of a higher standard than of clients' assets and money; maintenance of proper and
the basics set by the regulatory body. up-to-date books and records; efficient internal controls;

annual accounts and regular returns; adequate
In general, most securities regulatory bodies set monitoring to ensure compliance with the rules
eligibility criteria and accreditation procedures. Criteria including periodic examination by the exchanges and
include: (a) financial status; (b) educational or other the filing of unaudited financial statements. Capital
qualifications and experience having regard to the adequacy rules are an important part of registration,
nature of the functions being performed; (c) written ensuring the protection of investors and the
qualification examinations to determine competence in a minimization of risk. Such rules are necessary in
given area of the business; ability to perform broking relation to entry to membership to ensure that people in
functions efficiently, honestly and fairly; (d) reputation, companies without adequate backing are excluded and
character, financial integrity and reliability; and (e) an also to minimize risk on an ongoing basis. The details
intention to be active in the business. Ongoing criteria of any capital requirements set by an exchange or
are normally set out in conduct of business standards or regulatory body, should depend on the nature of a
fair practice rules, such as the universally accepted brokers' businesses and on other risks, obligations and
seven basic principles of business ethics developed by resources.

Comments on Securities Firm Regulations and Relevancefor TICs

First of all, given the complexity and increased importance of securities market activities, it
would seem appropriate for the PBC and the CSRC to each have a role in the supervision,
inspection, and examination of securities firms, investment companies (i.e., mutual funds) and the
securities divisions of the TICs. Existing arrangements need to be augmented and enhanced in this
direction, and the roles need to be more clearly delineated.

Second, there are gaps and deficiencies within existing regulations for securities firms
which need to be addressed. More clearly risk-related capital requirements are required for the
prevention of systemic risk, which distinguish between different forms of securities markets
activities and the degree to which a given firm engages in them. Investor protection regulations
are required, in the form of codes of conduct. These should be included in the Securities Law
and its administrative implementation regulations. Accreditation requirements for securities
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market professionals need to be more fully defined. Accounting rules should also be reviewed
and developed further to accommodate the separation of customer funds, the separation of
different business areas of the securities firm, and the identification of the related risks in each
business area.

Third, there is a clear need to develop capital and financial responsibility standards
applicable to the securities business of TICs. This is necessary because the risks entailed in the
provision of brokerage, dealing, and underwriting securities and investment advisory services are
very different from the quasi-banking functions provided by TlCs. Today there are no provisions
covering the multi-business nature of TICs which adequately provide for the regulation of their
securities market activities.

Mutual Funds and their Regulation: Relevance for TICs

China's mutual funds grew rapidly in number and size over the period 1990 to 1993,
gaining attention as domestic investors began to realize their potential as instruments for
investment. The government's attitude towards the development of the mutual fund industry has
been one of extreme caution, possibly due to a fear of diversion of deposits out of the banking
system. Since 1993, the PBC has not formally approved the establishment of new domestic
mutual funds.

Most (90 percent) are trust funds, with the principles of establishment and operation
stipulated in the trust contract. Most management organizations only manage the original fund
for which approval was given and therefore it is difficult to achieve economies of scale. A
number of informed commentators have suggested that this is inefficient. Ownership of most
fund management companies is by large private companies, banks, insurance companies and
TICs, and development is restricted by the parent. Most management companies do not have
legal person status and are merely say a department of a TIC. Some may have legal person
status but may have only one shareholder which may be in conflict with the Company Law.
Some may have legal person status as well as several shareholders, but inadequate management
structures. Fund managers tend to be amongst the more experienced people in the financial
services industry. Some domestic funds achieved much better results than the stock market
during the two year period.

The fund issue market is stable and the launching cost is low compared to issues on the
stock market. All investors are equal and so are the units- there is no confusion over for example
C or A shares. Information disclosed about funds tends to be reasonable compared to that
disclosed by individual companies. On the Shenzhen and Shanghai exchanges, the share price of
most funds is higher than their net asset value.
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Mutual Funds in China

Mutual funds were formally established in China from In addition to purely domestic mutual funds, foreign-related
1991. From two funds with total assets of RMB 90 million mutual funds with both Chinese and non-Chinese sponsors
in 1991, funds grew rapidly in number and size, to 73 funds are also developing. In 1993, the Shanghai Pacific
with total assets of RMB 6 billion at the end of 1993. Thus Technology Investment Fund was launched by nine Chinese
money held in funds is small in comparison to the several financial institutions and a US-based fund management
hundred billion RMB in securities and the RMB 3 trillion or company in Shanghai. This was the first Sino-foreign joint
so individual deposits. Fund management organizations venture China fund set up in the PRC. The fund focuses on
have developed rapidly, despite the lack of basic laws or investment in technological projects in Shanghai. After this
rules, for example for fund establishment, transfer of units fund was launched, other foreign-related funds raised
or the management of the assets of the fund. substantial amounts of money: the CMEC China Industrial

Fund has raised US$50 million and Norinco has raised
The first Chinese mutual fund, the Wuhan Securities US$185 million. The Guangdong Development Fund,
Investment Fund, was established in October 1991 in China Torch High Tech, GITIC & Goldman Sachs Fund
Wuhan Municipality with a capital of RMB 10 million. The were all also launched in 1993. At the end of 1994, China
first corporate closed end mutual fund, the Shandong Zibo Capital of Singapore was able to raise and manage up to
Town and Township Enterprise Investment Fund was US$1 billion in finance for infrastructure projects in
approved by the PBC on 3 November 1992. This fund was northeastern China. International fund mangers have
the first fund listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange and launched over 50 China related funds for foreign investment
trading commenced on August 1993. The largest fund since 1990. These China related funds operate outside
launched has been Tian Zhee in Shenzhen, an RMB 581 China and are of two types: (a) funds invested in listed
million fund established on 5 February 1993 comprising of shares (B Shares, H Shares or N Shares) and (b) funds
investment in securities (58%), projects (22%), bank directly invested in China. As at April 1995, 20 of the funds
deposits (16%), property (3%/6) and others (1%). The size of were operated by members of the Hong Kong Investment
the smal:cst fund launched has been RMB 10 million. Fifty Funds Association. In addition, many mutual funds for
five of the 73 mutual funds which existed at end-1993 were direct investment in China with non Chinese sponsors
listed on the stock exchanges and five of those funds were developed around late 1993., for example, CAAC, China
traded on the two markets concurrently (this must have been Renaissance, Innovative International, ING Beijing, HSBC
an informal arrangement as dual listing is not permitted). China Investment Fund, Enterprise Fund, Zhonghua
Most of the funds launched have investment policies Jnvestmert, New China Hong Kong Infrastructure, China
involving a combination of investment in securities and real Walden, China Canton, Richinia China Capital, CarT
estate. Indosuez Telecommunication and Citicorp Capital Asia

With the 'overheating' of the economy in 1993, the PBC These investment funds have mixed investment policies,
grew concerned about the rapid development of mutual usually a combination of direct investment and indirect
funds and on 19 May 1993 issued an Emergency Notice portfolio investment, with direct investment predominating
announcing the immediate cessation of the issuing of non- at present. (Approximately 40 percent of investments are
PBC approved mutual funds. Since the Emergency Notice, estimated to be in securities market, with the balance in
no new domestic investment funds have been approved. property and other forms of direct investment.) Most funds
Although the establishment of new funds has been have diversified their investment to minimize risk, investing
restricted, the secondary market for established funds has in securities, treasury bills, treasury bill futures, corporate
grown on both stock exchanges and in stock trading centers. bonds, real estate and industry. Investors in the Chinese

funds are, for the most part, individuals, unlike most mature
Looking at informal trading centers, as of 1995, there were securities markets where mutual and pension funds
reported to be 12 funds listed on the Southern Securities constitute a major source of long-term investment capital in
Exchange Center (Guangzhou), eleven in Wuhan, nine in form of securities investment. The number of unit-holders is
Tianjin, eight in both Shenzhen and Shenyang respectively, relatively large as an individual holding is by government
seven in Dalian and four in Hainan. Funds which are not policy restricted to a maximum of RMB 1,000. Many
listed on the fornal exchanges at Shanghai and Shenzhen domestic funds have a bank acting as custodian for the
are nevertheless sometimes traded there. For example, the fund's units and making dividend payments. Dividend
Shenyang stock trading center has an electronic link to the yields have usually been high compared to deposit rates. It
Shanghai stock exchange and six or more funds which have is not known whether any of the funds have a custodian
been approved by the Shenyang PBC but not by the head separate from the fund management company itself,
office of PBC. These do not meet the Shanghai listing responsible for the fund's investment holdings. All funds in
criteria, but are traded on its exchange. A similar situation China are currently closed end (although there is no
occurs in the Shenzhen exchange where non-listed funds regulatory bar to open ended funds).
from the Guangzhou stock trading center are traded.
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Regulatory Issues

There is no official national level legislation or regulation on investment funds in general
at present. Indirectly applicable regulations are contained in the Provisional Regulations for the
Administration of Financial Institutions of 1994 and the Administrative Measures for Overseas
Investment Funds of 1995, approved by the State Council and enacted by PBC. The latter are
based on the regulatory framework of Hong Kong's Code on Unit Trusts and Mutual Funds. One
of the main purposes of the Measures is to regulate mutual funds established outside China but
used to invest in Chinese-funded projects. The Measures are applicable to funds which were
promoted and established by institutions inside China or by institutions outside the PRC which
are wholly or partly funded and controlled by Chinese entities.

In the absence of national legislation, some local PBC branches have issued regulations
to cover mutual funds operating in their areas. The best known are the Shenzhen Interim
Provisions for the Administration of Investment Trust Funds of June 1992.3 Shanghai too is
alleged to have issued Provisional Regulations on Management of Investment Funds in 1993.4

The stock exchanges of Shanghai and Shenzhen can also issue regulations, and the
informal stock trading centers throughout China such as Shenyang, Dalian, Tianjin and Hainan
have also done so. These local regulations (both those issued by the exchanges and by local
branches of the PBC) differ, as expected, and terms and definitions can also be different for each
jurisdiction.5

An investment management company (i.e., a fund which is not a contractual
arrangement) is also subject to the Company Law of 1993. The Company Law treats a mutual
fund as a 'company operating in a specific business' meaning a high risk business and is hence
subject to special requirements. These requirements are still being considered by the State
Council. The PBC headquarters and the CSRC have together drafted a regulation for investment
funds and submitted it for review to the State Council Bureau of Legislative Affairs. The
contents of the draft are not known.

The PBC is responsible for the examination and approval of all investment funds
established in the China.6 Approval is needed for any China mutual funds or China related funds

3 The major requirements of the Shenzhen regulations are that: (a) trustees must be approved by the PBC; (b) trustees
must belong, to a national Financial Organization or have a net asset value greater than RMB 100 million; (c)
managers must be approved by the state, and must meet minimum facility and personnel requirements; (d) managers
must have a net asset value greater than RMB 20 million; (e) ownership by the manager or trustee is limited to less
than 10 percent of the shares of any listed company; and (f) the manager or trustee may not simultaneously hold
management positions in any, listed company, distribute securities, nor act in a guarantor capacity. These principles
are pointed in the right direction and at least attempt to introduce investor protection and prudent management But
since they have been issued at the local level their applicability to funds in China is limited.

4According to some provincial level information there is, however, an unofficial circular on licensing and supervision
of investment funds issued in 1994 by PBC headquarters, either by the NBFI department or its predecessor, which is
being applied to investment funds over and above the previously existing local regulations. Neither the existence nor
the contents of this document have been verified.

5It is unclear to what extent the local level regulations are being enforced. Information received on provincial level
authorities claims that they have ceased to apply the local level regulation after the introduction of the 1994 PBC
internal circular on investment funds, while the PBC headquarters maintains that only the local level regulations are
being applied.
According to the 1995 Administrative Measures for Overseas Investment Funds, before any fund can be established,
the proposed manager must seek approval from the PBC and relevant department of the State Council.
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set up overseas to invest in the securities markets of the PRC. Any financial institutions that
wishes to operate investment fund business needs to seek approval first from a PBC local branch
and then from the PBC head office in Beijing. The PBC head office has the power of veto over
all local PBC rules relating to mutual funds and over administrative measures issued by stock
exchanges and stock trading centers. Supervision of funds is handled by the local branch office
of the PBC.' The PBC plans to further improve its supervision on the mutual fund markets by
drafting regulations such as the Measures to Regulate Fund Managenient and Measures for the
Establishment of Bond Funds. At the time that Document 68 was published it was envisaged
that the drafting would be done in conjunction with the CSRC. The current division of
responsibilities for new regulations in this area between PBC and CSRC is not known.

Investment fund management companies are subject to PBC licensing according to the
Provisional Regulations for the Administration of Financial Institutions of 1994. The exact
license requirements are not known. Although the licensing of fund management companies
today lies with PBC headquarters a vast majority of the existing funds have received their license
at the PBC branch level. Many of the TICs have a separate fund management subsidiary, other
fund management companies are either professional fund managers or securities firms. Although
several TICs have submitted to PBC applications for establishing new both domestic and
overseas funds, the authorities have not granted any licenses since 1993.

Comments on the Regulatory Framework for Investment Funds and Fund
Maniagement

The legal and regulatory framework is sparse. The only national regulation is the one
concerning foreign joint ventures issued in 1995. The draft national legislation, currently with
the PBC, is said to have been revised more than ten times. Local laws have been developed, but
they are not uniform and are sometimes inadequate. Underlying contractual issues also require
clarification.

A national regulatory standard for all aspects of fund management is urgently required.
Consideration should be given to setting up an association of investment fund managers who
might steer development by giving practical input to the regulators and for example pioneering
the introduction of open end funds when the time is right.

The minimum provisions for the regulations of investment funds and fund management
companies should include the following:

* permissible forms of incorporation of the fund and the fund management company,
* alternative structures allowed for funds,
* permissible business scope of the fund management company
* provisions for licensing of both fund management companies and funds,
* qualification requirements for fund management companies and fund managers,
* provisions for protection of unit holders' property and a requirement for a custodian
for the funds' assets

7 To take an example, a number of funds are traded at Tianjin's informal trading center. Applications for these funds
were first reviewed by the branch office of PBC, which examined the total amount issued, the listing and the Articles
of Association. The funds were then authorized by PBC headquarters. The branch PBC office annually follows the
uses of the funds and dividend pay-outs.
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* provisions for use of voting rights of shares held by the fund,
* regulations on possible restrictions on and reporting of investment policies,
* provisions for distribution of profits,
* reporting requirements and prospectus requirements,
* provisions for supervision, and
* provisions for possible liquidation procedure of fund assets.

Whether TICs can undertake fund management and, more fundamentally, what financial
activities may be practiced in parallel with fund management, and under what conditions, all
need to be spelled out. Finally, a single competent regulatory authority, preferably the same as
the regulatory authority for securities firms and markets, and for TICs' other activities, should be
authorized to be responsible for all investment funds.
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4. Supervision of TICs

Institutional Responsibility and Infrastructure

According to the Provisional Regulations on Trust and Investment Companies of 1990 as
well as the Provisional Regulations on Financial Institutions of 1994, the PBC is responsible for
the supervision of Trust and Investment Companies, together with other non bank financial
institutions. Non bank financial institutions conducting foreign exchange business are also
supervised by the State Administration of Exchange Control (SAEC). However the activities of
securities trading companies which are stock exchange members are regulated by the China
Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), under the Interim Regulations on Share Issuing and
Trading issued by the State Council Securities Committee (SCSC) on April 22, 1993.

PBC headquarters is responsible for the supervision of national TICs, while PBC
provincial branches supervise provincial level TICs. At its headquarters, the principal department
responsible for the supervision of TICs is the NBFI Department. This department has separate
divisions for different types of NBFIs, which includes one division dedicated to TICs. The TIC
division of the NBFI department is responsible for the off-site supervision of TICs at the central
government level, which in April 1994 included 24 institutions. On-site examinations, by
contrast, are conducted by the Financial Supervision Bureau of the Banking Department, for all
financial institutions. On-site examinations follow plans submitted by the NBFI department. The
departments of the PBC responsible for licensing and supervision, which comprise the Banking
department (and its on-site supervision bureau), the NBFI department, the Foreign Financial
Institutions Department and the Insurance Department together employ around 200 people,
including 80 in the Financial Supervision Bureau, and 30 in the NBFI departments.

Figure 4.1 The Supervision of Trust and Investment Companies

TIC Siipervision at PBC Headquarters TIC Supervision at a Local Blranch PBC

Non-Bank Banking Research Funds Management Departmnent
Financial Department, Departtnent .FnsMp,metDprmn 

Institutions Financial Financial. Statistics Acounting
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National Level TIC Local Level TIC

Source Discussions at People's Bank of China headquarters and branches.
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PBC's NBFI department also gives guidance, including training, to provincial level on-
site supervision bureaux. The NBFI Department is also responsible for drafting annual on-site
examination plans for PBC branches which can include detailed requirements for inspections,
lists of institutions to be inspected and the inspection plan. This may include a specific focus, for
example, real estate lending or, as occurred, recently, NBFI's repo (repurchase agreement)
trading activities. However, PBC headquarters' NBFI Department does not appear to exercise
any authority over its PBC branch level counterparts. There are no detailed examination manuals
for on-site supervision and the quality of the examination work relies on written general
principles and the examiners' level of experience.

In addition, PBC's Financial Statistics Division, under the Research and Statistics
Department, collects monthly data from all TICs. The data collected is not a typical balance
sheet but rather, a sources and uses of funds statement, originally used, no doubt, to monitor
compliance with the Credit Plan, although now used for monitoring financial performance. The
report is based on standardized formats for TICs and for other non bank financial institutions
(see Appendix Tables A2 and A3 to this report). The NBFI department of PBC is responsible for
monitoring of asset and liability ratio reporting and receives monthly and annual balance sheets
and income statements from the Trust and Investment Companies for which it is directly
responsible. A decision has now been taken to centralize all data collection within PBC at the
Research and Statistics Department. Progress with implementation, in early 1996, was limited. In
addition, staff from PBC's Accounting Department may sometimes be involved in the
supervision process on a consultative basis.

At the local level, there is a parallel structure. Local TIC data is collected by the local
branch of the PBC while data for national or central TICs is collected by PBC Headquarters. At
the local level, there is sometimes a single departrnent for financial supervision, the Funds
Management Department; sometimes this is divided into a Banking and Non-Bank department as
at the center. The single Funds Management department mirrors the earlier structure of the PBC
at headquarters, prior to organizational changes introduced in 1994. Today provincial PBC
offices are in the process of adopting the supervisory organizational structure of the
Headquarters, in which off-site supervision is performed by the NBFI Department, and on-site
supervision by Financial Supervision Bureau. The resources of provincial PBC offices are not
commensurate with their work load. For example, PBC-Shanghai's NBFI department
supervises securities firms, TICs, insurance companies and leasing companies. Currently with its
14 off-site surveillance people it supervises about 30 separate legal entities or about 870 units.
This includes non bank financial institutions headquartered in Shanghai, as well as branches of
institutions based elsewhere.

Supervision Procedures

Off-site surveillance is based on reviews of monthly balance sheet and asset and
liability ratio reports which TICs send to PBC Headquarters, or local PBC branches. Reporting
on RMB business is manual; foreign exchange reporting has been at least partially computerized.
Off-site surveillance focuses on: amount of capital, deposits/loan ratios, investment/capital
ratios, amount of liquidity, and risk assessment. Today, compliance with the ratios is
emphasized. It is not clear to what extent the analysis extends beyond checking for compliance
with the required ratios. It does not appear that any analysis of time series or comparisons
against benchmarks or industry averages is carried out.
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On-site examinations at the branch level are carried out according to detailed
instructions by PBC Headquarters regarding identification of institutions, areas of focus, and
geographic level. In many branches the on-site supervision department is responsible for all
financial institutions, including banks. Priorities vary locally. For example in Shanghai the
current focus is on securities firms, because of their large business volume. However, there are
no specialist inspectors.

The frequency of regular examinations is determined by perceived institutional
performance. According to PBC's NBFI Department, non-bank financial institutions which
appear well-managed and which comply with reporting requirements are inspected only every 3
to 4 years; institutions giving cause for concern every one to two years, and the ones with cause
for significant concern a few or several times a year. This categorization, as well as the size of
the NBFI, determines the time spent on on-site supervision. According to PBC, this may vary
from 2 months to one week; according to some TICs themselves, on-site supervision may take
only one day. The categorization of any institution may be changed based either on an
assessment during an on-site visit, on off-site surveillance information or on reports from
external sources of losses or liquidity problems.

Cooperation with internal and external auditors varies. On-site examination checks that
internal audit systems are in place but, PBC apparently does not rely on internal auditors for
inspection. The role of external auditors is considered separate from the supervision process, and
restricted only to auditing financial statements.

Irregular on-site examinations by PBC Headquarters and provincial PBC offices often
have a theme decided by Headquarters NBFI division, based on external signals. It is somewhat
unclear to what extent these are carried out. PBC branches have a right at their own initiative to
commence irregular examinations in institutions and branches within their responsibility area.
Whether they do that is not known. It is also not directly apparent what developments may
trigger an irregular examination.

Laws and Regulations

The following laws and regulations contain provisions on supervision, reporting
requirements and penalties applicable to TICs:

* Provisional Regulations on the Administration of Financial Trust and Investment
Institutes/Companies of April 1986

* Provisional Regulations on (RMB) Funds Management in Financial Trust and
Investment Companies of December 1986

* Business Rules on Designated Trust Loans for Financial Trust and Investment
Companies of 1993

* Company Law of 1993
* Notice by the People's Bank of China Regarding the Publication of Provisional

Measures of the Financial Trust and Investment Companies for Assets-Liabilities
Ratio Management of 1994

* Provisions for the Administration of Financial Institutions of 1994
* Commercial Bank Law of 1995
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Supervision of TICs in Tianjin

Supervision is a three-part process consisting of: (i) risk auditors quite differently; the auditors are considered
management, or checking compliance with the relevant responsible for "reviewing the financial reports" while
A/L ratios, (ii) off-site supervision of RMB and foreign PBC is responsible for "supervision of compliance and
exchange business, and (iii) on-site examinations. The financial business".
examinations focus firstly on compliance, and secondly on
risk management. With regard to compliance, the priorities For the supervision of foreign exchange business, the
are intemal audit system and compliance with laws and offices of PBC and SAEC are combined at Tianjin. The
regulations. With regard to risk management, the Tianjin licensing and supervision follows both PBC and SAEC
branch of PBC claimed to use the CAMEL approach, but regulations, the latter being more detailed with more
did not elaborate. On-site examinations may be regular or extensive coverage (two relatively thick regulation
irregular. PBC Headquarters determines the frequency of manuals). There are 3 local TICs presently involved in
the regular on-site examinations, which institutions are to foreign exchange business. The supervision is carried out
be examined, and the focus for these examinations. At both off- and on-site. Off-site supervision is based on the
present, TICs in Tianjin are examined every three years. same reports as for non-foreign exchange institutions, as
Irregular or extra examinations are triggered only at the well as statistics on all foreign exchange business,
request of PBC headquarters. including deposits, loans, investments, clearing &

settlement, etc. There are over 20 different statistics
On-site inspections are performed by the Financial reports on foreign exchange business required. These
Supervision Division which currently has a total number of reports are gathered every 10 days, monthly quarterly or
12 examiners, with a few additional staff at sub-branch annually depending on the type of the report. Each
level. This total staff covers both banks and non-banks, institution is supervised by a dedicated examiner whose
and currently oversees 3 local TICs, 2 bank branch TICs responsibilities include: on-going supervision of the
(which have been absorbed back by banks as sub-branches institution, a written report each quarter on foreign
following recent plans to separate banks and TICs), I exchange business of the institution, and, bi-annually, a
finance company and 1 independent securities firm. written comprehensive analysis on general operations of

the institution. The quarterly reports are reviewed in a
All three local TICs are to be subject to regular quarterly meeting of the management of the branch. On-
examination during 1996 (last time performed 1993). The site supervision consists of regular examinations every
branch gives the institutions a 20 day advance waming for three years with a focus on overall and general compliance
"self-examination", and examines each institution with a and performance of the institution, special examinations
team of 3 to 6 people for 2 to 3 weeks depending on the with particular focus, and evaluation of management and
size and quality of the institution. Whether the team relies performance. There is some overlap, and also some
on off-site surveillance reports or analysis in their cooperation, particularly with regard to regular on-site
inspection is not obvious. examinations.

Given their work load, the examiners are stretched thin, so Special examinations may be prompted either by a request
they often rely on internal auditors to carry out from PBC headquarters, by problems detected in off-site
supervision. There is no cooperation with nor reliance on surveillance or by information on violation of regulations.
external auditors, in fact, the branch people view the
responsibilities of the PBC and the external

The Provisional Regulations of April 1986 outline the PBC's role in the supervision of
TICs, and set out basic filing and disclosure requirements: (a) an annual business plan, (b)
quarterly and monthly reports of their financial position, (c) accounting statements, and (d) profit
and loss reports. TICs conducting foreign exchange business are required to make the same
reports to the SAEC. However, the reporting requirements are drafted vaguely, without details on
the reporting procedures.

The Provisional Regulations of December 1986 require all TICs to submit an annual
trust capital plan to their local PBC branch, for integration into a national plan approved by PBC.
The provincial PBC branch is then responsible for co-ordination and execution of the trust
capital plan. One difficulty with this is that reporting to local PBC branches rather than directly
to PBC Headquarters may cause delays. The December regulations also require that TICs make
regular reports to local PBC branches covering: (a) trust capital income, (b) expense status, (c)
capital balance report, (d) final accounting report, (e) operational status report, (f) analysis of
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return on investment and loans. Provincial PBC branches then prepare consolidated reports for
PBC Headquarters. TICs authorized to engage in import/export transactions are required to keep
separate accounts for non-financial trust and other business. Non-compliance is reportedly
widespread, and enforcement is lax.

The Designated Trust Loan Provisions of 1993 state that the Planned Capital (Fund
Management) Department of the PBC is responsible for daily supervision of TICs' trust loan
business, and that it may carry out random on-site inspections. The Notice by the PBC of 1994
requires trust institutions to make a monthly financial return to PBC, and sets prudential limits
for certain key financial ratios. It also specifies penalties in case of failure to comply. PBC
branches at all levels are required to carry out what appear to be off-site monthly inspections of
the institutions in their region. Under the Notice by the PBC of 1994 trust institutions are
required to establish management teams to review ratios, and prepare plans to meet agreed
targets. This provision also includes penalties.

The Administrative Regulations of 1994 set out in great detail the administrative
measures to supervise financial institutions. They underline PBC's regulatory authority, and
provides that: (a) no local government, work unit or department may conduct its own
examination and approval, or otherwise interfere with such procedures; and (b) no financial
institutions may provide services for any financial institution without PBC's approval. These
regulations do not, however, clarify the respective roles of the PBC and the CSRC in relation to
the supervision of TICs which participate in the securities markets (see Section C). Under these
regulations, PBC may specify minimum capital adequacy standards, required qualifications for
senior staff, minimum conditions to apply to the business site, and other conditions. PBC may
also approve the appointment of senior officers and implement a system of examinations.

The Company Law of 1993 stipulates that TICs must prepare financial accounting
reports, including balance sheets, profit and loss statements, statements on financial situation and
changes in financial position, and on distribution of profits, in addition to the reporting
requirements specified in the Provisional Regulations of April 1986.

The Administrative Regulations of 1994 give PBC and its branches the authority to
conduct routine inspections at any time, and to conduct an annual inspection. This reinforces the
emphasis on on-site inspections enshrined in the Designated Trust Loans Provision of 1993. The
Administrative Regulations of 1994 also set out stiffer penalties for various infringements than
those established in the Provisional Regulations of April 1986.

The Central Bank Law of 1995 refines the supervisory powers of PBC and its provincial
branches. PBC has the authority to supervise and check at any time the deposits, settlements,
credits, bad loans and other business affairs of TICs. PBC may demand that financial institutions
submit balance sheets, profit and loss statements, and other financial accounting reports and
materials.

Under the draft Trust Law a trust company will be required to submit annual financial
statements to a new and independent agency, the Trust Supervisory and Administration
Department. In addition a trust company is required to report to the Trust Supervisory and
Administration Department when there are any "significant business activities and significant
losses." This term is not clearly defined. The Trust Supervisory and Administration Department
is authorized to inspect a trust company at any time and to direct a trust company to produce
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documentation of the trust company's business and financial position within a stipulated period.
These are useful and powerful tools to supervise and monitor the financial position of trust
companies.

In case of a breach of the Trust Law or administrative regulations, the Trust Supervisory
and Administration Department would be empowered to: (a) order the trust company to make
corrections within stipulated period; (b) issue a warning; (c) make a public criticism in a
newspaper; (d) confiscate the illegal profits; (e) impose a fine; (f) order the trust company to
discharge or suspend the main person in charge; (g) order the trust company to stop operating
and to consolidate; (h) revoke its operating permit. The trust company may appeal against the
Trust Supervisory and Administration Department's decision to the People's Court. It can be
argued that this clause seems to imply that the People's Court has the ultimate authority on the
interpretation of the Trust Law.

Japan's Housing Loan Companies: A Parallel to China's TICs?
Overhauling the Regulatory Framework

Japan's jusen, or housing loan companies, are multi- introduced by founding banks, including some of Japan's
product non-bank financial institutions which bear some large city banks. When the real estate market crashed and
resemblance to China's trust and investment companies. the debtors refused to repay the loans, a "black hole" of
They were founded and funded by big Japanese banks and bad debt emerged, estimated to be as high as X 105 trillion.
by agricultural cooperative banks during the early 1970s to As of February 1996, Japanese fnancial institutions are
extend housing loans to households on the security of real saddled with x37.5 trillion. Many banks have refused to
estate. Their principal sources of funds were parent banks take responsibility for the jusen 's unrecoverable loans. As
and other financial institutions. Like other non bank a result, X 685 billion may have to be raised through tax
financial institutions in Japan, including credit companies, increases.
finance companies, lease companies, specialist lending
companies, consumer finance companies, and factoring or Regulation
hire-purchase companies, they cannot legally accept
deposits from the general public and must confine their The jusen report directly to Japan's Ministry of Finance
business to providing credit. Japanese non-banks are not (MOF). Like the PBC, the MOF has a wide range of
required to maintain a stable fnancial position, and are powers to regulate the financial services industry. The
subject to less restrictive regulations than banks. As a MOF is the legislature, executive and judicial body for the
result, their lending interest rates are higher than those of Japanese financial services industry. It also exerts
banks, but their market share, as well as the total number considerable unofficial "guidance" in directing the
of institutions, has increased very rapidly. activities of all participants in the financial services

industry in Japan. It has for years made the most important
As thejusen expanded, their portfolio quality deteriorated. decisions in Japan such as taxation, expenditure, saving
After the "bubble economy" in Japan during 1987-91, the and investment.
jusen racked up at least US$77 billion in bad loans, or
more than 75 per cent of their portfolio. Official Japan is overhauling its regulatory framework, and
government reports attributed this to sloppy lending reassessing enforcement capacity. The Ministry of
practices, in particular, to limited credit and risk Finance needs to establish a transparent system in which
assessment. In addition, many of the big borrowers from financial institutions have to take responsibility for their
the jusen had close links with the yakuza, Japan's criminal own fate, rather than dealing with each financial
underworld, and to senior politicians. The jusen's clients institution's troubles on a case-by-case basis. Currently the
were mostly real estate companies of low standing that banking bureau is drafting new laws to clarify its
engaged in risky, speculative transactions often introduced supervisory authority and provisions for closing bad banks.
by the big Japanese banks that established the jusen. As The bureau is also seeking to increase its pool of bank
many as 40 per cent of the delinquent borrowers were examiners: currently there are about 400, compared with

8,000 in the US.

Comments on the Supervision Process

It is clear that the PBC has faced many difficulties in the supervision of China's Trust
and Investment companies. Identifying and separating these difficulties is the first step towards
finding solutions for them. In theflrst place, there is insufficient coordination between the PBC
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head office and its branches, in the supervision of TICs. Since PBC headquarters supervises
central TICs and leaves the supervision of lower level TICs to local PBC branches, which are
often ill-equipped to handle all the institutions in their jurisdiction, the quality of supervision is
uneven and norms for supervision are not uniformly applied. A PBC branch may be required to
follow some nationwide system of internal regulations but in practice the majority of decisions
are made with complete autonomy by local offices. Such a decentralized structure also makes
local PBC branches susceptible to local political pressures to fund investment projects and to
keep unprofitable state enterprises afloat.

A second concern with PBC's supervision process is that it concentrates primarily on
the approval of new financial entities, and less with effective on-going supervision. On-going
supervision by the PBC has traditionally focused more on adherence to the state credit plan
rather than compliance with existing regulations. TICs are required to file annual financial
reports with the PBC but such reports are received irregularly, and lapses in submission are not
always followed up. Third, supervision difficulties are further complicated by the reporting
format of the financial data submitted. TIC financial reports are not standardized, the purpose of
tabulations is primarily statistical. There is little analysis of financial statements. Although the
Asset-Liabilities Ratio Management Regulations of 1994 attempted to address this issue by
requiring a standard monthly statistical return from TICs and setting prudential limits for certain
key ratios there are still wide differences in the norms applied to these calculations, and in the
regularity of their submission. There is no evidence of PBC regulators conducting any vetting of
financial statements or monitoring the filing of such documents. Fourth, in addition to asset-
liability management ratios, supplementary financial information would be desirable, for
supervisors to gain a full picture of the health of the institution. For example, data on asset
liability maturities, or on loan concentration, as currently required for the ratio calculations, is
fairly limited.

Fifth, on-site supervision would greatly benefit from a codified detailed manual for
supervision of different financial institutions, and from extensive training in supervisory
practices. PBC has received some technical assistance in supervision over the past few years, but
further efforts in this direction would appear to be desirable. Human resources available for
conducting supervision of the financial services industry are extremely scarce. It is well known
that there is a shortage of experts in the financial field to provide the necessary expertise on
regulating the financial services industry. This is due to the fact that the Chinese financial
services industry is relatively immature so many regulators are inexperienced. Moreover,
regulators from immature securities market are often subjected to pressure to develop the market
as fast as possible, possibly to deter investors from moving to other centers which are also eager
to develop their securities markets.

In addition, there are factors affecting the difficulty of supervision which are not directly
under the control of the supervision departments of the PBC, but have to be addressed elsewhere.
These include, first, the high degree of diversif ication of the operations of trust and investment
companies presents a challenge to supervisory authorities. In part due to early encouragement by
the PBC to TICs to seek the highest rate of return from their operations, TICs have operated
beyond their core business and have expanded into a wide range of other financial businesses.
The difficulty is that supervision norms and procedures to be applied to different types of TICs
would also have to vary accordingly. The poor accounting separation of different forms of
business aggravates this problem.
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One consequence of the fragmented regulatory structure of TICs and inadequate
supervision is that many individuals take advantage of the weaknesses in the system to serve
their personal interests. Currently Shanghai Prison holds more than 100 former securities
officials, mostly on convictions as a result of using company money to buy stocks and bonds for
their own accounts. It is believed that this represents only a small proportion of the problem and
there may be many more corrupt officials who will only be exposed when a scandal is
uncovered.
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Appendix Tables Al Trust and Investment Companies in China's Financial Sector

Table A1.1 Assets of Chinese Financial Institutions (1986-94)
(RMB billion)

Institution 1986 1991 1993 1994

Central bank 334.47 901.10 1,338.70 1,758.80
Banking System 1,233.70 3,714.13 5,646.01 8,291.30
State Policy Banks 500.20

State Development Bank of China 90.80
Agricultural Development Bank of China 406.90
Export-Import bank of China 2.50

State Commercial Banksa 1,231.13 3,714.13 5,540.51 7,498.10
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China 419.47 1,117.47 1,959.10 2,633.90
Bank of China 345.04 1,107.73 1,219.70 1,837.90
Agricultural Bank of China 236.92 686.84 1,056.50 1,253.10
Construction Bank of China 229.70 669.74 1,065.71 1,397.50
Bank of Communications 106.07 196.70 305.00
CITIC Investment Bank 26.28 42.80 70.70

Other Banksa 2.57 105 50 293.00
China Everbright Bank 9.00 20.30
Hua Xia Bank 82.90
China Investment Bank 2.57 17.43 30.20 44.50
Guangdong Development Bank 28.70 43.10
Shenzhen Development Bank 9.20 15.40
Pudong Development Bank 17.80
Shenzhen Merchants Bank 15.80 44.70
Fujian Industrial Bank 12.60 19.80
Yantai and Bengbu Housing Savings Banks 4.50

Non Bank Financial Institutionsb 161.63 578.19 1,140.10 1,208.70
Rural Credit Cooperatives 122.49 368.96 614.20 505.30
Urban Credit Cooperatives 3.21 5.64 187.80 214.80
Trust and Investment Corporations 29.29 167.44 257.00 390.70

(iii! Total assets (RMB million) 6.64 35.15 58.50 66.10
China Pacific Insurance Company 1.00 2.50 4.20
Finance Companies 20.10 27.60

Other domestic NBFIsb
Foreign Financial Institutionsc
Total Assets Financial System incl. PBC 1,729.79 5,193.42 8,124.81 11,258.80
% Banking system 71.32 71 52 69 49 73 64
% State Banks 71.17 71.52 68.19 71.04
% Other Banks 0.15 - 1.30 2.60
% NBFIs 9.34 11.13 14 03 10 74
%RCCs 7.08 7.10 7.56 4.49
%UCCs 0.19 0.11 2.31 1.91
% TICs 1.69 3.22 3.16 3.47

Notes aInclusion of BOCOM and CITIC as State Banks is based on PBC's published statistics in Jinrong Shibao PBC uses
different classifications in its Financial Outlook and Almanac of Banking and Finance. Yantai bank's assets were
RMB 2.5 billion in 1994; figures for Bengbu are estimates.
6Other NBFIs include leasing companies, securities companies and mutual funds. Disaggregated data are not available.
cData on foreign financial institutions are not available.

Sources: Almanac of China's Banking and Finance, various years (English and Chinese); Jinrong Shibao, various issues
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Table A1.2 Non-Bank Financial Insttutions: Institutions, Employees and Assets (1979-94)

1979 1982 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

(i) Number of institutions
TICs and others' 745 375 456 439 554

TICs 2 620 - 561 745 375 386 388 393
Finance companies 51 56
Financial leasing companies 14
Securities companies 70 91
Mutual fund companies

RCCs 60,872 60,897 58,418 58,200 57,927 52,763 50,865 50,745
ucCsl 1,615 3,265 3,409 3,421 3,518 4,001 4,957
Insurance companiesb 2,749 2,865 2,861 3,060 3,383 4,237 4,959 5,240
PICC' 2,749 2,865 2,861 3,060 3,383 4,237 4,959 5,240
CPIC'

Total of NBFIsd 65,797 67,772 65,203 61,457 61,220 56,539
Insurance companies 25

iii! Number of employees (' °°°!
TICs and others 46.4

TlICs 46.4
Finance companies
Financial leasing companies
Securities companies
Mutual fund companies

RCCs 33 9 71.9 488.1 517.1 539.2 563.2 594.0 614.5
ucCsf 26 5 49 8 60.3 68.7 77.4 91.0 122.7 n.a

Insurance companiesb 685 71.6 79.2 85.7 93.4 105.6 114.1 122.9
PICC' 68.5 71 6 79 2 85 7 93.4 105 6 114.1 122.9
CPICC

Total of NBFI?s, 128.8 193.3 627.6 671.5 756.4 759.8 830.8 737.4
Insurance companies 130 0

(iii) Total assets (RMB million)
TICs and others 57 1 65.0 88.1 118.1 167.4 249.2 407.1 418.2

TICs 2147 57.1 65.0 88.1 118.1 1674 2309 2570 390.6
Finance companies 18.3 20.1 27.6
Financial leasing companies
Securities companies 87.0
Mutual fund companies 43 0

RCCsf 161.9 191.1 231.0 299.9 368.9 487.4 614.2 505.3
ucCsf 98 203 28.4 37.2 56.4 110.5 187 9 214.8
Insurance companiesb 13.7 17.4 23.8 36.2 49.8 61.0 70 3
PICCOf 13.7 17.4 23 8 35.2 48.0 58.5 4.2

CPIC' f 1.0 1.8 2 5 0 0
Total of NBFIsd 2287 303.9 382.4 503.0 665.0 928.3 1,181.1 1,185.2

Notes: aIncluding TICs, finance companies, financial leasing companies, securities companies, and mutual fund companies.
bSUM of PICC and CPIC.
'Including all branches.
dAggregated from the above-listed items
'As independent institutions.
fNumbers in 1994 are estimated by Bank staff.
5Not including TICs and others

Sources: PBC, China's Financial Outlook, 1995, pp 52; China Statistical Yearbook, 1995, pp 571, 575; Almanac of China's
Finance and Banking, 1994, pp 555, 556, 598; 545; 1993, pp 26,423,437; Zhou, Zhengqing 1991 pp 719
PBC, Annual Report 1994; University of Hangzhou, Jinrong Yanjiu, July 1994, pp 17.
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Table Al.3 Regional Trust and Investment Companies (1993-94)

Securities Registered Capital Paid-in Capital
Regions Numbere Links Date of Establishment of 1993 TICs (In Yuan 10,000) (In Yuan 10,000)

Before
1L 1994 1994 B e1985 11986-8911990-92 11993-94 1993 1a99eb,c 3 1994ac

Beijing 7 8 8 2 5 1 65,500 162,500 53,500 84,900
Tianjin 6 6 6 6 0 49,000 126,821 68,788 126,821
Shanghai
Hebei - 10 8 10 133,405 141,805
Shanxi 11 12 8 10 1 133,553 67,570 134,180 125,876
Liaoning 14 11 11 -3 113,599 136,230
Jilin - 8 8 8 48,563 52,804
Heilongjiang - 6 3 6 40,140 41,746
Jiangsu 24 6 1 17 6 -18 202,400 144,757 53,960
Zhejian 7 26 25 1 4 2 19 5,500 3,200
Anhui 1 6 5 1 5 5,229 43,971
Fujian 4 4 4 150,000 205,025
Jiangxi 0
Shandong 2 7 6 1 1 5 61,000 66,000 101,500 111,187
Henan 0
Hunan 6 6 6 2 4 0 44,376 48,300 58,813 64,876
Shaanxi - 4 4 4 30,000 96,594
Hubei - 6 5 6 37,000 29,009
Guangxi 11 11 11 2 8 0
Guangdong - 27 27 27 248,679 369,830
Hainan 18 14 10 1 17 -4 141,700 121,158 78,982 121,158
Sichan 14 - 2 12 -14 155,466 67,025
Guizhou 7 7 7 1 4 2 0 102,370 102,370 49,600 56,354
Yunnan -

Xizang (Tibet) - I 1 5,000 5,000
Gansu 7 5 7 33,013 66,211
Qinghai 2 2 2 6,600 6,350
Ningxia I I I I 0 6,800 5,000 3,053 7,066
Xinjiang - 3 3 3 92,900 45,600
(ii Total asse- 3 3 3 72,078 64,122
Shenzhen 6 - 5 1 -6 25,813 37,126
Wuhan - 3 2 3 11,000 15,000
Chengdu - 2 2 2 10,027 10,027
Chongqing - 5 5 5 38,952 50,028
Nanjing - 5 5 5 23,000 22,254
Guangzhou - 0
Ningbo 5 - -5 __________________

Total 140 217 190 19 79 21 77 987,978 1,943,932 657,796 2,157,004
Notes: 'Data on capital for 1994 are missing for some enterprises. If 1993 data are available, it is assumed that the numbers have

same numbers apply for 1994. They include 5 in Beijing, I in Liaoning, I in Shandong, and 9 in Shenzhen.
bData on capital for some listed TICs are missing in both 1993 and 1994. They include 2 in Heilongjiang, 25 in Zhejiang,
and 11 in Guangxi.

'In some ases, data on capital are provided in both RMB and US dollars. In these cases only data in RMB are used.

dListed 1994 TICs include 5 'Trust and Consulting' corporations.
'Some provinces are omitted from the lists in either 1993 or 1994. In such cases "-" means the provinces are not listed.

Sources: Almanac of China's Finance and Banking, 1993, pp 581-590; 1994, pp 675-687.
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Table A1.4 Provincial Trust and Investment Companies: Links to State Banks (1994)

Total No. with
NO. of TICs' Bank Links LINKS TO

ABC ICBC BOC PCBC

Beijing 8 4 1 1 1 1
Tianjin 6 3 1 1 1
Shanghai
Hebei 10 4 1 1 1 1

Shanxi 12 5 1 1 1 2
Liaoning 11 3 1 1 1
Jilin 8 2 1 1
Heilongjiang 6 3 1 1 1
Jiangsu 6
Zhejian 26 7 2 2 3
Anhui 6 4 1 1 1 1
Fujian 4
Jiangxi
Shandong 7 5 2 1 1 1
Henan
Hunan 6 4 1 1 1 1
Shaanxi 4 3 1 1 1
Hubei 6 4 1 1 1 1
Guangxi 11 3 1 1 1
Guangdong 27 11 2 3 3 3
Hainan 14
Sichan
Guizhou 7 3 1 2
Yunnan
Xizang (Tibet) I
Gansu 7 3 1 1 1
Qinghai 2 2 1 1
Ningxia 1
Xinjiang 3
(Miii Total assets (R 3
Shenzhen
Wuhan 3
Chengdu 2
Chongqing 5 3 1 1 1
Nanjing 5 3 1 1 1
Guangzhou
Ningbo

Total 217 79 20 20 17 22
'Some provinces are omitted from the lists in 1994. In such cases "-" means that the province is not listed.
Sources: Almanac of China's Finance and Banking, 1994, pp 675-687.
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Appendix Tables A2 Balance Sheet Data

Table A2.1a Annual Balance Sheets of Trust and Investment Companies (1986-95)
(RMB 100 million)

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

ASSETS
Loans 217.8 439.6 660.6 694.4 890.6 1,211.0 1,697.1 2,052.0 2,031.5 2,409.8
Entrusted loans 69.2 138.0 281.3 323.4 417.1 555.6 770.7 989.0 1,287.3 1,461.8
Fixed-asset loans 36.4 93.7 154.5 162.4 164.6 205.5 245.4 268.2

Trust loans 84.5 202.8 282.1 262.8 320.5 388.6 329.6 379.1 487.0 694.4
Fixed-asset loans 55.2 91.2 105.7 96.6 91.5 102.1 91.5 98.6

Other loans 64.1 98.8 97.2 108.2 153.0 266.8 596.8 683.9 257.2 253.7
Required reserves 1.6 9.3 23.5 16.6 21.9 33.1 35.9 40.3 64.0 79.3
Deposits atPBC 19.4 32.7 26.3 31.1 53.7 64.1 77.7 70.8 99.6 83.3
Interbank loans 54.0 89.1 114.1 127.8 199.7 323.0 418.7 358.7 395.8 393.5
Other - - 9.4 11.5 15.3 43.2 79.4 48.1 1,315.6 1,619.6

Total Assets 292.3 570.7 833.9 881.4 1,181.2 1,674.4 2,308.8 2,569.9 3,906.5 4,585.6

LIABILITIES
Deposits 129.8 299.0 491.3 521.7 6,734.6 973.3 1,264.2 1,584.0 2,096.2 2,498.5
Entrusted deposits 81.3 169.2 323.6 369.7 456.7 635.8 854.2 1,096.5 1,479.6 1,676.6
Trust deposits 40.1 106.5 38.4 104.7 154.1 227.0 214.4 248.3 453.6 625.3
Other deposits 8.4 23.3 29.8 47.3 62.8 110.5 195.6 239.2 163.0 196.6

Bond issues 8.3 16.6 13.1 10.9 16.3 34.6 74.3 77.9 21.9 22.6
Loans from PBC 5.3 12.2 14.4 12.4 31.7 40.2 41.8 35.3 27.9 23.9
Interbank deposits 74.7 107.1 106.3 114.9 193.3 362.9 669.4 554.7 541.2 646.9
Other liabilities 74.7 135.8 208.3 221.5 266.3 263.4 259.1 318.0 1,219.3 1,393.7

Total Liabilities 292.3 570.7 833.9 881.4 1,181.2 1,674.4 2,308.8 2,569.9 3,906.5 4,585.6

Source: Almanac of China's Finance and Banking, various issues.
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Table A2.1b Balance Sheets of Trust and Investment Companies (1986-95)
(Percent Distribution)

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

ASSETS
Loans 74.5 77.0 79.2 78.8 75.4 72.3 73.5 79.8 52.0 52.6

Entrusted loans 23.7 24.2 33.7 36.7 35.3 33.2 33.4 38.5 33.0 31.9
Fixed-asset loans

Trust loans 28.9 35.5 33.8 29.8 27.1 23.2 14.3 14.8 12.5 15.1
Fixed-asset loans

Other loans 21.9 17.3 11.7 12.3 13.0 15.9 25.8 26.61 6.58 5.53
Required reserves 0.5 1.6 2.8 1.9 1.9 1.98 1.55 1.57 1.64 1.73
Deposits at PBC 6.6 5.7 3.2 3.5 4.5 3.83 3.37 2.75 2.55 1.82
Interbank loans 18.5 15.6 13.7 14.5 16.9 19.3 18.1 13.96 10.13 8.58
Other 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.3 1.3 2.58 3.44 1.87 33.7 35.3

Total Assets 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

LIABILITIES
Deposits 44.4 52.4 58.9 59.2 57.0 58.1 54.8 61.6 53.7 54.5
Entrusted deposits 27.8 29.6 38.8 41.9 38.7 38.0 37.0 42.7 37.9 36.6
Trustdeposits 13.7 18.7 4.6 11.9 13.0 13.6 9.29 9.66 11.6 13.6
Other deposits 2.9 4.1 3.6 5.4 5.3 6.6 8.47 9.31 4.17 4.29

Bond issues 2.8 2.9 1.6 1.2 1.4 2.07 3.22 3.03 0.56 0.49
Loans from PBC 1.8 2.1 1.7 1.4 2.7 2.40 1.81 1.37 0.71 0.52
Interbank deposits 25.6 18.8 12.7 13.0 16.4 21.7 29.0 21.6 13.9 14.1
Other liabilities 25.6 23.8 25.0 25.1 22.5 15.7 11.2 12.4 31.2 30.4

Total Liabilities 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source: Almanac of China's Finance and Banking, 1994, p 555.
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Table A2.2a Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Eleven TICs (1994)
(In RMB '000s)

Ownership Govt Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Bank Govt Govt Private Govt
CITIC SITICO CTICED SITIC PCBCTIC TITIC ICBCTIC TTIC BITIC AJF ZITIC

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash & Bank Deposits 29,931,701 1,480,936 902,120 235,785 20,851 195,287 174,705 646,490 92,785 474,908 323,816
Deposits with Central Bank 657,704 290,888
Call Loans 505,418
Intercompany Loans 49,755
Short Term Loans to Customers 25,969,609 4,426,143 144,020 23,786 115,010
Interbank Deposits 787,186 455,773 592,898 275,110 134,123
Corporate Loans & Investments 2,452,080
Short-Term Loans Financial Cos 516,024
Short-Term Loans 329,127 146,225 492,558 1,008,810 766,941 256,912
Less: Provision for Bad Debts 5,908

Notes Receivable 32,120
Accounts Receivable 5,175,044 205,204 652,890 236,659 166,494 494,474 65,264 6,700 86,084 999,228 141,998

Less: Reserve 2,874 520 97 2,556 10 409
Other Receivables 20,921 97,015 377,958 79,690 94,844 86,559
Guamnty Paid 7,349
Guamnty Deposits to Banks 37,075
Short Term Investments 4,452,300 611,970 251,877 186,459 113,800 40,000 196,745
Entrusted Loans and Investment 3,729,371 278,445 824,252
Short-Term Trust Loans 890,690 2,151,742
Inventories 3,054,962 5,362 164,670 85,364
Securities 1,417,471 322,560 320,019 683 86,847
Securities on Behalf of Clients 121,263 130,150 321,040
Securities with Resale Agreement 372,947 313,000
Net loss on Assets to Sell I
Defefred Charges 848,521 5
Low Cost and Short Lived Articles I
Prepaid Expenses 4 44,048
Merchandise 102,457
Foreign Currency Exchange (3,050)
Development Products U/Const 256,839
Other Assets 3,319,390 575,890 1 96,230

Total Current Assets 11,684,747 4,099,620 5,384,647 1,684,936 4,333,738 3,804,810 2,153,118 2,427,331 1,135,442
Long Term Assets 701,230
Lease Payments Receivable 554,117 50,381
ADB Loans for Sub-projects 778,756
Entrusted Loans & Investments 191,489 7,638,770 2,026,467



Table A2.2a Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Eleven TICs (1994) (cont'd)
(In RMB '000s)

Ownership Govt Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Bank Govt Govt Private Govt
CITIC SITICO CTICED SITIC PCBCTIC TITIC ICBCTIC TTIC BITIC AJF ZITIC

Less: Reserve 8,730
Mid-long Term Loans 26,373,916 871 1,600 958,944 556,138 236,226
Rent Receivable 262,079
Loans in Arrears 176,483 103,624
Less Provision for Bad Debts 4,987

Long Term Loans 4,364,731 9,105,089 3,169,714 496,030 318,758
Less Provision for Bad Debts 52,585 9,682 21,566 5,380 1,570

Financial Leasing Assets 296,800 140,759
Forward Exchange Bought/Sold 642,103
Long Term Investments 26,563,016 3,598,174 383,770 1,001,239 277,166 362,183 284,106 148,320 321,217 46,486 984,658
Less Reserve 13,641 1,430 932 293 940 160

Bonds Purchased 14,378
Leases 182,650 96,449 89,683 378,456
Sub-leasing receivable 56,431
Operating Assets 9,702
Less Reserve For Depreciation 1,657

Fixed Assets Cost 120,977 98,477 24,397 19,390 7,789 44,776
Less Accumulated Depreciation 9,725 2,499 3,560 11,130 2,087 5,705

Fixed Assets (Net) 8,470,985 14,990 41,285 20,837 2,310 29,780 5,702 39,071
Inventories 1,682
Projects Under Construction 1,354,417 162,731 III 49,849 41,745 91,566 3,740 17,619 46,783

Total Long Term Assets 9,703,069 621,657 4,368,157 1,043,993 419,798 1,595,817
Deferred Assets 58,688 23,490 10,236 6,445 2,888 1,490 5,806
Other Assets 6,807 32,410 439,439 19,831 21,089
Mortgage Loans 10,831
Total Assets 135,513,861 21,453,311 13,968,280 11,623,616 6,452,187 6,055,981 6,024,816 4,507,530 3,202,917 2,847,128 2,752,348



Table A2.2a Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Eleven TICs (1994) (cont'd)
(In RMB '000s)

Ownership Govt Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Bank Govt Govt Private Govt
CITIC SITICO CTICED SITIC PCBCTIC TITIC ICBCTIC MTIC BITIC AJF ZITIC

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Trust Deposits 3,772,448 431,932
Central Bank Borrowing 100,000
Entrusted Deposits 3,743,594 6,154,129 2,413,970 281,046 1,146,065
Demand Deposits 145,826
Deposits Received 40,250
Time Deposits 256,895
Short-Term Deposits 1,910,832 933,070 355,080 268,016
Interbank Deposits 5,300
Short Term Interbank Borrowing 828,350 1,136,707 69,123 216,497 175,020 349,100
Corporate Deposits 2,754,830
Money At Call 32,670
Customeies Deposits 67,693,064
Short Term Borrowing 9,655,275 598,058 122,785 607,028 532,202
Short Term Bonds 17,507
Intercompany Borrowing 59,532
Guaranty Deposits by Customers 1,184,132 367,508 80,606
Bills Payable 176
Accounts Payable 8,913,967 974,830 244,544 59,342 87,890 6,110 71,649 110,742
Accounts Receivable 63,913
Other Accounts Payable 51,393
Short Tern Trust Deposits 1,433,350 2,719,999 80,217
Payable on Securities for Clients 304,585 138,350
Securities Sold with Repurchase 244,940 55,330 343,444
Short Term Bank Loans 218,815
Other 521,970 8,538 174,782 4,003 76,420 68,496
Interest Payable 56,255
Payroll Payable 6,000 3,842 2,307
Welfare Payable (69) 1,478
Education Fund 70
Taxes Payable (9,243) (244) 2,030
Special Fund (16)
Accrued Expenses 309 5,595
Current Maturities of O/S Bonds 2,692,797
Securities Cashed for Customers 29

Total Current Liabilities 11,657,984 3,181,320 5,502,391 999,817 3,755,430 3,563,170 1,720,763 1,838,543 1,049,368



Table A2.2a Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Eleven TICs (1994) (cont'd)
(In RMB '000s)

Ownership Govt Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Bank Govt Govt Private Govt
CITIC SITICO CTICED SITIC PCBCTIC TITIC ICBCTIC TTIC BITIC AJF ZITIC

Securities Issued for Customers 3,622,370
Long Term Liabilities 3,128
Guarantee Sum 32,568
Entrusted Deposits 7,670,110
Entrusted Investments 191,489
Long Term Deposits 1,313,933 68,530 329,760 636,151 315,364
Long Term Trust Deposits 2,283,725 216,400
Loans from ADB 754,273
Bonds issued 1,933,096 133,790
Overseas Bonds Issued 4,265,320 1,853,096

Less. Current Maturities 2,692,797
Venture Funds 129,188
Long Term Loans from Banks 2,388,917 111,490
Unearned Interest Revenue 73,877
Long Term Loans 782,310 725,088 887,156
Long-Term Accounts Payable 742,090 578,390 277,646

oN Long & Medium Term Borrowing 17,969,458 152,822 441,490 630,980
x0 Other Long Term Liabilities 126,627

Subleasing Payable 26,759
Corporate Debentures 16,612,474 114,980
Other Liabilities 4,915

Total Long Term Liabilities 7,393,992 9,410,910 35,695 4,347,458 625,000 1,216,916 747,641
Minority Holding (Share) 694,417
Total Liabilities 122,722,787 10,400,380 2,586,184
Minority Interest 76,087
Capital 3,254,503 1,500,000 1,149,620 1,092,545 499,084 599,786 434,802 170,760 127,634 176,016 381,213
Other Equity 99,450
Surplus 107,840 25,001 62,662
Earnings Accumulaton 1,769 80,157
Earned Surplus 56,929 46,258 7,227
Reserve Fund 7,780,659 479,440 11,330 34,977 13,079 6,774 34,849
Public Welfare Fund 5,412
Current Year Profits/Losses 1,665,912 433,137 174,610 3,799 37,620 65,515
less Transference to Reserves 433,137
Less Taxes & Distributions 560,020

Undistributed Profit 364,966 118,590 43,274 48,529 61,655
Total Net Value 12,791,074 2,401,335 1,370,605 1,147,149 607,600 708,706 498,226 270,210 265,238 260,944
Total Liabilities & Net Value 135,513,861 21,453,311 13,968,280 11,623,616 6,452,187 6,055,981 6,024,816 4,507,530 3,202,917 2,847,128 2,752,348



Table A2.2a Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Eleven TICs (1994) (cont'd)
(In RMB '000s)

Ownership Govt Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Bank Govt Govt Private Govt

CITIC SITICO CTICED SITIC PCBCTIC TITIC ICBCTIC TTIC BITIC AJF ZITIC

Letters of Credit 1,090,155 952,853

Guarantees 77,989
Other Guarantees for customers 415,659 52,732

Export LC 2,035
Outward bills for collection 3,404
Loans on behalf PBC w/FX sec 130,043

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT

REVENUE
Business Income 267,090

Financial Business 1,268,498 54,800 35,494 113,430
Commodities Sales Income 289,428

Trust Business 21,899
Import & Export Business 49,906

Investment Business 223,693 53,492 41,334 25,176 182,286

Real Estate Business 207,289 13,102

"0 Other Business 28,962 15,598
Interest on Loans 151,850 354,483 71,165 45,900 109,056 75,114

Interest on Bank Loans 62,910 156,326 82,827 40,840

Fee & Commission Income 6,355 19,742 33,210 23,169

Price Difference on Securities Sales 17,116 3,123 30,730 18,379 5,970

Lease Income 2,792 19,993 5,520 9,482 5,336

Profit on Foreign Exchange 300 3,374

Operating Income 12,583,332 749

Investment Income 2,291,687 41,423

Other Income 606,330 215,040 6,677 30,791 50 2,660 12,785 1,298 7,149

Total Income 15,481,349 1,728,442 429,800 440,915 301,131 196,639 375,892 159,160 191,125 149,755 592,293



Table A2.29 Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Eleven TICs (1994) (cont'd)
(In RMB '000s)

Ownership Govt Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Bank Govt Govt Private Govt
CITIC SITICO CTICED SITIC PCBCTIC TITIC ICBCTIC TTIC BITIC AJF ZITIC

EXPENDITURE
Business Expense 213,600 119,595
Business Taxes 192,300
Real Estate Business 110,499
Commodity Sales Cost 274,852
Interest on Deposits 56,038
Interest Expense on Loans 187,050 275,459 196,900 37,980
Interest Expense 129,575
Interbank Expense 17,237 75,624 39,630
Fees & Commission Expense 869 1,503 4,260
Operating Cost 96,437 15,120
Operating Expenses 9,596,133 104,191 51,030 27,625 26,838 14,093 17,758
Exchange Loss 1,630
Administrative Expenses 3,664,585 48,432 7,220 26,409 7,202
Financial Expenses 1,032,183 4,719 8,387
Service Expenses 1,754
Other Expenses 109,675 105,800 36,604 765 16,180 7,501 95,968
Total Expenses 13,370,393 1,295,305 343,880 303,953 123,234 153,505 833 507,597
Operating Profits 66,690 15,683 3,925 56,681
Profit Before Taxes 2,110,956
Other Operating Income 400
Gain on Investments 8,260 8,603
Non-Operating Income 820 330 620
Non-Operating Expense 330 696 878 109 620 389
Profit From Investm.nt 107,430 1,459 41,726
Income Taxes 346,241 3,327 6,366 9,804 6,740 6,674 4,539
Adjustment of Prior Year P&L (8,322)
Profit After Taxes 1,764,715 174,610 133,623
Minority Holding (Share) 98,803
Current Year Profits/Losses 1,665,912 433,137 132,872 48,539 73,405 61,655 46,890 37,620 65,515 80,157
Total

Source: Based on data from the TICs collected by the World Bank.



Table A2.2b Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Seven TICs (1995)
(In RMB '000s)

Ownership Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Private Govt
SITICO CTICED SITIC ICBCTIC TTIC AJF ZITIC

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash & Bank Deposits 1,227,775 1,004,220 710,660 172,203 521,760 566,443 161,776
Deposits with Central Bank 304,119
Call Loans 296,140
Intercompany Loans
Short Term Loans to Customers 2,001,210 231,440
Interbank Deposits 636,004 663,279 742,997 160,179
Corporate Loans & Investments 2,905,890
Short-Term Loans Financial Cos
Short-Term Loans 4,149,887 454,490 887,472 495,448

Less: Provision for Bad Debts 6,091
Notes Receivable
Accounts Receivable 264,666 599,610 643,273 61,703 7,090 207,301 170,595

Less: Reserve 2,874 220 30 418
Other Receivables 600,600 366,497 73,100 100,650
Guaranty Paid 7,659 4,889
Guaranty Deposits to Banks
Short Term Investments 620,960 123,090 282,338
Entrusted Loans and Investment 4,493,925 10,158,340 2,634,321 1,136,699
Short-Term Trust Loans
Inventories 50,050 64,646
Securities 1,477,817 1,497,520 246,850 77,412
Securities on Behalf of Clients 305,100
Securities with Resale Agreement 117,570
Net loss on Assets to Sell
Deferred Charges
Low Cost and Short Lived Articles
Prepaid Expenses 236,300 51,287
Current Maturities 932,600
Merchandise 426,570
Foreign Currency Exchange
Development Products U/Const 104,740
Other Assets 310,260 96,510

Total Current Assets 12,785,684 17,255,580 4,853,900 4,236,210 3,074,352 1,327,731



Table A2.2b Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Seven TICs (1995) (cont'd)
(In RMB '000s)

Ownership Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Private Govt
SITICO CTICED SITIC ICBCTIC TTIC AJF ZITIC

Long Termn Assets 563,830
Lease Payments Receivable
ADB Loans for Sub-projects 676,929
Entrusted Loans & Investments 171,039
Long Term Loans in Trust 349,740

Less: Reserve 19,720
Mid-long Tern Loans 991,677 232,603
Rent Receivable 268,642
Loans in Arrears
Less: Provision for Bad Debts

Long Term Loans 5,090,700 10,044,547 414,423 367,746
Less: Provision for Bad Debts 56,040 1,431 8,130 2,552

Financial Leasing Assets 92,310 9,120
Forward Exchange Bought/Sold
Long Terrn Investments 3,850,322 410,280 462,516 73,000 39,325 1,081,331
Less: Reserve 26,521 2,390 1,180 183

Bonds Purchased 29,239
Leases 130,585 332,090 24,358
Sub-leasing receivable 61,703
Operating Assets 47,087
Less: Reserve For Depreciation 2,562

Fixed Assets Cost 233,467 40,940 104,446 11,229 46,803
Less: Accumulated Depreciation 19,746 11,420 6,341 3,533 11,326

Fixed Assets (Net) 29,520 1,403 38,610
Special Accounts 18,300
Inventories 1,524
Projects Under Construction 184,741 363,150 47,675 38,180 38,400 116,021

Total Long Term Assets 1,241,190 1,734,075
Deferred and Other Assets 94,116 7,495 7,627

Deferred Assets 31,140 7,790
Other Assets 134,590 12,964

Mortgage Loans 10,831
Total Assets 23,376,252 18,662,500 13,430,073 6,654,550 4,807,830 3,549,143 3,069,434



Table A2.2b Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Seven TICs (1995) (cont'd)

(In RMB '000s)
Ownership Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Private Govt

SITICO CTICED SITIC ICBCTIC TTIC AJF ZITIC

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Trust Deposits 4,244,256 684,239
Central Bank Borrowing 98,000
Entrusted Deposits 4,499,807 1,067,890 7,599,855 3,180,112 1,247,258
Demand Deposits
Deposits Received
Time Deposits
Short-Term Deposits 559,735 273,310 177,309
Interbank Deposits 1,009,456
Short Term Interbank Borrowing 810,935 195,412 148,590
Corporate Deposits 3,220,430
Money At Call 291,040
Customer's Deposits
Short Term Borrowing 583,117 66543? 1,064,214
Short Term Bonds 166,823
Intercompany Borrowing
Guaranty Deposits by Customers 474,245 46,176
Bills Payable 1,000
Accounts Payable 669,891 318,600 917,400 72,179 31,490 104,095
Accounts Receivable 15,771
Other Accounts Payable 445,640 58,276
Short Term Trust Deposits 1,392,850
Payable on Securities for Clients 19,600
Securities Sold with Repurchase 1,767,090 65,880
Short Term Bank Loans 271,210
Other 239,370 64,630
Interest Payable
Payroll Payable
Welfare Payable 4,560
Education Fund
Taxes Payable 25,050 310
Special Fund
Accrued Expenses 6,474 9,000 6,804
Current Maturities of O/S Bonds



Table A2.2b Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Seven TICs (1995) (cont'd)
(In RMB '000s)

Ownership Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Private Govt
SITICO CTICED SITIC ICBCTIC TITIC AJF ZITIC

Securities Cashed for Customers
Total Current Liabilities 10,706,608 15,443,310 4,105,438 3,824,240 2,215,302 1,443,293

Securities Issued for Customers
Long Term Liabilities
Guarantee Sum
Entrusted Deposits 171,039 185,890 1,247,258
Entrusted Investments
Long Term Deposits 4,959,348 1,602,055 202,390 842,969 528,807
Long Term Trust Deposits 970,860
Loans from ADB 678,143
Bonds issued 1,904,838 7,000
Overseas Bonds Issued 1,548,543 1,824,838

Less: Current Maturities
Venture Funds 126,039
Long Term Loans from Banks 2,579,657
Unearned Interest Revenue

4r- Long Term Loans 164,694 305,096
Long-Term Accounts Payable 518,840 291,636
Long & Medium Term Borrowing 149,677 365,880
Other Long Term Liabilities 145,969
Subleasing Payable 11,248
Corporate Debentures 114,980
Other Liabilities 18 30,930

Total Long Term Liabilities 1,675,770 683,250
Minority Holding (Share)
Total Liabilities
Minority Interest 85,151
Capital 1,500,000 1,039,210 1,207,607 443,801 170,760 176,016 448,073
Other Equity 98,650
Surplus 96,140 29,648 4,592 5,302
Earnings Accumulation 4,636
Earned Surplus 89,706 96,140 5,489
Reserve Fund 470,658 37,060
Public Welfare Fund 6,006



Table A2.2b Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Seven TICs (1995) (cont'd)

(In RMB '000s)
Ownership Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Private Govt

SITICO CTICED SITIC ICBCTIC TTIC AJF ZITIC

Current Year Profits/Losses 557,560 167,900 97,555 85,391
less: Transference to Reserves 557,560
Less Taxes & Distributions 220

Undistributed Profit 254,310 93,001 41,467
Total Net Value 2,518,914 1,544,320 1,330,256 494,496 269,410 326,178 576,267
Total Liabilities & Net Value 23,376,252 18,662,500 13,430,073 6,654,550 4,807,830 3,549,143 3,069,434

Letters of Credit 1,599,064 991,698
Guarantees 79,633 22,458
Other Guarantees for customers 1,030,189
Export LC 8,391
Outward bills for collection 5,724
Loans on behalf PBC w/FX sec. 32,246



Table A2.2b Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Seven TICs (1995) (cont'd)
(In RMB '000s)

Ownership Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Private Govt
SITICO CTICED SITIC ICBCTIC Tric AJF ZITIC

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT

REVENUE
Business Income 134,664
Financial Business 1,796,817 52,749 116,414
Commodities Sales Income 369,091
Trust Business
Import & Export Business
Investment Business 335,623 93,206 63,399 238,471
Real Estate Business 100,161
Other Business 37,790
Interest on Loans 257,560 673,213 82,860 120,307
Interest on Bank Loans 169,126 66,770
Fee & Commission Income 68,540 8,107 42,660 24,340
Price Difference on Securities Sales 26,210 15,436 20,570 14,327
Lease Income 13,570 1,496 1,530 7,229
Profit on Foreign Exchange 1,020 215
Operating Income 799,017 221,880 768,504
Investment Income
Other Income 320,690 7,559 65,978 22,670 2,713 44,526
Total Income 2,270,391 686,570 433,415 218,080



Table A2.2b Comparative Annual Financial Statements of Seven TICs (1995) (cont'd)

(In RMB '000s)
Ownership Govt Govt Govt Bank Govt Private Govt

SITICO CTICED SITIC CBCTIC TTIC AJF ZITIC

EXPENDITURE
Business Expense 264,094
Business Taxes 23,360
Real Estate Business 56,705
Commodity Sales Cost 373,196
Interest on Deposits
Interest Expense on Loans 248,170 56,990
Interest Expense 587,048 83,196 198,097
Interbank Expense 47,486 47,040
Fees & Commission Expense 16,650 4,301 3,600
Operating Cost 26,080
Operating Expenses 110,416 89,240 39,708 46,054 125,153
Exchange Loss 250
Administrative Expenses 78,021 27,644 9,869
Financial Expenses 1,467,689 10,804
Service Expenses 27,644
Other Expenses 211,740 29,740 1,897 95,134
Total Expenses 1,712,831 631,057
Operating Profits 94,410 47,340
Profit Before Taxes
Other Operating Expenses 21,633
Gain on Investments 12,085 6,370 11,197
Non-Operating Income 2,650 86
Non-Operating Expense 9,890 1089? 789 3,250 567
Profit From Investment 320
Income Taxes 44,240 2,676 11,892 7,290 9,889
Adjustment of Prior Year P&L 4,820
Profit After Taxes 212,840
Minority Holding (Share) 700
Current Year Profits/Losses 557,560 167,900 166,053 41,467 50,800 97,555 85,391
Total
Source Based on data from the TICs collected by the World Bank.



Table A2.3 Annual Balance Sheets of Rural Credit Cooperatives (1990-93)
(RMB 100 million)

1990 1991 1992 1993

ASSETS

Loans 14,113.0 1,808.0 2,545.0 3,144.0
Loans for Working Capital 761.0 1,007.0 1,472.0 2,001.0
Loans for Agriculture 562.0 801.0 982.0 1,143.0

Deposit with Banks 487.0 582.0 669.0 1,376.0
required Reserves 285.0 334.0 412.0
Special Deposits with PBC 53.0 91.0 30.0 11.0
Cash in Banks 34.0 41.0 59.0 88.0
Other Credit Assets 408.0 602.0 1,000.0 1,275.0
Others 319.0 231.0 250.0 248.0
Total 2,999.0 3,689.0 4,874.0 6,142.0

LIABILITIES

Deposits 2,145.0 2,709.0 3,478.0 4,297.0
Deposits by Enterprises & Institutions 150.0 191.0 302.0 362.0
Deposits by Agricultural Sectors 153.0 201.0 309.0 359.0

Savings Deposits 1,842.0 2,317.0 2,867.0 3,576.0
Borrowings from Banks 42.0 51.0 60.0 60.0
Other Borrowings 296.0 426.0 688.0 909.0
Others 346.0 69.0 145.0 196.0
Total 2,829.0 3,255.0 4,371.0 5,462.0
Self-Owned Funds 82.0 334.0 363.0 408.0
Share 79.0 91.0 129.0 263.0
Net Profit 9.0 9.0 11.0 9.0
Net Worth 170.0 434.0 503.0 680.0
Total Liabilities & Net Worth 2,999.0 3,689.0 4,874.0 6,142.0

Source: Almanac of China's Finance and Banking, 1993 (English) pp 102; and 1994 (Chinese) p 553.
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Table A2.4 Annual Balance Sheets of Urban Credit Cooperatives (1990-93)
(RMB 100 million)

1990 1991 1992 1993

ASSETS

Loans 248.9 316.2 497.4 777.5
Loans to Collective Enterprises 161.5 202.7 383.6 597.6
Loans to Individually Owned Business 24.6 32.6 45.4 67.6
Other Loans 62.8 80.9 68.4 112.3

Reserves Required 31.3 46.6 81.9 134.3
Deposits in Banks 77.6 107.0 178.9 302.0
Bonds Purchased 91.6
Cash 20.6
Interbank Loans 274.2
Other Assets 14.3 93.9 346.5 278.5
Total Assets 372.1 563.7 1,104.7 1,878.7

LIABILITIES

Deposits 309.8 447.8 829.3 1,339.7
Deposits from Collective Enterprises 100.4 132.0 387.1 623.2
Deposits from Individually Owned Business 16.8 25.2 47.4 67.5
Savings Deposits 85.6 134.6 214.0 375.8

Demand Deposits 25.7 41.6 77.0 137.3
Time Deposits 59.9 93.0 137.0 238.5

Other Deposits 107.0 156.0 180.8 273.2
Borrowings from Banks 14.3 13.7 28.4 29.4
Capital Funds 84.1
Interbank Borrowings 145.1
Other Liabilities 48.0 24.7 247.0 280.4
Total Liablities 372.1 1,104.7 1,104.7 1,878.7

Source: Almanac of China's Finance and Bankin& 1994 (Chinese) p 554.
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Table A2.5 Annual Balance Sheets of Finance Companies (1993)
(RMB 100 million)

ASSETS
Current Loans 68.9

to Industry 58.9
to Commercial Business 6.7

Loans on Fixed Assets 8.5
Entrusted Loans 75.9
Other Loans 2.0
Total Loans 155.3
Investment 10.4
Leasing 1.8
Securities 4.0
Government Bonds 0.3
Deposits in PBC 4.3
Reserves Required 3.1
Inter-Industrail (Trade) Loans 22.2
Total Assets 201.1

LUIBILITIES
Deposits from Enterprises 48.5

Demand Deposits 26.0
Time Deposit 22.5

Entrusted Deposits 64.5
Guaranteee Accounts 2.4
Other Deposits 5.3
Total Deposits 120.7
Bonds Issued 3.3
Accounts Payable to Banks 27.0
Reserves for Bad Debts 2.5
Capital Funds 32.3
Profits l2 6.0
Other Liabilities 9.3
Total Liabilities 201.1

Source: Almanac of China's Finance and Banking, 1994 (Chinese) p 556.
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Table A2.6 Annual Balance Sheets of the People's Bank of China (1988-94)
(RMB 100 million)

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

ASSETS
Loans 369.36 459.13 555.44 644.09 751.52 1,058.08 1,250.97

Loans to financial institutions 338.80 424.60 514.77 599.18 698.13 989.85 1,178.14

Banks (amount) 336.44 420.95 509.07 591.31 678.02 962.57 1,045.10
Banks (% of total) 99.30 99.14 99.89 98.69 97.12 97.24 97.48
Banks ( % growth rate) 25.12 20.90 16.15 14.66 41.97 8.57

NBFIs (amount) 2.36 3.65 5.70 7.37 20.11 27.28 26.99
NBFIs (% of total) 0.70 0.87 1.12 1.25 2.97 2.83 2.58
NBFIs (% growth rate) 54.66 56.16 29.30 172.86 35.65 -1.06

Other loans 30.56 34.53 40.67 44.91 53.39 68.23 72.83
Gold & foreign exchange reserves 17.04 27.66 61.15 124.01 111.39 88.75 451.59

Gold 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
Foreign exchange 15.84 26.46 59.95 122.81 110.19 87.55 450.39

At international financial institutions 18.71 19.16 25.90 26.20 29.84 33.68 17.54
Loans to Treasury 57.65 68.46 80.11 106.78 124.11 158.21 168.77

Total Assets 462.76 574.41 722.60 901.08 1,016.86 1,338.72 1,888.87

LIABILITIES
Budget deposits 66.36 92.20 99.50 123.86 91.81 120.04 86.22

Treasury 27.09 43.80 38.04 48.58 23.06 48.73 86.22
Other public sectors 39.27 48.40 61.48 75.28 68.75 71.31

Other deposits 7.61 10.95 18.99 32.55 48.88 62.98 182.92
Deposits by financial institutions 135.02 185.38 280.52 384.13 396.66 554.11 746.83

Required reserves 84.14 104.17 139.06 180.98 233.54 288.46 396.12
Excess reserves 50.88 81.21 141.46 203.15 163.12 265.65

Currency issue 223.67 247.20 278.82 333.63 457.45 628.76 788.39
To International financial institutions 14.86 13.87 18.57 18.47 21.72 21.72
Own capital 25.21 25.21 29.15 34.53 50.86 66.40 26.57
Other liabilities -10.06 -0.40 -2.97 -26.09 -50.52 -115.29 -48.11

Total Liabilities 462.76 574.41 722.60 901.08 1,016.86 1,338.72 1,782.82

Source: PBC, China's Financial Outlook, 1994 p 88; 1995 p 91.
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Table A2.7 Quarterly Balance Sheets of Trust and Investment Companies (1993Q2 to 1996QI)
(RMB billion)

1993 1993 1993 1994 1994 1994 1994 1995 1995 1995 1995 1996
2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr I St Qtr 2nd Qtr. 3rd Qtr. 4th Qtr I st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr I st Qtr.

Deposits 14410 14425 15840 15710 17470 19894 209.62 23238 24625 257.03 249.85 22543
Designated 97.62 99.80 109 70 116 99 129.19 141 99 147 96 164 19 172 65 179.94 167.66 153.13
Trust 28.19 2189 24.80 2618 29.78 3778 4536 5103 56.61 5927 62.53 53 19
Earnest money 3.18 338 2.90 1.47 1.42 1 81 201 185 1,93 217 214 2.10
Other 2008 1917 21 00 1246 1430 17.36 14.30 15.31 1507 1566 17.52 1701

Issue of bond 212 2 22 190 2 21 192 180 1.73 168 2 01 1.80 1.89 1.06
Liabilities on securities business 6.40 7.30 6.90 1070 1402 18.18 2017 2453 2474 25.45 20.75 19.27
Liabilities with central bank 3 97 3.27 3.50 5 23 3 63 2 89 2.79 2 72 2 62 2 46 2.39 2 30
Due to financial institutions 71.66 52.32 55.50 57.90 6054 60.32 54.12 6028 6014 59.75 6469 48.77
Provision for bad debt 067 057 0.60 074 0.61 0.62 0.63 075 079 0.77 0.81 0 75
Equity 45.73 45.94 4600 4303 45.01 4483 42 54 4722 4830 49.19 4494 42 88
Profit 125 204 3 30 0.44 1.20 203 212 0.10 0.24 047 1.04 (066)
Other 22 27 23 86 25 10 44.88 5109 58 28 56 93 64 54 6733 67 94 72.20 63 79

00

Total liabilities 298.14 281.77 301.20 322.22 352.72 387.89 390.65 434.20 452.41 464.86 458.56 403.58

Loans 19137 19006 20520 16997 18311 19828 20315 22464 23677 244.58 24098 209.00
Designated 8695 9006 9890 101.76 11001 12085 12873 143.16 15083 15530 14618 132.18
Trust 3407 3599 3790 3979 4350 4829 4870 55.14 59.43 6172 6944 55.01
Leasing 3278 3124 3370 1637 1614 15.99 13.21 1306 1263 1306 1092 9.45
Other 17.67 17 07 18.60 12 10 13 46 13.16 12.51 13 29 13 88 14.50 14 44 12 35

Investment 1989 15.70 1610 4395 4814 49.97 47.67 50.13 5110 50.83 50.71 4549
Assetsonsecuritiesbusiness 655 5.51 480 1810 2160 2619 26.04 3120 3166 31.50 2841 2260
Depositwithcentralbank 547 5.37 700 754 8.10 8.72 996 754 657 608 833 6.62
Required reserve 3 84 3.65 4 00 4 43 5 02 6.24 6.40 7 87 8 39 8.99 7.93 7 64
Required special deposit 0.27 0.21 - 003 007 - 0.01 - 004 0.02 - -

Due from financial institutions 46.65 35.09 35 90 3435 35 42 39.50 39 58 39 70 38 17 40.26 39.35 34.53
Other 43.99 41 89 44 20 43 84 51 25 58 99 57 83 73 11 7971 82.61 82.84 77 69

Total assets 298.14 281.77 301.20 322.22 352.72 387.89 390.65 434.20 452.41 464.86 458.56 403.58

Source. Peoples Bank of China.



Table A2.8 Quarterly Balance Sheets of State Banks (1993QI to 1996QI)
(RMB billion)

State banks' 1993 1993 1993 1993 1994 1994 1994 1994 1995 1995 1995 1995 1996
1 st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr. I st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr I st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr I st Qtr

Deposits 1,99488 2,06464 2,12698 2,32303 2,346 17 2,58632 2,78688 2,93278 3,17927 3,451 49 3,66299 3,87826 4,179.40

Entcrprises 73477 75019 70491 76716 92990 1,05727 1,117.89 1,14666 1,216 18 1,30028 1,37858 1,451 96 1,48480

Fiscal 35 14 35 42 42 89 48 73 64 92 88 99 9122 83.33 114.09 163 89 13016 100 32 112 40

Ognizations 6258 5838 6345 7131 6543 6858 7552 8536 76.78 76 15 8313 8998 7905

City&townsavings 91574 96150 1,050,50 1,11876 1,25999 1,34292 1,47069 1,584.45 1,73896 1,87781 2,03668 2,19410 2,46849

Agriculture 13470 13409 14169 17529 1574 1626 16.94 1951 1790 1745 1854 2168 1813

Other 11196 12506 12359 14179 1020 12.30 1462 1348 1536 1591 1591 20.21 1656

Bond 1617 11 89 1019 986 10.89 935 9.52 737 8580 11314 13942 16644 17716

Liabilitiestointerfin inst 2173 2173 2367 2173 2173 2173 2172 2173 2224 2223 38.24 3824 3824

Cuffencyincirculation 45579 48636 507.48 58647 58346 57815 64129 72886 72710 70039 73689 78853 81691

Equityofstatebanks 22073 22073 22073 220.73 21790 21725 21725 21725 22315 22316 22722 22722 25398

Duetobanks 22524 21699 21337 378.11 31134 32666 64760 760.53 451.00 38455 40372 43982 41180

Other (103.35) (8539) (101.00) (12047) (21784) (2701) (56.08) (8627) (14450) (23071) (24449) (13961) (311 26)

Total Liabilities 2,831.20 2,936.94 3,001.39 3,419.46 3,469.70 3,712.45 4,268.17 4,582.26 4,544.10 4,664.25 4,963.99 5,398.90 5,566.27

Loans 2,181 86 2,26082 2,361 06 2,646 11 2,67925 2,824.96 2,95586 3,16029 3,29344 3,408.71 3,58972 3,93934 4,03739

Productive enterprises 498.98 515 10 542.38 604.73 617 86 662 54 688.62 720 92 756 88 784 28 817 60 878.93 909.90

Matenal supply enterpnces 8340 85.40 88 12 97.41 98 11 9898 9882 101.69 101 69 10230 10249 10634 10687

Commercial enterprises 764 74 784.27 812.14 903 75 808 72 843 56 894 89 1,005.27 1,016.46 1,033 01 1,084 79 1,216 33 1,226.30

Constructiveenterprises 9047 9272 4650 105.22 99.05 10403 10653 11168 78.81 82.34 8897 10350 151.92

Townshipcollectiveenter 12071 126.39 12902 13653 100.21 10624 10974 11419 96.31 9909 10245 10664 11026

Individual enterpnses 2.72 3 05 3 28 3 40 2.92 4 19 5 26 5 35 2 10 2.65 3.00 3 41 3 86

Agriculture 149.4d 155.52 161 39 172 02 132 04 145 17 147.76 155 41 162 71 174.55 183 97 192 16 201.44

Fixedassets 39621 414.04 43766 51705 61107 650.30 68254 71729 809.77 84293 901.28 1,002.56 1,009.25

Foreign&joint-ven enter 5353 61 11 67.83 73.70 7009 7550 8078 8999 9345

Other 7520 84.32 140.56 10600 15574 14884 153.87 15478 19861 21205 22436 23949 22412

Bondpurchase 5684 5457 6040 9082 13249 154.25 18029 20107 23892 26333 30642 32262

Gold 120 120 120 120 1.20 120 1.20 1.20 120 120 120 120 120

Foreignexchange 11353 10724 11667 8755 268.93 33028 39677 45039 50233 53926 61124 677.45 74377

Assets in interfin inst 32 11 3227 3380 3368 4030 41.48 4030 39.27 3792 3557 57.12 5551 5496

Claimsongovemment 133.90 13732 13993 15821 15822 15822 158.22 16871 15821 158.21 158.21 15821 15821
Duefrombanks 36858 341.25 29417 43229 23098 223.82 56156 58211 34994 282.38 28317 260 78 248 11
Total assets 2,831.20 2,936.94 3,001.39 3,419.46 3,469.70 3,712.45 4,268.17 4,582.26 4,544.10 4,664.25 4,963.99 5,398.90 5,566.27

'State Banks include PBOC, policy banks,state commercial banks, Communication Bank, CITIC Industrial Bank and Post Savings

,SOUrce. People's Bank of China.



Table A2.9 Quarterly Balance Sheets of Other Banks (1993Q2 to 1996QI)
(RMB billion)

1993 1993 1993 1994 1994 1994 1994 1995 1995 1995 1995 1996
2ndQtr. 3rdQtr 4thQtr. IstQtr 2ndQtr. 3rdQtr 4thQtr. IstQtr 2ndQtr 3rdQtr. 4thQtr. lstQtr.

Deposits 34.1 375 459 49.1 600 70.5 828 102.3 1188 133.9 153.0 1583
Enterprise 19.2 21 2 26.3 307 39.4 456 54.2 69.3 81.2 91.4 1024 104.5
Cityandtownsavings 47 5.4 64 7.6 89 104 125 160 184 21.4 25.5 299
Agriculture 0.4 04 0.3 0.3 0 4 0.4 03 0.2 0.3 0.2 0 2 0 2
Trust 78 83 8.8 9.1 97 11.2 135 140 151 173 201 18.4
Other 2.0 22 4.0 1 5 1.6 28 2.4 28 3.9 3.5 49 5.1

Financial bond 03 04 0.3 02 0.2 02 02 02 0.1 00 0.0 0.0
Liabilitiesonsecuritiesbusiness 02 00 0.3 0.3 0.1 03 0.6 08 1.0 18 1 6 1.7
Liabilities to central bank 12 1.4 2.4 2.5 1 9 23 3 9 33 22.1 21 2.0 2 3
Duetofinancialinstitutions 47 3.3 44 3.6 42 5.5 91 12.7 144 170 219 205
Provision for bad debt 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 4 05 0.6 1 2
Equity of Other Banks 5.8 60 6.1 4.3 5.8 61 57 7.9 8 0 9.4 9.5 11 0
Profit 0.6 1.0 1.2 06 0.9 13 1.2 0.6 1 1 22 2.7 1.2
Other 4.0 2.8 5.7 10.4 46.1 57 1 82.0 600 71.8 82.6 89.1 96.8
Total liabilities 51.0 52.6 66.4 71.3 119.4 143.3 185.7 188.2 217.8 249.4 280.4 293.2

Loans 31.0 33.0 38 2 39.6 45.1 53 3 61.4 85.5 92.7 106.6 115.4 119.9
Industrial 62 6.4 8.5 8.9 105 11.3 128 185 19.6 23.5 25.4 25.4
Commercial 6.4 73 87 9.4 11 1 13.3 13.4 17.8 19.5 204 22.7 23.8
Constructive and infrastructure 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 04 05 16 1 6 1.5 1.4 12
Contractor and individual enterprises 0.5 0.6 0.7 1.1 0.1 02 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5
Foreign and joint-venture enterprises 2.4 2.8 3.5 3.5 4.4 50 5.5 7 1 8 1 8 7 9.6 9 7
Agriculture 0.9 0.3 04 9.9 0.3 03 0.3 03 0.3 0.3 0.3 03
Longterm 2.4 2.2 1.8 1.5 1.4 2 1 2.3 7.8 8.3 9.0 9.9 6.5
Trust 72 7.6 79 7.8 83 9.5 113 142 14.1 181 18.0 16.4
Other 3.3 3.6 4.6 7.1 86 11.2 15.1 180 20.3 247 27.6 36.3

Investmentand leasing 19 1.9 18 3.6 46 5.0 64 7.7 9.3 116 13.6 176
Assets on securities business 1.8 1.5 2.1 1.7 2 0 2.4 2.7 3.4 3.7 3 9 2.9 33
Depositswith the People'sBank 3.2 3.8 8.0 57 6.3 7.7 13.9 9.3 11.5 11.4 210 14.3
Required reserve 3.2 3.3 42 46 59 7.1 79 9.3 11 1 13 6 150 163
Due from financial institutions 5.7 48 5.5 49 7.0 76 96 13.5 16.7 18.0 20.8 200
Cash in vault 03 0.3 06 05 0.5 06 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.3 1.2
Other 6.3 60 7.8 10 8 48.0 596 83.0 589 72 5 83 3 90 5 96 3
Total assets 51.0 52.6 66.4 71.3 119.4 143.3 185.7 188.2 217.8 249.4 280.4 293.2

Source Peoples Bank of China.



Table A2.10 Quarterly Balance Sheets of Urban Credit Cooperatives (1994Q1 to 1995Q4)
(RMB billion)

1994 1994 1994 1994 1995 1995 1995 1995
1st Qtr. 2nd Qtr. 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr. Ist Qtr 2nd Qtr. 3rd Qtr. 4th Qtr.

Deposits 148.11 176.22 198.80 23537 253.10 274.52 295.35 335.75

Collective enterprise 52.10 61.16 66.45 77.38 75.85 78.06 78.96 87.16

Otherenterprises 15.40 20.85 25.78 3237 37.69 43.72 50.17 56.71

Individual enterprises 6 83 8.23 8.52 10.62 11.03 11.82 12.22 14.09

Savings 45.62 53.42 62.08 73.37 86.25 97.08 109.18 125.95
Other 28.15 32.56 35.96 41 62 42.29 43.85 44.84 51.83

Liabilities with central bank 2.39 3.22 2.94 3.47 3.58 291 2.86 2.97

Due from financial institutions 17.88 18.53 18.83 2012 23.24 24 10 26.32 30.97

Equity 8 72 9 34 10.07 11.11 12.70 13 06 12.92 13.59
Profit 066 1.48 232 1 21 0.41 1.22 2.22 1.31
Other 40.95 3958 4088 45.91 49.60 58.50 61 19 69.91

Total liability 218.71 248.36 273.83 317.19 342.63 374.31 400.86 454.5
00

Loans 91.57 104.46 117.43 132.36 149 08 160.14 172.82 192 9

Collective enterprises 58.13 65.57 71.76 80.32 85.75 91.02 97.60 107.97

Otherenterprises 849 10.09 11.54 12.61 14.47 15.91 1607 18 15

Individual enterprises 7 20 8.28 9.31 10.45 11.71 12.80 14.39 15.62

Other 17.74 20.52 24.82 29.39 37.15 40.41 44.76 51.17
Bond 184 1.42 1.06 202 2.15 2.15 1.99 205

Deposit with central bank 289 13.44 12.06 16 81 14.54 13.62 14.99 25.91

Required reserve 14.57 17.56 19.76 23.05 25.31 27.98 30.96 33.21

Required special deposit 021 015 0.31 464 5.01 5 11 4.85 2.35

Due to financial institutions 42.12 53 74 57.61 63.36 63.18 69 24 76.61 90.85

Cash in vault 2 29 2 56 2.97 3 30 3.55 4 16 4 41 4.79

Other 63 24 55.04 62 63 71.67 79.81 91.93 94.21 102.43

Tatal assets 218.71 248.36 273.83 317.19 342.63 374.31 400.86 454.50

Source: People's Bank of China



Appendix Tables A3 Deposits and Loans

Table A 3.1 Deposits, by Financial Institution (1993-94)
(RMB 100 million)

1993 1994

TOTAL State Other Urban Rural Trust Finance TOTAL State Other Urban Rural Trust Finance
Banks Banks Credit Credit Cos Cos Banks Banks Credit Credit Cos Cos

Items/institutions Co-ops Co-ops Co-ops Co-ops

Total deposits 29,627 21,827 459 1,340 4,297 1,584 121 40,472 29,331 828 2,354 5,681 2,096 183
Enterprises 8,606 7,672 263 623 49 13,176 11,470 542 1,098 67
Ministry of Finance 487 487 833 833
Gov't departments & organizations 713 713 854 854
Householdincities&towns 15,204 11,188 64 376 3,576 21,519 15,845 125 734 4,816
Rural households 1,074 349 3 721 1,063 195 3 865
OtherDeposits 3,543 1,418 128 341 1,584 72 3,028 135 158 523 2,096 116

Bonds 196 99 6 89 3 845 825 2 17 1
Liabilities to int'l financial institutions 217 217 217 217

00 Currency in circulation 5,865 5,865 7,289 7,289
Capital 3,252 2,207 61 84 408 460 32 3,605 2,274 57 111 694 425 43
Interbank deposits 4,787 3,781 44 195 178 555 35
Other -2,110 170 -111 -444 -1,491 -228 -5 -3164 904 -245 -1121 -2207 -506 12

Total Available Funds for Loans 41,835 34,166 458 1,174 3,392 2,459 186 49,264 40,840 641 1,344 4,169 2,033 239

Share in total funds 100 81.7 1.10 2.81 8.11 5.88 0.45 100 82.9 1.30 2.73 8.46 4.13 0.48

Sources: People's Bank of China, China's Financial Outlook 1994, pp 91-92; 1995, pp 93-94.



Table A3.2 Loans, by Financial Institution (1993-94)
(RMB 100 million)

1993 1994

TOTAL State Other Urban Rural Trust Finance TOTAL State Other Urban Rural Trust Finance
Banks Banks Credit Credit Cos Cos Banks Banks Credit Credit Cos Cos

Items/institutions Co-ops Co-ops Co-ops Co-ops

Total Loans 32,943 26,432 382 777 3,144 2,052 155 40,810 32,441 614 1,324 4,169 2,032 232
Industrial Production Enterprises 6,191 6,047 85 59 7,393 7,209 56
Material Supply & Sales Enterprises 974 974 1,017 1,017
Commercial Enterprises 9,131 9,038 87 7 10,191 10,053 134 4
Construction Enterprises 1,056 1,052 4 1,122 1,117 5
Urban/Township Collective Ent. 1,963 1,365 598 2,071 1,142 929
Individual Proprietors 109 34 7 68 156 54 2 101
Township Enterprises & Inst. 2,708 707 2,001
Agriculture 2,131 984 4 1,143 4,645 1,554 3 3,088
Fixed Assets 5,197 5,171 18 9 8,042 8,011 23

x0 Joint Ventures, Foreign Ent. 792 737 55
Other Loans 3,483 1,060 178 112 2,052 81 5,382 1,548 264 294 1,081 2,032 165

Bonds Purchasing 751 604 21 74 48 4 1,859 1,803 27 20 1 7
Gold Purchasing 12 12 12 12
Foreign Exchange Purchasing 876 876 4,504 4,504
Deposits with Int'l Financial Inst. 337 337 393 393
Advances to Ministry of Finance 1,582 1,582 1,687 1,687
Interbank Loans 5,334 4,323 55 323 248 359 27

Total Funds Used 41,835 34,166 458 1,174 3,392 2,459 186 49,264 40,840 641 1,344 4,169 2,033 239

Sources: People's Bank of China, China's Financial Outlook, 1994, pp 91-92; 1995, pp 93-94.



Table A3.3 State Banks: Quarterly Deposits and Loans (1992Q2 to 1996Q1)
(RMB billion)

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Q2 Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Qi

DEPOSITS
Enterprise deposits 665 4 734 8 750 2 704 9 767.2 929 9 1,057 3 1,117 9 1,146.7 1,216 2 1,300 3 1,378 6 1,452 0 1,484 8
Budget deposits 47 2 35.1 35 4 42 8 48 7 64 9 89 0 91 2 83 3 114 1 163.9 130 2 100.3 112 4
Govemment agencies 67 6 62 6 58 4 63 5 71 3 65 4 68 6 75,5 85 4 76 8 76 2 83 1 90 0 79 1
Urban savings 811 9 915 7 961 5 1,050 5 1,118 8 1,260 0 1,342 9 1,470 7 1,584 4 1,738 9 1,877 8 2,036 7 2,194 1 2,468 5
Agricultural deposits 123 6 134 7 134 1 1417 175 3 15 7 16 3 16 9 19 5 17 9 17 5 18 5 217 18 1
Otherdeposits 98 6 112 0 125 1 126 6 1418 10 2 12 3 14 6 13 5 15 4 15 9 15 9 20 2 16 6

Total Deposits 1,8144 1,9949 2,0646 2,1270 2,3230 2,3462 2,5863 2,7869 2,932 8 3,179.3 3,451 5 3,6630 3,8783 4,1794

LOANS

To productive enterprises 467 7 499 0 515 1 542 4 604 7 617 9 662 5 688 6 720 9 756.9 784 3 817 6 878 9 909 9
To material supplying ent 779 8340 854 88 1 974 98 1 99.0 988 101 7 101 7 1023 102.5 1063 1069
To commercial ent 703 8 764 7 784 3 612 1 903 8 808 7 843 6 894 9 1,005 3 1,016 5 1,033 0 1,084 8 1,216 3 1,226 3
Toconstructionent 83.5 905 927 465 1052 991 1040 1065 1117 788 823 89.0 1035 1519

00oo Tourbancollectiveent 1072 1207 1264 1290 1365 1002 1062 1097 1142 963 99 1 1025 1066 1103
To private industrial and commercial
enterprises 2.2 27 3 1 33 34 29 42 53 54 2 1 2.6 30 34 39
Loanstoagriculture 1417 149.4 1555 1614 1720 1320 1452 1478 1554 1627 1746 1840 1922 2014
Loans on fixed assets 357 3 396 2 414 0 437 7 517.1 611 1 650 3 682 5 717 3 809 8 842 9 901 3 1,002 6 1,009 3
To foreign and joint venture enterprises 53 5 61 1 67 8 73 7 70 1 75 5 80 8 90 0 93 5
Others 588 752 843 1406 1060 1557 1488 1539 1548 198,6 2120 2244 2395 224 1

Total loans 2,000 1 2,831 2 2,260 8 2,361 1 2,646.1 2,679 3 2,825 0 2,955 9 3,160 3 3,293 4 3,408 7 3,589 7 3,939 3 4,037 4

Source. China Finance (Zhongguo Jinrong), 1993(3,10),1994(1), and 1995(3,6,9,12); Financial Daily (JinrongShibao), 2/1/1996.



Table A3.4 Other Banks: Quarterly Deposits and Loans (1993Q1 to 1996QI)
(RMB billion)

1993 1994 1995 1996

Q.l Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.1 Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.] Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Ql

DEPOSITS
Enterprise Deposits 19.2 21.2 26.3 30.7 39.4 45.6 54.2 69.2 81.2 91.4 102.4 104.5
Urban Savings 4.72 5.42 6.4 7.6 8.9 10.4 12.5 16.0 18.4 21.4 25.5 29.9
Agricultural Deposits 0.42 0.38 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.23 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.2
Trust Deposits 7.75 8.32 8.8 9.1 9.7 11.2 13.5 14.0 15.0 17.3 20.0 18.4
Other Deposits 1.98 2.20 4 1.5 1.6 2.8 2.4 2.76 3.90 3.51 4.93 5.1

Total Deposits 34.1 37.5 45.9 49.1 60.0 70.5 82.8 102.3 118.8 133.9 153.0 158.3

LOANS
To industry 6.20 6.42 8.5 8.94 10.5 11.3 12.8 18.5 19.6 23.5 25.4 25.4
To commerce 6.40 7.29 8.7 9.39 11.1 13.3 13.4 17.8 19.5 20.4 22.7 23.8
To construction & Infrastr. 0.29 0.29 0.4 0.36 0.40 0.43 0.47 1.57 1.58 1.46 1.39 1.2
To contractors &pvt. ent. 4.96 0.59 0.7 1.06 0.12 0.15 0.19 0.27 0.36 0.43 0.51 0.5
To foreign and JV enterprises 2.47 2.75 3.5 3.49 4.35 5.02 5.53 7.07 8.10 8.67 9.57 9.7
Loans to agriculture 0.36 0.35 0.4 9.93 0.32 0.29 0.26 0.29 0.25 0.25 0.27 0.3
Medium-long term loans 2.39 2.21 1.8 1.47 1.40 2.10 2.29 7.79 8.31 9.03 9.89 6.5
TrustLoans 7.16 7.62 7.9 7.77 8.32 9.52 11.3 14.2 14.1 18.1 18.0 16.4
Others 3.30 3.59 4.6 7.10 8.64 11.2 15.0 18.0 20.3 24.7 27.6 36.3

Total Loans 31.0 33.0 38.2 39.6 45.1 53.3 61.4 85.5 92.7 106.6 115.4 119.9

Source: China Finance (ZhongguoJingrong), 1993 (3, 10), 1994 (1), and 1995 (3, 6,9, 12); FinancialDaily (JingrongShibao), 2/1/1996.



Table A3.5 Trust and Investment Companies: Quarterly Deposits and Loans (1993QI to 1996Q1)
(RMB billion)

1993 1994 1995 1996

Q.l Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.l Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.l Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.1

TOTAL DEPOSITS 144.1 144.2 158.4 157.1 174.7 198.9 209.6 232.4 246.2 257.0 249.9 225.43
Entrusted Deposits 97.6 99.3 109.7 117.0 129.2 142.0 148.0 164.2 172.6 179.9 167.7 153.13
Trust Deposits 23.2 21.9 24.8 26.2 29.8 37.8 45.4 51.0 56.6 59.3 62.5 53.19
Guaranty Deposits 3.18 3.38 2.9 1.5 1.4 1.8 2.01 1.85 1.93 2.17 2.14 2.1
Other Deposits 20.1 19.2 21 12.5 14.3 17.4 14.3 15.3 15.1 15.7 17.5 17.1

Bond Issuance 2.12 2.22 1.9 2.2 1.9 1.8 1.73 1.68 2.01 1.80 1.90 1.06
Securities Operations 6.40 7.30 6.9 10.7 14.0 18.2 20.7 24.5 24.7 25.5 20.7 19.27
Borrowings from the PBC 3.97 3.27 3.5 5.2 3.6 2.9 2.79 2.72 2.62 2.46 2.39 2.3
Interbank borrowings 71.7 52.3 55.5 57.9 60.5 60.3 54.1 60.3 60.1 59.8 64.7 48.77
Reserves for Bad Debts 0.67 0.57 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.63 0.75 0.79 0.77 0.81 0.75
Self-Owned Funds (Equity) 45.7 45.9 46 43.0 45.0 44.8 42.5 47.2 48.3 49.2 44.9 42.88
Profits (Jieyi) 1.25 2.04 3.3 0.4 1.2 2.0 2.12 0.10 0.24 0.47 1.04 -0.66
Others 22.3 23.9 25.1 44.9 51.1 58.3 56.9 64.5 67.3 67.9 72.2 63.79

Total Sources of Funds 298.1 281.8 301.2 322.2 352.7 387.9 390.6 434.2 452.4 464.9 458.6 403.58

TOTAL LOANS 191.4 190.1 205.2 170.0 183.1 198.3 203.2 224.6 236.8 244.6 241.0 209
Entrusted Loans 87.0 90.1 98.9 101.8 110.0 120.9 128.7 143.2 150.8 155.3 146.2 132.18
Trust Loans 34.1 36.0 37.9 39.8 43.5 48.3 48.7 55.1 59.4 61.7 69.4 55.01
Leasing 32.8 31.2 33.7 16.4 16.1 16.0 13.2 13.1 12.6 13.1 10.9 9.45
Other Loans 17.7 17.1 18.6 12.1 13.5 13.2 12.5 13.3 13.9 14.5 14.4 12.35

Investment 19.9 15.7 16.1 44.0 48.1 50.0 47.7 50.1 51.1 50.8 50.7 45.49
Funds in Securities Operations 6.55 5.51 4.8 18.1 21.6 26.2 26.0 31.2 31.7 31.5 28.4 22.6
Deposits at the PBC 5.47 5.37 7 7.5 8.1 8.7 10.0 7.5 6.6 6.1 8.3 6.62
Reserves 3.84 3.65 4 4.4 5.0 6.2 6.40 7.87 8.39 9.00 7.93 7.64
Reserves on Special Deposits 0.27 0.12 0 0.0 0.1 - 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.01 0
Inter-Bank Transactions 46.7 35.1 35.9 34.4 35.4 39.5 39.6 39.7 38.2 40.3 39.3 34.53
Others 44.0 41.9 44.2 43.8 51.3 59.0 57.8 73.1 79.7 82.6 82.8 77.69

Total Uses of Funds 298.1 281.8 301.2 322.2 352.7 387.9 390.6 434.2 452.4 464.9 458.6 403.58

Source: ChinaFinance (ZhongguoJinrong), 1993(3, 10), 1994(1),and 1995(3,6,9,12);FinancialDaily (JinrongShibao),211/1996.



Table A3.6 Urban Credit Cooperatives: Quarterly Deposits and Loans (1993QI to 1995Q4)
(RMB 100 billion)

1993 1994 1995

Q.l Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.l Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.I Q.2 Q.3 Q.4

DEPOSITS

Collective Enterprises 43.6 41.9 52.1 61.2 66.5 77.4 75.9 78.1 79.0 87.2

Other Enterprises 8.74 9.30 15.4 20.9 25.8 32.4 37.7 43.7 50.2 56.7

Owners of Private Industrial and 6.83 8.23 8.52

Commercial Enterprises 6.12 5.72 45.6 53.4 62.1 10.6 11.0 11.8 12.2 14.1

Urban Household Savings 27.3 31.2 28.2 32.6 36.0 73.4 86.2 97.1 109.2 125.9

Others 22.3 21.8 41.6 42.3 43.9 44.8 51.8

Total Deposits 108.1 109.9 148.1 176.2 198.8 235.4 253.1 274.5 295.4 335.7

LOANS

To Collective Enterprises 42.9 45.6 58.1 65.6 71.8 80.3 85.7 91.0 97.6 108.0

To Other Enterprises 4.10 4.46 8.49 10.1 11.5 12.6 14.5 15.9 16.1 18.2

To Owners of Private Industrial and 7.20 8.28 9.31

Commercial Enterprises 5.78 5.94 17.7 20.5 24.8 10.0 11.7 12.8 14.4 15.6

Others 8.21 8.69 29.4 37.2 40.4 44.8 51.2

Total Loans 61.0 64.7 91.6 104.5 117.4 132.4 149.1 160.1 172.8 192.9

Sources: China Finance (Zhongguo Jinrong), 1993 (3, 10), 1994 (1), and 1995 (3,6, 9, 12); Financial Daily (Jinrong Shibao), 2/111996.



Table A3.7 Rural Credit Cooperatives: Quarterly Deposits and Loans (1992Q2 to 1995Q4)
(RMB 100 billion)

1992 1993 1994 1995

Q.2 Q.l Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.l Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.l Q.2 Q.3 Q.4

DEPOSITS

Collective Demand 17.7 21.8 233.4 21.7 62.6 67.6 70.8 80.5 74.9 77.3 80.9 89.2

Collective Time 26.7 31.7 34.4 31.6 4.3 4.8 5.5 5.97 6.20 7.37 8.59 8.53
Farm Household Savings 273.3 308.2 317.4 336.2 402.5 429.7 453.8 481.6 535.2 564.1 588.9 619.6

Other Deposits 8.47 10.0 10.1 10.6

Total Deposits 326.2 371.7 385.3 400.1 469.4 502.1 530.1 568.1 616.3 648.7 678.3 717.3

LOANS

Loans to Agriculture 22.3 24.3 25.5 26.0 76.0 83.6 85.6 80.8 98.0 104.8 110.8 109.5

Loans to TVEs 137.4 161.8 171.9 183.1 191.2 202.2 211.4 227.9 242.1 246.4 259.6 277.9

Others 87.8 88.9 93.8 94.5 90.5 97.9 105.4 108.1 124.1 126.0 131.6 136.0

Total Loans 247.5 275.0 291.1 303.5 357.7 383.7 402.4 416.1 464.1 477.1 502.0 523.4

Sources: China Finance (Zhongguo Jinrong), 1993 (3, 10), 1994 (1), and 1995 (3, 6, 9, 12); Financial Daily (Jinrong Shibao), 2/1/1996.
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